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CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: We wil-l- now hear HB L93, sponsored by

Representative Woods. Representative Woods, please open up on your

bi11.

REP. WOODS: Thank you Mr. Chair, and good afternoon members

of the committee. For the record, my name is Tom Woods,

Representative Tom Woods, House District 62, and that is spelled

W-o-o-d-s. And I bring before you HB 793, a bill entitled revise

utility e1ectric cost recovery. Now HB 193 would repeal a section

of l-aw that was lntended to apply to a utillty company,

Northwestern Energy that did not own power plants of its own, once

upon a time. And in a nutshell, times have changed, and the

statutes that were written need to change with those times. So as

many of us remember, when Montana Power was broken up and sold

off in the early 90s or So, Northwestern Energy bought the

distribution sector of our power grid. Since Northwestern Energy

only owned poles and wj-res, it was not expected to bear the

financial- rlsk of buying power from people who did own power plants

when they went down. So the l-aw was written so that when power

plants went down, and the company that owned the poles and wires

wasn't subject to the cost of that. lt kind of made sense. They

could pass those costs directly to the customers. These times have

changed, and as everybody in the room knows Northwestern Energy

now owns l-ots and lots and l-ots of generating facilities. So what

thls bill is saying is that we will no longer all-ow Northwestern

Energy to use the same pass through mechanism they had when they
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in MCA and places Northwestern under the same regulatory chapterl
I

as other utilities in Montana like MDU, that's Chapter 3. So does]

this bill say that Northwestern Energy has to eat all the costs

of a plant outage or unexpected cost increase? No. No, it doesn't.

What this bill does is it will have Northwestern Energy play by

the same rules in Chapter 3 as other power companies in this state.

PSC woul-d have the latitude under this biII to set up a cost

sharing mechanism for Northwestern just l-1ke it does with MDU.

That means Northwestern Energy wou1d share in the cost of power

outages, unexpectedly hi-gh fuel- costs, that sort of thing, just

like other utllitles, and that's sensible, that's fair. And that's

the reason we created a Public Service Commission.

Now, f assume the company is going to be very much against

repealing this code, and there's a reason for that. The leglslation

this bill is trying to repeal is a great deal for Northwestern

Energy. Under the outdated code in Chapter 8, the risk of running

and maintaining their generating capacity defaul-ts to their

customer. Under Chapter 8 the PSC has to go well- out of their way

if they want to have Northwestern bear some of the responsibility

for their property's performance. The l-ast proceeding, where the

PSC disallowed plant outage costs, took 22 months, cost hundreds

of thousands of dollars in time, 1ega1 fees, and consulting fees.

AIt that work ended up in a refund of $8 mil-Iion to customers,

but even that was just a part of what consumers still ended up

were just a distribution company. This bill removes Chapter 8

2
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paying for that plant while it was out of service. That would not

have been the case if we were talking about MDU, which is under

Chapter 3. There the plant owner would have had to eat the

responsibility for the plant outage up front through a sharing

mechanism. There should be a mechanism where the burden isn't on

the PSC to investigate power plant outages, but where, if a power

plant goes down, the utili-ty has to own a little, at least a little

of that cost up front.

Now there's another consideration I think most, that I think

we need to think about here. Most of us in the room have run

businesses. And what kind of decisions would you make if your

mistakes don't cost you anything? How woul-d that affect the way

that you approach maintenance, upkeep? So, a reason from bringing

this bill is our current IegaI climate in Chapter I does not

promote responsible decision making, and it's we, the ratepayers

and our constituents, who assume the risks and pay the costs for

power pJ-ant outages. Now, as I understand it, having two bodies

of statute glves Northwestern Energy another advantage, Chapter

8, which this company can exclusively use, has a broader definition

of what constitutes an al-Iowable outage cost. It's different from

Chapter 3, the rules that other companies have to follow. And that

doesn't seem fair. One company can pass through costs like

admlnistrative costs, planning costs, directly to their customers

while the other company cannot. What other klnds of charges can

Northwestern Energy place on consumers bills with this tracking

3
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mechanism? I'm hoping that we're going to find out during this

hearing. But at the end of the day, the fundamental question is

this. Is it fair to have different l-aws for different companies

in the same business? f don't think so, and I hope you're gonna

agree. Now f'm sure there's going to be opposition to this b111.

The company employs a group of some of the most experi-enced and

effective lobbyists that I've seen around here, and they're nice

people, but let's remember who's interests they represent. Compare

that to those whose interests we represent, and consider the

motivation and expertise of those who come in support of this

bill-. And in the end I hope you will agree that passing HB 913 is

the right thing to do, and I'l-l- reserve the right to close. Thank

you, Mr. Chair.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Representative Woods. Can we hear

from proponents?

MR. KOOPMAN: Hello, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.

I'm Roger Koopman, Public Service Commissioner representing

District 3. Thank you for having me here today. And I'd l1ke to

begin by referencing this binder that we're going to pass out,

which deal-s with both this bill and another bill you'11 be hearing

today, HB 189. Yes.

CHATR ZOLNIKOV: Coul-d you spe1l it please, for our secretary,

your last name?

MR. KOOPMAN: Koopman, K-o-o-p-m-a-n.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you.
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MR. KOOPMAN: And, I have to say, we are testifylng today, the

three members of the commission, on bills that I think are a total

of three pages between the two bilIs, and being a typical

bureaucracy, we're giving out 50 pages of paper dealing wlth it..

I might mention, Representative Woods is my representative i

Bozeman, so I'm very proud to stand in support of HB 193 today,

representing the unanimous support of the Public Service

Commission, and it's, I guess, sort of a historic moment to be

supporting Representative Woods, and maybe the last time we ever

see that. Hopefully not. And Representative Woods has done an

excellent j ob of presenting the biII, so I' l-l- try not to be

repetitive here. The PSC is kind of at you might sdY, a quasi-

judicial body, and so we're charged with the responsibility of

treating al-I regulated utilities equally under the law. But with

the faws that currently authorize electric supply trackers, that

equity is simply not possible. HB 793, by placing electricity

util-ities under the same statutory provisions, fixes that, and by

repealing language that frankly gives special privllege to one

company over another. At issue here is whether public utilities

are permitted to handle electric supply costs under the statute

and how they handle them. One firm, Northwestern Energy, that lies

within the basin of the Columbia River, party at l-east. The

Columbj-a River Basln is governed by Title 69, Chapter 8, and is

permitted essentlally to pass through the electricity supply costs

onto consumers dollar for dollar, and there's not a whole lot that

5
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the Publ-ic Service Commission can do at this point to change that

or oversee that very much other than to check the numbers. While

the firm outside of that geographic area, Montana Dakota

Utilities, is subjected to the more traditional regulatory process

of the commission under Chapter 3. I'll al-so say that the current

statute in Chapter 8 that does offer some interesting and expansive

definitions of electric supply tracker costs that lead to the

utj-Iity including some things that you might find a little bit

surprising. And what I'm going do as I go through here, and I'11

be as brief as I can, but I'l-1 be referencing certain tabs here

that are handouts as we go along, and so I'l1 try to do that in

an efficient manner, and I'm not going to camp out on any of those

because we realIy don't have the time, but I'd be happy to answer

questions later if you'd like. So again, just to reiterate what

Representative Woods mentioned, yeah, Northwestern is in a much

different circumstance today than when the statute was first

enacted, and they were put under Chapter B. And essentially at the

time that they were under deregulation, they were very exposed to

the market, fu1ly exposed to the market, because all- they had was

poles and wires, transmission and distribution, and a retail

process essentially, and were not vertically integrated.

Meanwhile, MDU was not de-regulated in that wdY, and they remained

a vertically integrated utility. Northwestern, again, bought the

power entirely from third parties. Eor example, in 2008, f.2

mil-Iion megawatt hours from the open market. Today the company

6
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acquired the l- j-on's share of its power f rom its own generating

f acllities, assets. In 20L5 the utiJ-i-ty reported generating 5 . 5

megawatt hours from power plants that 1t owned, and buying from

the market only 2.8 million megawatt hours, and that wou1d be tab

l, handout L, Northwestern's Annual report references that. I'm

not going to take the time to go through that, but that gives you

those numbers, Mr. Chairman.

So again, so clearly now they are much exposed to market

risk, and therefore should have much less of a need for a tracker

that passes through doll-ar for dollar all of its costs. The CEO

for Northwestern, Bob Rowe, even acknowledged that the tracker

should change as a company began operati-ng more with its, through

its own power plants. During the hearing before the PSC on

approval, preapproval of the hydroelectric dams, Rowe indicated,

I'm quoting, "the trackers become l-ess important to the degree

that they are not recovering as much of your overall expenses

through the tracker. " He said he was "open to the idea of

adjustmeflL," and that's handout number 2 of the application for

approval of the Hydros, tab number 2, and that does have hj-s quote

in there as part of the transcript, as I believe. Yeah. Page 43

there. Clearly that time has now come. I agree with Mr. Rowe, and

that time for those changes is now. The statute was written at a

time when the klnd of business, a far different kind of business

than the vertically integrated one we see today, no longer needs

a 100 percent tracking mechanism for its electricity supply cost.
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The Company 1s earning a return on the power plants it owns o

cl-ose to ten percent, and that return is meant to compensate in

part for any market fluctuations and market ri-sk that they deal

wi-th. So that, you know, the primary argument is, yeah, that we

shouldn't treat two companj-es differently. They should have, they

have identical- business models basically, and they should be under

the same provisions of l-aw.

And, f'm going to skip some of this because again I don't

want to take too much more of the commission's time, but there

are two other good reasons, and I thj-nk, in part, Representati-ve

Woods referenced these two other good reasons for passing this

bill. One is that by putting Northwestern Energy as MDU is now,

under Chapter 3, it al-lows the PSC to institute a cost sharing

provision for el-ectric supply costs. In other words, to actual-l-

institute an incentive, imagine that, for a regulated utility,

monopoly, to actually have the incentive to be more efficient with

their procurement policies and to save money for themselves and

therefore for the rate payer. And we can put into effect an

incentive risk shari-ng type of process, which is used in a number

of other states, and most of the other states in the region, that

right now we cannot do whil-e Northwestern remains under Chapter

8. And just briefly, I'11 explain how that cost sharing process

typicalty works. It's a two-step process. First the baseline of

costs for fuel- and purchase power is established in a general rate

case based on historic costs. Each year afterwards, if the utilit

8
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has costs above that baseline, it gets to pass through just 90

percent, not 100 percent, 90 percent of those costs and purchase

power to consumers, but its shareholders must shoulder the other

ten percent for those excess costs. But the reverse is also true.

If costs end up being less than the baseline, then it works in

the reverse, and the company gets to keep a 1itt1e more, gets to

make a Littl-e more, and that's the incentive. And you'1I see in

handout number 3, Mr. Chairman, a comparison between other states

in our area, and how many of them right now have, allow for a cost

sharing component, and of course Montanar ds you can see, in the

case of MDU, does, is able to do that, but in the case of

Northwestern, because they're under Chapter 8 instead of Chapter

3, is not. We're not able to institute that. I think the commission

would very much would like to do that. I sure woul-d.

The other thing I, again, mentioned briefly, is that there

are definitions of electric supply contained in Chapter 8 that are

a littl-e bit creative, maybe a nj-ce way to put it there. They're

overJ-y broad, and they al-Iow for the inclusion of costs that reaIly

are not directly rel-ated to procurement power. And again, we have

an example in handout number 4 of their recent electric tracker

where 11 point something, about 11.5 mil-l-ion in consulting fees

were included in the tracker that was passed through to the

consumer, passed through to the ratepayer. That would not have

happened under Chapter 3. And fina11y, tab 6, Mr. Chairman, members

of the commission, just gi-ves one sort of interesting exampre of

9
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one of those costs. It's underscored here. International Airport,

Salt Lake International Airport, cost of some Jamba Juice. Not

much, but it was part of costs that they included, and many others,

as I say, that would not be included and would not be passed

through to the ratepayer if they were under Chapter 3 like MDU

is.

So for these reasons and others, Mr. Chairman, I rea11y do

recommend that we fix this inequity, and make Northwestern a better

company, stand up for the ratepayers in the process, and the PSC

unanimously urges passage of this bi11, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Commissioner Koopman. Are there

any other proponents?

MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. My name is Jason Brown, that's spelled B-r-o-w-n. I'

appearing today on behalf of the Montana Consumer Counsel. That's

the state's office that's establ-ished in the Montana Constitution

to represent ratepayer j-nterests in proceedi-ngs before the PSC and

federal agencies as well- as the courts. And due to our concerns

about the current electric trackerr we support this bitl to repeal

it. I want to talk briefly about ratemaking generally and how

traditionally to insure that public utility rates are fair, rates

are set in a rate CaSe, and based on a test period, and by test

period, I mean a snapshot of all costs and all revenues over a

particular point in time. And the goal there is to set rates that

are just and reasonable, by which I mean not excessive, and t

10
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provide the utility an opportunity to recover its cost of providing

service and to earn a reasonable rate of return on capital

investments that are useful. And the goal is to look at aII costs

and all revenues to collect a total amount, and then between rate

cases, that is until- the rates are set again, the monopofy utility

has an incentive to control its costs. Now, trackers are an

exception to traditional ratemaking, because they operate outside

of a test period, and they si-ng1e out certain types of costs, and

do not account for other costs that cou1d be increasing, dny other

revenues that might be, excuse frer any other costs that may be

decreasing, and other revenues that might be increasing. So, for

example , Lf sal-es vol-umes increase, revenues increase . And

meanwhile, some costs might get tracked, and other, that are

increasing, and other costs might not be tracked that are

decreasing. The fact that both these things could be happening at

the same time is another, is another reason that costs should not

be singled out and tracked. Again, costs could be tracked whil-e

some other costs are decreasi-ng and revenues are increasing. So

1n regulatory jargon you might hear, trackers are a single issue

ratemaking and the viol-ate the matching principle. And that's not

to say that trackers are never appropriate, they may be acceptable

for costs that are Iarge, that are volatiIe, and are beyond the

utility's control-. For example, the cost of buying power in a

wholesale market might meet those criteria, but costs that are

foreseeab1e and within a utility's control, should not be tracked

11
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because doing so singles out select costs that might be changing

while ignorj-ng other costs that might be changing, and it vj-olates

the bal-ance that that matching principle is designed to achieve.

And it reduces the utility's incentive to file comprehensive rate

cases that fairly look at the entire picture, the whole snapshot.

So with respect to HB L93, which would repeal the electricity

supply tracker, this law requires the commission to implement a

mandatory electricity supply tracker only for Northwestern Energy.

This l-aw was created for a bygone era of deregulation when

Northwestern did not own any power plants and when Northwestern

purchased all- of its power from others and from unpredictable

wholesal-e markets. Today, Northwestern is once again vertically

lntegrated, which means that it generates the power, it transmits

the power across the power l-ines, and it sells the power to

customers. So now its generation costs are largely fixed as they

were before the era of trackers, and Northwestern actually has

excess power to sel-l- in many hours of the year. So there's no

longer a need to track all- of Northwestern's supply costs, most

of whlch are now locked into rates and supposed to be stabilizLng

costs over the long term. And because Northwestern now owns its

own supply resources, its own power plants, these costs are within

the utility's control-. And I would say this electricity supply

tracker has had perverse impacts. When there have been unforeseen

outages at uti-1ity-owned plants, Northwestern has used this

tracker to pass the resulting costs on to customers. To the extent

t2
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that Northwestern still purchases power from others, this bill

al-lows the PSC to continue tracking costs that are truly volatile

and uncontrollable, and the PSC does in fact track certain costs

for MDU, Montana Dakota Utilitles, even though this law does not

apply to Montana Dakota Utilities. So thls is a unique tracker

that's only available to Northwestern and is no longer needed.

It's time to allow the PSC to apply a consistent regulatory

framework to both Northwestern and MDU and remove this relic of

deregulation. For these reasons, the MCC supports HB 193. Thank

you.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Mr. Brown. Any other proponents?

MS. BOYLE: Chairman Zolnikov, members of the committee, my

name is Jackie Boy1e, B-o-y-1-e, here representing AARP Montana.

AARP Montana has nearly 1501 000 members in the state, many of whom

are low and fixed incomes, so we do track things that affect folks

who don't have any ability to get more income. In qeneral, AARP

opposes specialty trackers, surcharges, since they have automatic

flow through costs with no abillty to offset. This legislation

e1iminates the power supply tracker, allows for application of a

more modest tracker. We don't opposed fuel- cost trackers per Ser

but we do believe that this one overly broad and does al-l-ow for

recovery for more than just fuel- costsr so for that reason we do

support HB 193. Thank you.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Ms. Boy1e. Any further proponents?

Any further proponents? Any further proponents? Before we get to

13
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the opponents, I was going to take second to crack some windows

just so it doesn't get too warm in her if that's okay. Two days

d9o, it got really hot in here.

A11 right. Forgive me. A11 right. We'l-l- now hear opponents.

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, John AIke,

A-l-k-e, on behal-f of Northwestern Energy. I think there's a bit

of a misconception that the proponents of this bill have created.

They're sayi-ng they're repealing part 8 of Title 69, and they are

not doing that. There are l-ots of provj-sions in part B of Titl-e

69, and none of those are affected by thls bj-11, something I want

to get back to l-ater.

This bill does only two things. And if you look at the bi11,

look at fines 72 and 13. The law currently reads, the commission

shall establish an electricity cost recovery mechanism that al-Iows

a public utility to fully recover prudently incurred electricity

costs. What does the bill do? As the proponents have all sal-d, it

makes, it gets rid of the mandatory nature of tracking, but what

the proponents haven't clearly dlsclosed is what it does is it

elimlnates the standard that says the commission can only disallow

a cost 1f it finds that it was imprudently incurred. That's what

this bill is rea11y all about.

What's the hist.ory behind what the proponents have described

as the reason for this bill? There's really only two investor

owned util-ities in Montana that have a significant presence, MDU,

Northwestern. Avista has, I think, 50 employees that work at the

l4
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pIant, dt the dam in Northwestern Montana. Black Hills Power and

Light, I think, has a hundred customers around the Be11 Creek

OilfieId. There's only two IOUs with a signlficant presence in

Montana, MDU and Northwestern. By Montana standards, Northwestern

has a very large footprint. We have 359r000 electric customers.

Even by Montana standards, MDU has a very smaII footprint in

Montana. The gentleman from MDU can verify this, but I think it's

25,OOO customers in Montana. In fact, in the curiosity question,

the second Iargest provider of electricity in Montana, retailer,

is Flathead Electric Coop, J-t's not MDU. The roots of the PSC's

complaint, the proponent's complaint, of why they want to chang

the 1aw, as they said, refates back to the state's adoption an

enactment of the L991 dereg act. As originally envisioned by the

architects of deregul-ation, it was going to appfy to both Montana

Power and MDU. I represented MDU at the time, and showed the

legisJ-ature that MDU was different that the other utility in

Montana. And I convinced the legislature over the great objection

of many, that MDU shoul-d be exempted. I succeeded in that endeavor,

MDU was exempted. And we al-l- know the history since, after dereg

was enacted Montana Power went bankrupt trying to transform itself

into a telephone company, and the company I represent,

Northwestern, went bankrupt after it acquired the po1es, wires and

pipes of the Montana Power Company. At the urging of this body,

at the urging of the PSC, Northwestern has struggled mightily to

put Humpty Dumpty back together agaln. And the statutory

15
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requirements that the PSC is now trying to repeal, that the

proponents are now trying to repeal, are an integral part of what

a1lowed Northwestern to put Humpty Dumpty back together again, and

it's not completely back together. We have suffj-cient resources

owned to meet light Ioad, we do not have sufficient resources

owned to meet heavy load. I believe I was right in L991 when I

testified before this body that MDU is different than the other

utility in Montana. I believe I am right today when I testify

Northwestern and MDU are still different. And let me explaj-n why.

One thing the proponents of this bill have not told you is because

of the bankruptcy there is what's ca1Ied the bankruptcy

stipulation. The bankruptcy stipulation is between the Office of

the Montana Consumer Counsel-, the Montana PSC and Northwestern.

Under the bankruptcy stipulation, the PSC has a voice in who sits

on our board of directors. Northwestern is prohibited except j-n a

very minor amount from investing in diversified enterprises. In

effect, the bankruptcy stipulation controls what we can do with

our own retained earnings. The bankruptcy stipulation does many

other things. There's no bankruptcy stipul-ation which gives those

enormous powers over MDU. MDU didn't go through bankruptcy. The

PSC hasn't told you about the huge difference in authority it has

over Northwestern as opposed to MDU. In Chapter 8, and this is

one of the things I said, this bill does not repeal Chapter 8,

there's a specific statute that applies only to Northwestern. That

statute, which is 69-8 -426, this applies to Northwestern, doesn't

16
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apply to MDU or any other utllity. The statute says, generation

assets acquired by a public utllity pursuant to this chapter, put

it in parens, must be used by the public utility to serve and

benefit customers within the public utility's Montana service

terrj-tory. No utility of any kind in Montana except Northwestern

has that kind of restri-ction.

Now, why the interest in this bill? Why the interest by the

environmental community? Why the interest by the Montana Consumer

Counsel? The back story is in fact the outage at Colstrip 4. In

2073 Colstrip 4 went down after Si-emens prepared and did a

maintenance of the uni-t. And so that the committee understands the

parties, we own 30 percent of Colstrip 4, we don't operate Colstrip

4, Talen is the operator of Colstrip 4. The party that was doing

the maintenance work that led to the damage was Siemens, hired by

Talen. So, while that case was still pending, in fact we hadn't

even hardly got started, Representative Woods brought to this body

in 2075 a bill to prohibit the incl-usion of outage costs in the

tracker. This commj-ttee soundly defeated that biII. The issue is

the commission does not 1ike, and the Montana Consumer Counsel

does not like, that it can only disallow costs if it finds

Northwestern acted imprudently. They don't want to be restricted

by the need to sdy, Northwestern, we're disallowing these costs

because you acted imprudently, and what will be determined by the

Montana courts is under the prudent standard that they're trying

to repeal, can the commission 1n effect sdy, we11, Northwestern,

t1
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I

I
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I

Iyou're responsible for the damage that occurred at Colstrip, evenl
I

though you weren't the plan operator, and even though you weren'tl
I

the party that did the maintenance at the unit. And again, to putl
I

what rea11y is at issue is the plant itself was insured. thel
l

damages to the plant were fu11y paid by insurance. A11 we're

talking about is replacement power costs, and obviously when our

unit went down, when it's no longer operating because of the

outage, we have to acquire power to meet our customers' needs. The

disallowance by the commission wasn't of the cost of fixing

Colstrip, the disal-l-owance was the power we had to acquire to meet

our customers'needs whil-e Colstrip was being fixed. And the

commi-ssion and the Montana Consumer Counsel- thinks it's

unreasonable that the commission can only disallow costs if they

find we did something wrong. I don't think it was emphasized quite

enough that MDU has a tracker. Now, I'm the attorney who heJ-ped

them get that tracker when I was still in private practice, and I

admit I couldn't get a tracker that was as good as the one

Northwestern had. That's a reflection on my failure as an advocate.

That doesn't mean the standard that the PSC is trying to repeal

j-s wrong. The commj-ssion should not be able to disallow costs

without finding that a utility, whether it be Northwestern or MDU,

acted imprudently, and I don't thj-nk this legislature should

suggest to the commission that it can disal-l-ow costs without any

finding of imprudence. I think that's fundamentally wrong, it's

wrong whether it's for MDU, as it's being applied to it's wrong

18
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if it's being applied to Northwestern. The commission shoul-d have

to fj-nd a utility has done something imprudent before it can

disallow costs. Thj-s bill isn't about being fair to MDU, if you

want to be fair to MDU, make the standard in Chapter 3 as I say

it should be. Specify in Chapter 3, which is the part that applies

to MDU, specify as is done in Chapter 8, that the commission can

only disa1low costs if it makes a finding that they were

imprudently incurred. This bill j-s not what it rea1ly seems, please

give this bill a do not pass. There is no basis for this

commission, excuse me, for this legislature, to feel that it should

empower the commission to disallow utility expenses without a

finding of imprudence, and that's what this bill is really about.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Mr. Al-ke. Any other opponents? Any

other opponents? Any other opponents, informational- witnesses?

MR. RIVAS: Mr. Chair, members of the committee, my name is

Diego Rivas, that's R-i-v-a-s. I am an senior policy associate

with the Northwest Energy Coalj-tion, which is an alliance of more

than 100 environmental, civic and human servj-ce organizations,

utilities and businesses in Montana, Idaho, WashJ-ngton and Oregon.

Mr. Chair, I'm testif ying today as an informational- wj-tness

because after much consideration of this bi11, I reaIly don't know

if I support it or oppose it. Actua1Iy, I shoul-d sdy, I both

support it and oppose 1t, so wanted to give some information along

those lines. On the proponents side , I would agree that

L9
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Northwestern Energy is clearly a vertically integrated utility, 
]

and I would agree that they no longer need help climbing out of

bankruptcy or reintegrating and owning their own generation

resources. I al-so agree that Northwestern Energy tracker

proceedings, while I have not been directly'intervened in any of

them, they have become extremely l-aborious undertakings by the

utility, commission and intervening parties. And I woul-d agree

that these many rate cases as they are called make it difficult

for interested parties and the public to understand what is going

on and creates a lack of transparency. On the fJ-ip side, I think

it's important to j-nsure that our utillties are gi-ven cost recovery

for the things they should be getting cost recovery for. Obviously,

cost recovery is the most important j-ssue for any utility, and I'd

say that's especially true for Northwestern. This bill will lead

to greater uncertainty over cost recovery by striking words that

are clearly defined in Chapter 8 and replacing them with ambiguous

language, cost tracking adjustment, which means what exactly. I

am s)rmpathetic to the argument that more risk needs to be shifted

to the utility and that the commission should be given more

latitude in its reguJ-ation of utilities, but to what extent. I

think that's the question that is still not answered. Furthermore,

if one looks at the definitions laid out in 69-8-103, Electricity

Supply Costs, and let me quickly stop here and restate what Mr.

Alke stated in that this does not move Northwestern entirely from

Chapter 8 to Chapter 3, but rather only this one provision of

20
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Chapter 8 relates back to Chapter 3. Northwestern remains under

all the other provisions of Chapter 8. So looking at Chapter 8,

Section 103, electricity supply cost is defined as "the actual

cost incurred in providing electricity supply service through

power purchase agreements, demand side management and energy

efficiency programs, included but not limited to," and it goes on

from there. The key for me is energy efficiency. Energy efficiency

in this section is treated as it should be, as a resource, the

same as the fuel cost. This is important policy that jeopardizes,

that is jeopardized by the remova1 of this provisj-on in Chapter

8. The commission has already removed Northwestern's ability to

recover lost revenues due to energy efficiency investments. What

if the commj-ssion decides that energy efficiency program costs

should not be tracked? Or, what if Northwestern exceeds their own

energy efficiency program costs because they acquired more cost

effective energy efficiency. Does Northwestern simply shut down

its demand side management program entirely? This would not be

good pub11c policy and would likely l-ead to increased rates and

bil-1s for utility customers as cost effective energy efficlency

is the cheapest resource available. I think we're all trying to

strike the right balance between prescriptive legislative statutes

and regulatory flexibilj-ty. Too much direction is not necessarily

a good thing, and we've seen that with the trackers becoming

burdensome for the commission and others. Too little direction may

cause confusion and exacerbate the already (Note: uninteTTigibTe

2L
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word) energy regulatory policy we currently have. My l-ast point

has to do with regulatory certainty. Knowing what field they're

playing on is extremely important for a utility to be abl-e to move

forward, especially as utilities move from being energy providers

to energy services providers. Wh1le I think this bill does have

some good outcomes, I worry about constantly changing the rules

of the game. And I say thls not because of what's happened in the

past, but rather what should happen in the future. It's quite

possible that all of chapter 8 should be repealed, and now that

Northwestern has recovered from the debacle that was deregulation.

Provisions such as 69-8-4L9, which lays out the electricity supply

resource planning, should probably be removed and Northwestern

rejoin the planning process of every other utility in the country,

conducting a more comprehensive integrated resource p1an. As

perhaps should 69-8-427 granting Northwestern approval.

CHAfR ZOLNIKOV: Stick to the bill please.

MR. RIVAS: I dfr, Mr. Chairman, T'm just about done. yup.

Granting Northwestern approval or pre-approval- as it has been

called of electricity supply resources. And surer we could

continue repeal provisions of the reintegration act one by one,

but what does that do to a utility needing regulatory certainty.

How can they invest in anything without knowing what's going to

happen next. So in conclusion, Mr. Chair, members of the committee,

and here's where I think I make a l-ot of friends, especially Sonia,

I woul-d recommend that the committee consider looking at an interim

22
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I

I

study bill that look at statutes of both Northwestern and MDU unal
I

come up with a more comprehensive update to the statutes and thel

dj-rection given to the commission. Obviously, this cou1d be aorl"1

I

with or without passage of this biII, but either way I think thisl
I

comprehensive study is the best way to remove confusion andl

Iestablish regulatory certainty. Thank you. 
I

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you. Any other informational witness?l

Any other informational witnesses? Questions from the committee?l
I

And just remind everybody, we are talking about 69-8-270, Iet'sl

stay on the bill. This has gone at1 over the place, this aboutl
I

this bill, so l-et's try to stick to it. Thank you. Any questions?l
IVice Chair Hayman 
I

REP. HAYMAN: Thank you, Mr. chair. I have a question forl
I

Commissioner Koopman 
I

MR. KOOPMAN: Mr. Chairman, Representative Hayman 
I

I

REP. HAYMAN: Correct. Thank you, Mr. chair. I am reallyl
I

surprised to see the PSC come before us today as a united frontl
I

supporting this bill, and with that said, I assume that you havel
I

thought through Mr. Alke's rationale and his points, and could youl

I

address some of his concerns, specifically that this would O"al

them in harm's way, give them l-ess assurance, those polnts thatl
I

he made 
I

I

MR. KOOPMAN: Thank you, Representative Hayman, MI. Chairman,l
I

members of the committee. Yeah, You know, and oftentimes, youl

I

know, f mean we're five, the commission is fi-ve flawed numanl

I23 
I

I

I



I

I

I

I

I

beings, and I'm not going to stand up here and say that we .fr.y"l
I

make the right decision all the time and in every sense judgel
Ithings, you know, with hindsight, in the best way. But I believef
Ithis is an example of where the commission is saylng, you know, I

I

we need to even the playing field here. We need to be able to havel

some tools by having the tracker for Northwestern under Chapter 3l
I

that allows us to, for example, to be able to question some ofl
Ithe inclusions that we tal-ked about earlier, 8 point something, I

Ipardon frer 11 point something million that are examples in yourl
Ihandout, that we can't now. And that likewise that we can institutel

some cost saving incentives that benefi-t both the company and thel
Iratepayer. I don't see the ratepayer and the company as at oaas.l

I see them in the same side. They should be on the same side. Ifl
I

we're doing our regulating right, both benefit from it, and it'sl
Ia little bit concerning to me when Northwestern comes and opposesl
Ithis bill- as strongly as it does. I wou1d, I don't want to respondl
I

to everything that Mr. Alke said, but I will just respond a littlel
I

bit, as an example, to the, what he obviously sti-I1 feels was al

I

wrong decision on the part of the commj-ss j-on with regard tol
I

allowing into pass through into the rate base and into rates thel
I

outage at Colstrip 4. You know, we're talking about the ratepayersl
I

are stil-1 paying for a large debt on that purchase of that CoIstriRl
l

4 or 30 percent. We're talking about the ratepayers paying a large

amount of return on equity for that large facility, and then they

shoul-d pay for this mistake as well? The commission needs to

24
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understand, Mr. Chairman, or the Committee, that the commission

did find that they acted imprudently, and again, I don't want to

go into a great deal- of detail-, but for one thing they did not

institute a very simply and non-costly test that probably would

have avoided the outage in the first pIace. They didn't even

investigate outage insurance in the case of Colstrip 4, and they

made no effort to share the cost with Siemens, DO effort

whatsoever, to try to relieve some of the cost that the ratepayers

b/ere going to end up paying. Again, we need a company that sees

itself having the strongest possible incentive to save for

themselves and to save for the ratepayer.

MS. HAYMAN: Thank you, Mr. Commissloner.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Any further questions from the committee?

Representative Rosendale.

REP. ROSENDALE: Mr. Chair, for Mr. Koopman, please?

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Mr. Koopman, or Commissioner Koopman.

MR. KOOPMAN: Representative Rosendale, Mr. Chairman.

REP. ROSENDALE: If the hadn't been prudent, and it is in law

that that's when you can act, then how come you couldn't hol-d them

accountabl-e?

MR. KOOPMAN: We1lr urrtr Mr. Chairman, Representative

Rosendale, uJ-timately we did. And it was a 3-2 vote, it was a

close vote, it was, and I woul-d recommend if you have nothing else

to read, uh, that's a joke. Having been here one time, I know

that's a joke, but there are concurring and dissenting comments

25
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on the Public Service Commission website about the outage issue,

and that go into that in some detail. But, yeah, ultimately we

did hold them accountable in the sense that we disallowed the,

that 8.4 million.

REP. ROSENDALE: Eollow up?
l

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Fo11ow up. 
I

REP. ROSENDALE: So are you saying they weren't punishea enor.,gh,l

Ifor that, although you hel-d them accountable, it wasn't goodl
Ienough? 
I

I

MR. KOOPMAN: No, I think in this case, although it was a ,r..yl
Idifficult process, and I think the sponsor, Representative Woodsl

pointed out, 22, what , 22 months and however long that pro..""l
Itook, ultimately the system stil-l- worked in this case, and we werel
I

abl-e to at least disal-l-ow that, but it wasn't easy, and there'sl
I

been many other examples, including the examples we've shown i"l
l

some handouts here, where we just simply didn't have the authority

or the ability to disallow. So, yeah, you know, it worked fitfully,

but ultimately we, and we're being challenged in the courts now

over thatr so it isn't over yet.

you

have

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Commissioner Koopman, I have a question for

as well- . If this law was enacted, what scenario, how woul-d it

played out different?

MR. KOOPMAN: With, as far as the outage?

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Yeah.

26
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MR. KOOPMAN: Wel-l-, You know, part of that is, I guess, uffir

trying to predict what other procedures or rul-es the Public Service

Commission might put in place in terms of changing the tracker

into the future, and right now we don't have an incentive system

put in place with regard to MDU. sor ufr, you know, I don't know,

and I might defer to one of my fellow commissioners if they have

some thoughts on that as weII, but it would certainly give us more

l-atitude, and in this case wou1d have made it an easi-er process.

I think Commissioner Kavulla maybe has a little more, tf that's

al-l- right, Mr. Chai-rman, to add to that.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Sure.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chaj-rman, that's an excellent question. T've

been a utility regulator for a number of years, and.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Make sure you introduce yourself.

MR. KAVULLA: I'm Travis Kavulla, Vice-Chairman of the

Commissi-on, K-a-v-u-l--l--a. Already included in your packet of

handouts j-s a chart that shows other states in thls region and

whether or not thelr utility regulator has set up a cost sharing

mechanism of the type that's already been described. Virtuall-y all

jurisdictions have because they realj-ze it's important to give at

least a sma11 incentive to the utility to control- its energy

purchases and procurement costs. To answer the question directly

to the Colstrip outage, if one of MDU's power plants had gone out

of service resulting in the necessity to buy additional power from

the market, the utllity would have eaten some of those costs

21
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immediately up front, and the remaining costs wourd have been

subject to a prudence review, it's a two-step walk. Itrs sort of

the same premise that, you know, if you own a restaurant that has

a fire, you know, you're going to get insurance back to pay for

the cost of rebuilding a restaurant, but no one is going to come

along and hand you a stack of cash for al-l- the business you lost

while that business was out of operation. The same thing has to

apply to the regulated utility industry. These people have to have

some skin in the game for property that they own, and that they're

being compensated for on a risk basis through a fairly generous

return. Most states acknowledge that, as you can see based on your

handout. Even Montana does, but selectively, only for one company,

and not for the largest utility in our state, and that's what

we're contending doesn't make any sense. It's not a best practice

in the industry, and it real-1y doesn't make sense that Northwestern

benefits from that treatment. Thank you.

CHATR ZOLNIKOV: Representative Bishop.

REP. BISHOP: Could I have either Mr. Kavulla or Mr. Koopman

come up? I just have a question in regards.

MR. KAVULLA: Roger's referring.

REP. BISHOP: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Kavul-la, I wonder, you

referenced this potential cost sharing incentive program that

cou1d be put in p1ace, and so coul-d you help us understand iust

the logistics of, is that fully under the PSC's regulatory
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authority to develop and j-nitiate that, and how does the timing

of that work with the potential- enactment of this?

MR. KAVULLA: Right. Mr. Chairman, Representative Bishop, this

bill has an enactment date of July 1st, I believe. That would al1ow

the current tracker period to run through so that the utilities

costs would stiIl be recovered to them under the existing law, and

would give a period of time for the utility to apply to set up a

tracking mechanism similar to the one that MDU has. Basically the

way it works is you take a base1ine of their projected expenses,

the expenses of owning and operati-ng power plants, all of the

expected market purchases of power that they have to buy from the

market, all the fuel, al-l the l-abor costs, everything, and you

establish a basel-ine. And then annualJ-y you have a proceeding to

track certain elements of that baseline like fuel- and purchase

power, so if the cost has gone up or the cost has gone down from

the basel-ine, 90 percent has fl-owed through to the consumers, 10

percent of the excess or deficit has fl-owed back to utility

sharehol-ders. I'd al-so note energy efficiency can be accommodated

too. We have a tracker for MDU that tracks their energy efficiency

program and costs as well.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Any other questions from the committee?

Representative Custer.

REP. CUSTER: Thank you, Mr. Chair, for Commissioner Kavulla.

MR. KAVULLA: Representative Custer.

29
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REP. CUSTER: Mr. Chair, Commissioner Kavul-l-a, did I kind ofl
I

hear it mentioned that maybe they should have purchased anl
I

insurance so that if their contractor like didn't maybe do whateverl
Ihe was supposed to do for startup ort and if they did do thatrl
Iwould that cost have been able to be passed through to thel

consumers? 
I

IMR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Representative Custer, it's u"l

open question whether the cost of outage insurance woul-d O"l
I

included in a general rate case as part of that basel-ine l-evel .tl

expense and recovered through rates that wdy, or whether it wouldl
I

be included in a tracker, but if the PSC found that such an expensel

was prudentr ds we do for property i-nsurance, then it would O"l

Iincluded in rates. This is an argument that the Montana Consumerf

Counsel has raised twice in proceedings where plant ora.n"=l
I

happened, and it's an argument that's a little bit more discreetl
I

than that. It's not that Northwestern didn't obtain outl
I

replacement power cost insurance, it's the fact that Northwesternl
I

didn't even look for it. They didn't obtain any quotes for itrl
I

and that was one of the reasons why the PSC did find Northwesternl
I

in this instance to be imprudent, but only after going through al

I

proceeding whichr ds you heard, took 22 months and the record ofl
I

which would be from the floor almost to the ceiling if I wheeledl
I

it in here today. 
]

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Representative Ol-sen.
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REP. OLSEN: Mr. Chair, I also have a question from Mr-

Kavulla. Commissioner Kavull-a.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Commissioner Kavul-Ia.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Representative Ol-sen.

REP. OLSEN: Mr. Chair, Commissioner Kavulla. So, can you

explain how the prudent standard is differently applied or is the

same applied accordj-ng to, doesn't the MDU also have a...

MR. KAVULLA: It does.

REP. OLSEN: ... how do you, the change going to happen.

MR. KAVULLA: Right. Mr. Chairman, Representative OIsen, I

guess I would just say that because Northwestern has a 100 percent

dol-l-ar for dol1ar tracker, we're forced to be institutionally

skeptical- of the expenses they seek to pass through their tracker,

because there's no disincentive for them to l-imit those costs. And

so we apply the prudent standard in that proceeding, and then we

also apply the prudent standard in the MDU proceediflgs, but

reali z)-ng that any excess cost over the basel-ine f or MDU, 10

percent from the very, getting out of the gates, will automatically

be applied to MDU, and any disall-owance of costs within that

baseline or in excess of the baseline might already be taken up

by the 10 percent that they have to eat. Many other regulatory

commissions in this region have, for instance, even with the outage

in Colstrip Unit 4, there are a number of other Pacific Northwest

states whose utilities co-owned that p1ant, and they said, well,

we coul-d go through a ful1 prudence review l-ike the Montana
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Commission had to do, but the fact that there's already cost

sharing up front means that they're eating, from the very

beginning, approximately what we woul-d disallow even if we made

an imprudence findingr so we've never had to embark. In other

words, the philosophical difference is, is this 10 percent a cost

for which the utility is being compensated through a return paid

on the ownership of their power plants as a risk of doing business,

or do you want more of a pass through vessef as your utility

company? Thank you.

CHAIR KAVULLA: Representative Rosendal-e.

REP. ROSENDALE: Mr. Chair, for Mr. Alke. Mr. Chair, Mr. A1ke,

dld Talen have thls insurance that they spoke about?

MR. ALKE: No, they did not. None of the owners of the Colstrip

generating station had outage insurance, and in the proceeding

before the commission, there were two witnesses who testified,

well, Northwestern should have had outage insurance. One was for

the Sierra Club, his background was he was an aerospace engineer.

One was for the Montana Consumer counsel, he was an economist. In

other words, flo one who had any experi-ence dealing with outage

insurance. Northwestern presented the testimony of a gentleman

whose speciatty is acquirlng outage insurance and construction

insurance for companies l-ike Northwestern. His testimony was, Lf

you could find a policy available to cover the kind of outage that.

occurred at Colstrip, the cost of the policy wou1d be way more
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than the coverage provided by the policy. And the commission simply

chose to ignore that evidence.

REP. ROSENDALE: May I have a fo11ow up?

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Fo11ow up.

REP. ROSENDALE: Why?

MR. ALKE: Why? Because it wanted to dlsal-l-ow the outage costs

at Colstrlp 4.

REP. ROSENDALE: I'11 just have to soak that in. Thank you.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Representative Custer.

REP. CUSTER: One more question, Mr. Chair , for Mr. Al-ke.

Maybe since a l-ot of us are new and not familiar with this, could

you explain that if there is an issue with a turbine how long 1t

takes to get one and maybe how maybe how many people can actually

even produce one and why the outages may be so long?

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chairman, Representative Custer, that's

actually a superb question. It wasn't the turblne, and in fact

what happened at Colstrip 4, the testimony was it probably never

happened anywhere in the United States. What they did is, it was

call-ed a full rotor out malntenance. So Siemens came in, and they

took the rotor out of the Colstrip 4 generating unit. The rotor

weights 50 tons. And the tol-erances within that unit are extremely

small. AII the windlngs, excuse me. All the windings where the

turbine spins, al-I the wlndings around the unit, there are

thousands and thousands and thousands of tiny l-ittle sheets of

metal, and that is how the electrlcity is generated. No one
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Iactual-l-y knows exactly what happened, because once the outagel
Ioccurred it melts the core. The experts who examined the corel
I

determined that what probably happened was that when Sj-emens putl
Ithe turbine back into the unit they probably bumped the turbinel

against the core. And if you dent enough of these littl-e ptates,l
Iit creates a short in the unit, the unit creates heat, and thenl
Ithe heat from that short melts the rest of the unit. And again, 
I

Ithe testimony was this had probably never happened anywhere in thel
IUnited States. The test that Commissi-oner Koopman referred, 
I

Ithere's what's called an EL CID test. Before you put the rotorl

back in to the core, you conduct an EL CID test to make sure there

are no shorts in the unit, because it's the short that makes the

whole unit go down. And they conducted EL CID tests before they

put the rotor back in. But once you put the rotor back in, there's

reaIly no practical way to conduct another EL CID test,

particularly after they put what's cal-l-ed the air baffles back

onto the unit. Siemens did not do r ot attempt to dor dh additional-

EL CID test after the rotor was put out, even though the testimony

of experts who deal with that said they were unaware of any utility

at the ti-me who tried to do EL CID tests after the rotor was put

back into the unit. Now remember, Mr. Koopman sai-d, we didn't do

this. Mr. Koopman said, Northwestern didn't conduct a test. We

didn't get to do the work. We didn't get to control the tests.

The operator is Talen. It's Talen who contracts with Siemens who

did the work. What was crj-ticaI, and this was given in evidence
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to the commission which the commission chose to ignore, remember

the insurance company who insured the unit and paid for it, the

j-nsurance company has a cl-aim. It was $21 million to fix the

unit. The insurance company sent in experts because they were

going to sue Siemens if they thought they could prove negligence

on the part of Siemens. Remember the insurance company is out 27

mil-l-ion bucks, said there's no case here. Again, this had never

happened in the United States. That evidence was in front of the

commission. The commi-ssi-on simply decided it was not persuasive.

The Colstrip outage was disallowed. The cost of the power of the

Colstrip outage was disallowed by the commission, and now we'11

find out in the Montana courts whether that's sustainable under

the prudent standard.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: I have a question for Mr. Alke as well. As

it was stated in testimony, Mr. Alke, there is a time to remove

these 1aws. When is the time to remove these l-aws if not now, and

at what point will- Northwestern be made who1e before these laws

can be removed? When is that period of time, if ever?

MR. ALKE: I think, given that the underlying premise is that

the purpose for this bill is so that Northwestern and MDU get

treated the same. I think the testimony by Diego is the best

response. There's lots of things at issue in the difference between

Chapter 8 and Chapter 3, that if you're thinking they should be

eliminated shoul-d be consj-dered. Like I said, it's a Chapter I

provisi-on that says when we acquire an asset or bu1ld a utility
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generatlon station in Montana, it's Chapter 8 that says, it can'tl
I

be used for anybody other than the customers in Montana. Something, 
I

Ia restriction MDU doesn't have. That's part of Chapter B. f thinkl
Ithe best testimony I heard today was Diego's. If the legislaturel
Iis serious and it wants to examine the continued vitality ofl
I

Chapter 8 and whether it shoul-d be there, I would hiqhly recommendl
I

you accept Dj-ego's advj-ce. 
I

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Mr. Alke. I bel-ieve that's wnat]

we're doing here today is looking at this, and that's why ,e'te]
lin the leglslature serving our constituents. Any other questions?]
lUh, would Representative Woods fike to close?

REP. WOODS: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I do appreciate the chance

to cfose, and I have to say thank you for a very civil hearing. I

have to say I a1most miss the ghost of lobbyists past at this

point. But it was a, I did have echoes of years past in terms of

presenting a bill in this committee and having the fine folks

behlnd me come up in that we just got reaI1y into the weeds about

turbines. We got really wrapped around the axle about, you know,

what is in the code, what is not in the code and whether or not

there are efficiency standards and what have you. But l-et's talk

about, let's draw back to what is this about? This is about closing

a loophole. This is about the fact that the current l-aw establishes

preferential treatment for a single utility, and I assert that

that is at its customer's expense. So now that Northwestern Energy

owns power plants and earns a proflt on them, and I want them to
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I

earn a proflt on them, it should be made to bear some of the risfsl
I

of the consequences of those plants failing. It shoul-d have *ot.l
I

skin in the game. The other problem with Chapter B, and this f"l
I

very important, is that the current law in Chapter 8 being utilizedl
I

by Northwestern Energy al-l-ows far too broad a definition of whatl
I

constitutes an el-ectric outage cost. Under Chapter B, one utilityl
Iis allowed to place costs directly on customer's bills such u=l

I

fees for consultants, planni-ng fees, and as we heard Jamba Juice.l

f can't make this up. 
I

I

I'd also l-ike to respond to some of the points made by thel
l

opponents here. This bill is not about fairness to MDU. This biII

is about fairness to the ratepayers, fairness to our customers,

and it' s about maintaining a f a j-r business cl-imate across the

state, and when we do that, it will bring benefits to our

constituents, the ratepayers. I also want to assert that under

Chapter 3, the PSC does apply a prudence standard, and that MDU

does recover energy efficiency costs in its tracker mechanism.

There's no reason why we can't have Northwestern following the

same standard. As for a study bill, we can study it after we pass

this. I see it as being a delay tactic because right now Chapter

8 is a good deal for one company. I'd also like to point out that

it's very rare. Just look at, when things get tough and when things

start to get complicated, look at the motivations here of the

opposing parties. Northwestern Energy 1s defending its interests,

and it's fair for them to do that. We are defending our interests.
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The commissioners, who voted unanimously to support this b111 and

myself who is sponsoring it once again, I'm trying to look out

for my constituents, and I hope you will too. Thank you for a good

hearing.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Representative Woods. This cfoses

the hearing on HB 193.

END

This is a true and correct
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REP. SKEES: Mr. Chair, members of the committee, we have one

final bi11. I move that HB 193 be read and consj-dered, and

recommend a do pass.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Any comments on HB 193?

REP. HAYMAN: Mr. Chair.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Vice Chair HaYman.

REP. HAYMAN: I am going to support this bill. I think i-t's,

ufr, the points were made that Northwestern Energy has passed

through these costs for quite a long time. There are, there's no

verification, there's no double checking on this, and it l-acks

transparency, and I think this is a good step in the right

direction for the ratepayer, and I am going to support this bil1.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Representative Redfield.

REP. REDFTELD: I 11ke the idea, however Northwestern is

limited on their ability to protest the taxes, so that causes a

little bit of an issue with it, and the way the current court

system is set up all it does is cost a Iot of money, and we end

up paying the taxes down the road sometime or other. Thank god

I'm on rural electric.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Representative RedfieId, we're on the outage

tracker bill, not the tax tracker bill.

REP. REDFIELD: It aIl works together.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Thank you, Representative Redfield. Any

further comments? We can stay here all day if we want to, or maybe

someone could call the question.
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REP. HERTZ: Question.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Representative Hert z cal-l-ed the question .

RoIl- cal-l- vote.

SECRETARY: Vice Chair Skees.

REP. SKEES: Yes.

SECRETARY: Vice Chair Hayman.

REP HAYMAN: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Bishop.

REP. BISHOP: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Hertz.

REP. HERTZ: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Stewart-Peregoy.

REP. HAYMAN: Yes by proxy.

SECRETARY: Representative O'Hara.

REP. O'HARA: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Rosendal-e.

REP. ROSENDALE: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative McConnell.

REP. MCCONNELL: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative OIsen.

REP. OLSEN: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Redfield.

REP. REDFIELD: I don't know. Oh, yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Morigeau.

REP. MORIGEAU: I don't know either. Look at him. Yes.
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SECRETARY: Representative PerrY.

REP. PERRY: Yes.

SECRETARY: Representative Casey Knudson.

REP. CASEY KNUDSON: YES.

SECRETARY: Representative Custer.

REP. CUSTER: I'm going to vote no, so I'1I think about it on

the fIoor.

SECRETARY: Representative Austin Knudson.

REP. SKEES: Representative Austin Knudson will not

participate in this vote.

SECRETARY: Chair Zolnikov.

CHAIR ZOLNIKOV: Yes. Bill passes 14 to 1. Sorry, HB 193 passes

L4 to 1. Thank you all for the very simple voting. Good thlng we

didn't have two more bills that were originally planned.

END

This is a true and correct transcript of the audio recording

of the above proceeding to the best of my ability.
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REP. WOODS: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the

committee. For the record, my name is Tom Woods, W-o-o-d-s. I

represent HD 62, southeast side of Bozeman, go Lady Cats, and I

bring before you HB 193. Now, HB 193 would repeal a section of

l-aw that was intended to apply to a utility company, Northwestern

Energy, that at the time did not own power plants of its own. In

a nutshel-l, those times have changed, and the statutes that were

written need to change with those times. Now as many of us

remember, when Montana Power Company was broken up and sol-d off

in the early '90s, Northwestern Energy bought the distribution

sector of our power grid. And since Northwestern Energy only owned

poles and wires, it was not expected to bear any of the financial

risk of other corporations, power stations, breaking down. And the

law was written so that they passed those costs through directly

to its customers, a tracker around the PSC. And that made sense.

Times have changed, and as everybody in this room knows,

Northwestern Energy now owns lots and lots of generating

facilities. And what this bill says is that they will no longer

all-ow them, we will no longer allow them to use the same pass

around mechanism they had when they were just a distribution

company. This bill removes the Chapter 8 code from MCA, and places

Northwestern under the same regulatory chapter as other utilities,

l-ike Montana Dakota Utilities, and that is Chapter 3. Now, does

this bill say that Northwestern Energy has to eat all the costs

of power outages? No, it doesn't. What thls bill will_ do is have
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Northwestern Energy play by the same rul-es in Chapter 3 as the

other power companies in the state. Business expenses from power

outages could stil-l- be recouped, but Northwestern would share in

the costs of power outages, just like other utilities, and that's

sensibl-e, and it's fair. Now I assume the company is going to be

very much against repealing this code, and there's a reason for

that. The legislation thls bill is trying to repeal is a very good

deal for the company. Under the outdated code in Chapter 8, they

don't have to assume as much of the risk of running and maintaining

their generating capacity, and that's a problem. As I understand

it too, having two bodies of statute gives Northwestern Energy

another advantage. Chapter 8, and this is important, which only

Northwestern Energy can excl-usively use, has a broader definition

of what constitutes an all-owabl-e outage cost than Chapter 3. S

Chapter 8 is different in Chapter 3 how you define a cost, dD

outage cost. And that doesn't seem fair. One company can pass

through a particular type of cost to customers while the other

companies cannot. So what kind of charges are those? Planni-ng

costs, travel costs, administrative costs, apparently Jamba Juic

at the Salt Lake City airport can be considered an outage cost

and be put directly on the consumer bilIs. That's not oaky. At

the end of the d"y, the fundamental questlon is this. Is it fair

to have different laws for different companies that are in the

Same business? I don't think So, and I hope you're gonna agree.
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Now I'm sure there's gonna be opposition to this bil-l,

and the company empJ-oys a group of Some of the most experienced

and effective lobbyists that I have seen in this buiJ-ding, and

they're nice people, but l-et's remember here, I got my tangle

tongue-1ed up, l-et's remember whose interests they represent and

compare that to whose interests we represent, and consider the

motivation and the expertise of those who come in support of this

bill. In the end I hope that you'Il agree that passing HB 193 is

the right thing to do, and I'1I reserve the right to cl-ose, Mr.

Chair.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Thank you. Are there proponents?

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I'm

Travis Kavulla, the Vice Chairman of the Commission. It's spelled

K-a-v-u-l--l--a, and with your permission I'd like to hand out a

binder of materials, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Right.

MR. KAVULLA: Thank you. The Public Service Commission

unanj-mously supports this piece of legislation as an important

reform to standardize the treatment of two different regulated

utilities in the State of Montana. The PSC 1s charged with treating

a1l- firms that come before us equally under the Iaw, but the law

as written today makes that impossible. Repealing the language

that you see before you in the bill of Title 69, Chapter 8 that
glves a special privirege to one company over another is an

important step for this legislature to take. As r'11 tal-k about,
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the law is outdated, it addresses a problem that no longer exists,

and the statutory language is too broadly defined to al-low the PSC

to do its job of protecting consumers and balancing the interests

of the regulated utility with them. The problem here at issue is

the way public utilities, one in particular, are allowed to handle

el-ectricity supply costs as defined by the statute. Chapter I only

applies to a single utility, and the statutory language that

defines applicability says that it applies to the firm that lies

within the basi-n of the Col-umbia River . That' s the distinction

between Titl-e 69, Chapter 3 and Chapter 8. Whether a utility is

in the Col-umbia River Basin or not , tt's a distinction that doesn't

really have a lot of bearlng on how a utility should be regulated,

but for the reasons that Representative Woods explained, it's a

leftover of the era of restructuring. Title 69, Chapter 8, the

part of the code that applies to Northwestern Energy, al1ows a

utility to pass all, 100 percent, do11ar for dollar, its

electricj-ty supply costs on to consumers, while the firm outside

of this geographic area, Montana Dakota Utilj-ties, must rely o

the PSCs traditional- regulatory statutes, which are l-ocated in

Title 69, Chapter 3, and are similar to the way in which othe

states in the region allow their utilities to run and be regulated.

As I' 1l- discuss l-ater, the statute in question also has an

interesting and very expansi-ve definition of electricity supply

costs that leads the utility to incl-ude things that have surprised

me as a commissioner.
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But before I continue, it's helpful to amplify what

Representatj-ve Woods has already said. The utility that uses Title

69, Chapter 8, Northwestern Energy, is in a much different

circumstance today that when this statute was first enacted.

Before a change in the law occurred that allowed the utility to

begin purchasing a great number of generating assets, it operated

strictly as a poJ-es and wj-res transmission and distribution

company. And if you l-ook to the first tab of your handout, you

can see some evidence of that. In year 2008, it bought 7.2 million

megawatt hours from the open market, from third party suppliers,

and generated essentially none of its own electricity. Today the

company acquires a l-ion's share of its power from its own

generating assets. In 20L5 the utility reported generating about

5.5 million megawatt hours from plants that it owned, and buying

only 2.8 million megawatt hours or about a third of what it had

previously done just a few years before. In other words, the

utility is now less exposed to market risk and has l-ess of a need

of a tracker for electricity supply costs that passes through

dolIar for dol-l-ar all of those costs. The CEO of the utility in

question has even acknowledged as such. If you turn to tab 2,

that's a segment a hearing transcript from Northwestern, s

application for the approval to purchase it's hydroelectric

generating assets, and therein the CEO notes in highlight, that

the trackers become less important to the degree that you are not

recovering as much of your overal-1 expenses through the tracker.

5



That's exactly what is happening now. The PSC sets individual rate]
l

elements that bundl-e up to a total rate that reflect the cost ofl
Iowning and operating their own power plants, and then trues upl

Ithrough thi-s tracking mechanj-sm. The tracker mechanism, however, 
I

Ihas become less j-mportant, but no less litigated over time. tnel
Itime to chanqe this situation, as the CEO portended, has come now.l
I

The statute was written for a very different kind of business t"l
I

mind than the vertically integrated entity that owns a great deall
Iof its own assets. It no longer needs a 100 percent trackingl
I

mechanism, and the company is earning a return on the power plantsl
Ithat it owns, and that return is meant to compensate it for risk, 
I

I

including the risk that purchase power might be more than thel
Iutility predicted it would be and the amount that is buil-t in a"l
I

consumer rates up front. The main argument behind this bill t=l
I

simple. You shouldn't treat two companies that have an identicall

business model- differently from one another under the l-aw. But

there are two specific reasons why Chapter 3 of Title 69 provides

for more equitable regulatory framework for both of these

companies. First, and probably most importantly, Chapter 3 al-l-ows

the PSC to set up a cost sharing provision for electricity supply

costs. This is a two-step process in utility regulation. First, a

basel-ine of costs for fuel and purchased power is established in

a general rate case based on historic or projected costs. Each

year thereafter, if the utility has costs above this baseline, it

gets to pass through 90 percent of the costs of fuel and purchase
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power to the customers, but its sharehol-ders must shoulder ten

percent of those excess costs. If costs end up being l-ess than

the basel-ine, it works the same way in reverse. In other words,

it takes it from being a pass through mechanism where the utility

has very littl-e or no incentive to control its procurement

practices efficiently, to setting up an incentive for efficient

procurement. Almost every state in the region has set up its

utility regulation in this wdy, as you can see from the handout

under tab 3. Cost sharing exists in all- of these states because

both legislatures and regulators want to glve the util-ity a strong

incentive, what an idea, to engage in efficient procurement

processes. Montana is the only state, ds a result of this 1aw

remaining on the books, that provides cost sharing for one company,

Montana Dakota Utilities, which is expected to remain under this

incentive regulation, but where the PSC is statutorily forbidden

from enacting it for the other. The second reason that Chapter 3

is preferable to Chapter 8, is because the defini-tions of

el-ectricity supply costs contained in Chapter 8, are overly broad,

and they allow for the input of costs that do not directly rel-ate

to the procurement of power. For example, and this is under tab

4, the utility that utilized Chapter 8, Northwestern, has

submitted $11.5 million in just the past few years in consultant

fees for reimbursement by consumers by labeling them electricity

supply costs under 69-8-103 (d) (f), which identifies planning and

administrative costs as part of electri-city suppJ-y costs. That

1
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I

I

definition, in my view, is being abused. This has l-ed to somel

Ipretty strange invoices showing up j-n our fiIes, which the PSC t=l

statutorily required to pass through because of this statute. Andl
I

one of these has already been referred to today, but I did al

I

doubletake when T stumbled across it in the fil-es of thel
I

proceeding, and that, under tab 5, is a strange receipt for Jambal

I

Juice. I'm sure Jamba Juice has cal-ories, which means it has energyl

content in it, but I can't imagine that this is what an.l
I

Iegislature intended as an electricity supply cost. The statutel
I

is drawn too broadly, and things are being all-owed to be passedl
I

through to consumers that are not el-ectricity supply costs becausel
I

the statutory definition does not match what a reasonable person'sl
I

understanding of those things woul-d be. It's time, please, tol
I

reform the statute and subject Northwestern Energy to the samel

regulatory treatment, the exact same regulatory treatment asl

I

Montana Dakota Utilities is subject to. Thank you very much 
I

MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of thel
I

committee. My name is Jason Brown, spelled B-r-o-w-n. I'm herel
I

today on behalf of the Montana Consumer Counsel, and that is thel
I

state office that's established in the Montana Constitution tol
I

represent ratepayer interests before the PSC and federal agenciesl

as well as the courts. And due to our concerns about the .,rrt".,tl
I

electric tracker, we support this bifl to repeal it. A briefl
I

background with respect to ratemaking generally and how trackersl
I

are different from traditional ratemaking. Traditionally, nublicl

Iel
I
I

I
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utilities don't adjust their rates every single year. The

traditional methodology used to insure that rates are fai-r, just

and reasonable, is a comprehensive rate case based on a test

peri-od, and that test peri-od is reaIly important. It's a snapshot

of alI costs and all revenues and sales vol-umes over a single

period of time. The goal there is to set rates that are just and

reasonable, that are not excessive to the ratepayer, to provide

an opportuni-ty for the utility to recover its costs and earn a

reasonable return, and to l-ook at all costs, revenues, and sales

volumes comprehensj-ve1y to collect a total amount. Between rate

cases, and it could be years between rate cases traditionally, the

monopoly utility has an i-ncentive then to control its costs, and

that's because the rates are fixed. So if the utility can bring

its costs down, it mlght earn a l-ittle more. If it can't control-

it's costs, it knows that 1t may earn a Iittle less or could always

file another rate case. The utility controfs the tlmlng of when

it files rate cases, by the wdy, traditionally. Matching cosLs,

revenues and volumes to fix rates creates a web of incentives, and

usj,ng a single test period gives us confidence that the rates are

just and reasonable going forward. Now trackers are an exception

to this traditional ratemaking approach, because they operate

outside of a test period, and they single out just certaj-n types

of costs and do not account for other costs that may be decreasing

or other revenues that may be increasing. For example, tf sales

volumes increase, revenues wil-1 increase. so in regulatory jargon,

o
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you may have heard, trackers are singl-e issue ratemaking, and they

violate the matching principle, matching costs, revenues and

vol-umes over a single period of time that I just described. Now

that's not to say that trackers are never appropriate, they may

be acceptabl-e for costs that are vol-atile, that is unpredictable,

and beyond the ut111ty's control. Beyond the control- of the

utility's management. But costs that are foreseeable and wlthin

the control of the utility's management should not be tracked,

because doing so singles out one type of cost that might be

changing, it ignores all other costs that might be changing, and

it vj-ol-ates the balance that the matching principle seeks to

achieve. lt al-so reduces the incentive for the utllity to f11e

comprehensj-ve rate cases that fairly look at the whole picture,

because again, they can track one type of cost and raise rates

between rate cases using the tracker. So with respect to HB 193

and the electricity supply tracker, which is only availabl-e to]
I

Northwestern Energy, the current l-aw requires the commission tol
I

implement a mandatory supply tracker only for Northwestern. Thisl
I

law was created for a bygone era of deregulation when Northwesternl
Idid not own any power plants. Now Northwestern, and that was whenl

INorthwestern purchased all of its power from others on the open, 
I

I

unpredictabl-e wholesal-e market. Today, Northwestern is verticallyl
Iintegrated, and what I mean by that is that it generates the power, 
I

Iit transmits the power, and it sells the power to customers. a"l
I

now it's generation costs are largely fixed, as they were beforel

I

10 I

I

I

I
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the era of deregulation and trackers. And Northwestern actually

has extra power, excess power to sell, in many hours. So despite

claims you might to the contrary, and you may well hear the utility

the utility try to dlstlnguish itself from MDU, Montana Dakota

Utilities, today Northwestern and MDU are no different. They are

both vertically integrated public utilities generating,

transmitting and selling power to customers. So there is no longer

a need to track all- of Northwestern's supply costs, most of whic

are now locked into rates and supposed to be stabil-iz:-ng costs

over the long term. More importantly, these supply costs are n

within the util-ities control, because the utility owns its

power plants today. This law has al-so had some perverse impacts

sj-nce we've entered this era of vertical re-integration. Eor

exampJ-e, when there's been unforeseen outages at Northwestern's

plants, Northwestern has used this tracker to pass the resultin

costs on to customers. And the analogy I always like to use is

the roof caves in your house, like a utility, like an outage at a

utility plant. You know, if the roof falls in on your house, You

still have to pay the mortgage. You also probably have to pay at

least part of the cost to fix the roof depending on your, your

homeowners policy, and since you can't live in a house without a

roof , you got to pay rent somewhere el-se. Wel-l-, LL' s the rent that

this law requires the commission to pass through to customers.

When a utilj-ty plant goes down, we're still paylng the mort9a9e,

that doesn't change at al-l. We probably have to pay something to

11
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fix the p1ant, and for the replacement power, the rent to live

somewhere else, because you need power in the meantime whil-e the

plant's down. This law currently requires that a hundred percent

of that rent be passed on to customers. To the extent that

Northwestern stiII purchases power from others, the PSC can

continue to track costs that are vol-atile and uncontrol-]abIe with

or without this/ even without this tracker the PSC could continue

that. And the PSC does track costs like that for MDU, even though

there's no law on the books for MDU that requires that. In summary,

this is a unique tracker, it's only avail-abl-e to Northwestern,

j-t's no longer needed, and it's time to allow the PSC to apply a

consistent regulatory framework to MDU and Northwestern and remove

thls rel1c of deregulation. So for those reasons, the MCC supports

this leglslation.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Further proponents?

MS. BELCHER: Mr. Chairman, members of the commi-ttee, my

name is Abigail Bel-cher, B-e-1-c-h-e-r, and I represent the

Associated Students of the University of Montana. Many students

already are or are about to pay their own power bills, and this

1s why we support this bilI. It limits monopolies and protects

consumers. That being said, with the Chair's permission, I'd like

to be excused, I have a couple of appointments this afternoon.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Yeah.

MS. BELCHER: Thank you.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Further proponents

l2
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I

MR. DAHL: Mr. Chairman, excuse ile, members of an"l
I

committee. My name if Greg DahI, D-a-h-l, I'm a vol-unteer for AARPI

Montana. AARP Montana has almost 150,000 members i-n Montana, *..O1
I

of those members living on fixed incomes. Those people on f:-xeal

incomes rely on Social Security. For the previous two years Sociall
I

Security has had a zero percent cost of living increase. This y.rtl
I

it has a .3 percent cost of living increase, that's 3/70s of onel
Ipercent. Because many of our members llve on those fixed incomes,l

increased utility costs matter to them. And for that Reason AARPI

I

opposed automatic pass throughs. The tracker that's repealed i.l
I

this legisl-ation, we believe, is unprecedented and should bel
I

repealed, and therefore we urge your support of the legislation.l
Irhank you. 
I

CHAIR ANKNEY: Further, uh, yeah, proponents? Are therel

opponents? 
I

I

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Johnl

I

AIke on behalf of Northwestern Energy. Mr. Chairman, I have al

I

handout I'd tike to pass out 
I

I

CHAIR ANKNEY: Sure. 
I

I

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chairman, before f make my preparedl
I

remarks, I would like to suggest that hopefully somebody on thel
I

committee wiII ask the PSC and ask Mr. Brown, the followingl
Iquestion, and that question is, how can you represent to thisl
I

committee that the current 1aw requires the commission to reflectl
I

every single cost Northwestern occurs in its tracker, if you issuedl
I

I13 
I

I

I
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an order disallowing Northwestern's recovery of the outage costs

at Colstri-p 3? Now, 1f the representations Mr. Brown and Mr.

Kavul-l-a made to you are true, they are admitting the order they

issued and the order which is undergoing or soon wilf be undergoing

judicial review is unlawful-. So someone, please ask Mr. Brown an

Mr. Kavulla how they're representations to this committee can b

true given the commission's dlsallowance of the outage costs as a

result of the Colstrlp 3 generator going offfine.

Now, for my prepared comments. Northwestern is different
than MDU. MDU was exempted from deregulation tn 7991, Northwestern

purchased what was left of the Montana Power Company, and everybody

on this commj-ttee knows that when it made that purchase, Montana

Power company had already sol-d al-l- of its assets, all of its
generating assets. rn 2001, this body, not the psc, this bod

directed a major regulatory shift for Northwestern, and that was

a directive to Northwestern to try to reestablish a vertically
integrated utility. what nelther Mr. Brown nor Mr. Kavu1l-a are

tel11ng you is that Northwestern is currently restricted under a

bankruptcy stipulati-on between itself, the psc and the MCC in
which the PSC and the MCC have authority to direct where

Northwestern can j-nvest its retained earnings. MDU has no such

restrictj-on. Northwestern has a statutory limitation on how it ca

use it's generating assets. rt can only sue the generating assets

in Montana, it can only use to provide servi-ce to the Montana

customers of Northwestern. MDU has no such l-lmitatlon. There are

74
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different cost caps in the renewable statutes for MDU and for

Northwestern. What is in Northwestern's el-ectric supply cost

tracking adjustment. Please look at the fj-rst page in the handout

I gave you. Again, what has not been told to you is what is

currently in Northwestern'S power tracker doesn't }ook anything

l-ike what's in MDUs tracker. Tf you look at the pie chart, you'1I

see entries for Hydro RBA, Spion Kop RBA, DGGS RBA, Colstrip RBA,

and if you add up the percentages, you're going to find out that

the majority of the tracker are these things that have RBA after

them. What's RBA stand for? It's an asset that for any othe

utility would be in rate base. In other words, dt the current

time, and you have not been lnformed of this by either Mr' Kavul]a

or Mr. Brown, dt the current time it is Northwestern's tracker,

not a general rate case, Northwestern's tracker that provides cost

recovery for its acquisition of the Hydro, for spion Kop, for

DGGS , for colstrip unit 4. It has been told to you that if yo

don, t have cost sharing l-ike MDU, Northwestern is going to run

around l-ike Crazy and j-ncur these costs, and there won't be any

review by us. Every dollar that's associated with Hydro RBA,

Colstrip Unit 4 RBA, DGGS RBA, Spion Kop, before those purchases

were made, Northwestern went to the commission, said here is what

we want to do to follow the legislature's mandate to reintegrate-

Should we acquire these assets, w€ seek your pre-approval, dD

that is part of the statutory scheme this Iegislature established.

And every one of those acquisitions was not only approved by the

15



commission, the commj-ssion directed, directed that until- such time

as Northwestern fil-ed a general rate case, there be, they were to

be reflected in Northwestern's tracker. Directed by the PSC to be

in Northwestern's tracker. The MCC, Montana Consumer Counsel,

objected to that. If you l-ook at page 2 of the handout, the very

first of these acquisitions made by Northwestern, actually I think

it was the second acquisition. Page 2 of the handout, if you look

at paragraph 267, the MCC said you shoul-dn't a1low, or you

shouldn't put these in Northwestern's tracker, you shoul_d put

them, make them file a general rate case. What did the PSC say in

its order? They said, and I quote, "The PSC disagrees wlth MCC

and bel-ieves that the use of a tracker is a reasonabl-e way to

recover costs. The Commission has successfully used trackers for
many years and has experienced few difflculties with them.

The, I think 1t appears that the commission believes,

if you aborish Northwestern's current tracker, that the costs

Northwestern incurred to acqui-re colstrip, DGGS, Hydro and Spion

Kop are just going to temporarily disappear into the ether until

such time as a rate case can be processed. The Montana Public
lservice commission takes a year to process a generar rate caser]
Iand it requires by rule that the cost in a general rate case o.l
Ibasically from a prior cal-endar year. Tn other words, Lf we filel
Ia rate case in 2078, commission rule requires that it be based onl
I

costs of 201-1, even though the rates won't go into effect untill
I20L9. So there's a two-year fag designed in the commissj-on'sl
I
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I

I

ratemaking technique in general rate cases. So again, apparentlyl
I

the commission believes that the cost of Colstrip 4, the Hydros,l
I

Spion Kop, DGGS are just going to disappear into the ether for al

I

few years. Montana Iaw, under which the commission made thesel
I

decisions to approve the acqulsition of these generating assets, 
I

specifies the commission is bound by their decislon and for qoodl

I

reason. Because everybody has relied on the decisions they'vel
I

issued. We have relied on the decisions they've issued. Walll
I

Street, which raised the money to make the investments rel-ied onl

I

those decisions when the debt was issued, when the eguity wasl

I

raised. The commission clearly no longer likes trackers andl
I

clearly wants to get rid of trackers. The commission'sl

preoccupation with getting rid of trackers led Moody's Investmentl
I

Service Iast week to downgrade the debt rating for Northwestern.l
I

Approximately a week ago, Moody's downgraded Northwestern's debt. I

I

The last page of the handout I gave you is an excerpt from thel
I

Moody's report. Not only did Moody's downgrade Nort'hwestern'sl
I

debt, they put us on credit watch for further downgrades. And ifl
I

you look at the Iast page of the handout, factors that coufd Ieadl
I

to a downgrade. Now this is a second downgrade. Number one, ifl
I

the Montana regulatory environment continues to be challenging andl
I

cost recovery remains unpredictable. If you go down to the detailedl
I

explanatj-on, I highlighted in ye11ow, I underllned in red, butl
I

Moody's, what disturbed Moody's and led them to downgrade our debtl
I

and put us on credlt watch, I quote, "The MPSC has eliminatedl

I71 
I

I
I

I
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Northwestern's Loss Revenue Adjustment Mechanism, a cost tracker

that provided a degree of cash fl-ow certainty and fixed cost

recovery. It voted to disallow recovery for replacement power

costs following a 2013 outage at Northwestern's Colstrip Unit 4."

It goes on and oh, "ft issued press releases noting the

commission's aversion to the current state of a property tax

tracking mechanism." People are watching what the PSC is doing.

People are watchlng the bills that in fact are in front of this

Iegislature, and it wou1d be irresponsible at this time to repeal

the Montana law that has set in place the fi-nancial mechanism,

which the commission ltself has rel-ied upon for the recovery of

costs until the next general rate case filing is made. This bill

should be a do not pass. This body should not sanctlon uncertainty

in the recovery of prudent costs. Remember, every dollar,

investment dol-l-ar, in DGGS, in the Hydros, in CU4, in Spion Kop,

the commj-ssion has already determined was a prudent expenditure,

so what possible rational-e could there be for creating a new

tracker where we have to eat 10 percent of the costs that the

commission has already determined are reasonable.

There's one other thing to look at that is a huge

differential- between MDU and Northwestern. If you l-ook back at the

pie chart, you see where 11 percent of the tracker are PURPA QF.

That's what we pay to qualifying facilities. Now, what determines

what we pay to qualifying facil-ities? The PSC. The PSC sets the

price we must pay, the PSC sets the terms of the contract under

18
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which we musL make the purchase. What possible rational-e coul

there be that there should be a new regulatory regime where w

have to eat 10 percent of the costs that the PSC imposed upon u

through 1ts implementation of PURPA. That would be Iudicrous, ye

that is exactly and precisely what the commission is asking yo

to do. This is a do not pass. Thank you very much.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Further opponents.

MR. EORRESTER: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,

I'm Gary Eorrester appearing today on behalf of Montana Dakota

Utilities. Whil-e MDU isn't covered in this particular bi11, we

want to voice our disapproval to the notion that trackers are

deflnitely bad and you should get rid of trackers. We fought

another tracker bill in the house. We feel that, as Mr. Alke told

the committee, the lag time is completely unacceptable between the

time you file a rate case and the time something is decided.

Trackers allow utilities to recover their actual costs, and I

think they're fair, and I hope this committee has a do not pass

on this bill. Thank you, members.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Thank you. Further opponents. Further

opponents? Are there informational witnesses? Seeing none,

questions from the committee. Senator McNa11y.

SEN. MCNALLY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Maybe just, this

sort of confusing to me, so I guess for starters I would l-1ke

have maybe Mr. Kavu1la come back up and maybe respond to some

is

to

of

19
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Ithe things that were said about what the PSC does and doesn't dol

Iproperly. 
I-l

MR. KAVULLA: Sure. Mr. Chai_rman, Senator McNalIy, justl

to be cl-ear, there's one, maybe a couple glaring j-naccuracies ,ithl
Iwhat you've just heard from Mr. Arke. when the psc pre-approvesl

an asset for Northwestern ownership, it sets a unit rate. Let,sl

say $50 per megawatt hour, and that 1s not tracked. It remainsl

the same until- they file the general rate case, and they wouldl

contj-nue to collect that money even if this statutory tracker ,"r.1
Iabolished. Mr. Alke is right j-n one respect, the Consumer Counsell

asked uS, actua11y, to track what are typicalry the decrininql
costs of ownership of a generating asset over time, because oorl
pay off more and more of the debt that you took out to own rt. I

IThe commission specificarly declined to track that, and if youl

look at the statutory definition under tab 4 for what th"l
Iefectricity supply costs are, whlch the statutory tracker defines, I

i-t's l-imited to power purchase agreements, demand side *urrun"*u1al

and energy efficlency programs. Nowhere in there does it trff.l
about RBAs, which are rate based assets. So nothing wourd.nrnn.l
with respect to that at least. Mr. Alke also made a point about.l

Iratings agency. r would encourage to read the furr "ot.. 
INorthwestern's rating has been downgraded due to Northwestern, sl
Icorporate strategy more than anythlng el_se. when you take out 

"l
huge amount of debt for purchasing something, your cash ffow ratiol

Inarrows, the amount of cash flow to outstanding debt. rt,s an.l

20l
I

I



I

I

I

I

Same as any busj-ness that buys a large expensive piece of propetaO, 
I

your cashflow narrows in the early years before it increase= ir-rl

I

l-ater yearS. That's primarily the reason why Moody's has Oivenl

them a rating downgrade, and I would point out, it's not So OuO,l

I'l-1 give this to the secretary at the end, but this is ratinOsl

chart showing al-l- of Moody's outstanding debt. Northwestern's debtl

was downgraded from A3 to BAA1, which is still above the """gtl
I

of investor owned regulated utitities in the United States' 
''Ol

also point out that Northwestern's rating at Eitch, ancl MDU is notl
I

rated by Moody, s, so you have to go to another ratings agency, 
I

but Northwestern,s rating is better than Montana Dakota *.=ort."=,1
I

so why would Northwestern deserve favorable carve out treatmentl

under Montana statute that allows them to avail themselves of al

I

special privilege rather than anyone else 
I

And the final point I'11 make, MI. chairman, senatorl

McNaIIy, the PSC, and I'11 just directly answer the question thatl

Mr. Alke wished someone would ask me, the PSC can disallow costsl

from the tracker if we find they're not prudentty incurred, nutl
I

what we're asking you to do is set the rules of the game up frontl

so that. a utility has skin in the game, and it's i-ncentives tt'l

procurement are aligned with its consumers. In MDU, if MDU snendsl

, 1---^l I

I *or. money that it expected, then the baseline leve1 of projectedl

l,.n__-^_!l
I e*pe.".s establ-ished in rates, MDU gets 10 percent and consumersl

lrll
lq.t 90 percent of those savj-ngs and vj-ce versa. It's not justl
ll
I about eatlng 10 percent of the costs, there's a possible gain u"ltt
l11 Il"lttll
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wel1, and that's an important piece of incentive regulation. Some

of you have probably deal-t with cost plus contractors, cost plus

ten percent, guess what happens when you have a contractor who's

pald on the basis of whatever they spend in costs plus ten percent.

The costs tend to increase. And so what we're asking you to do,

is allow the PSC to establish for Northwestern, just like j-t does

for MDU, dD j-ncentive, more free market-based mechanj_sm, so that

we don't have to have proceediflgs, the administrative record of

which if stacked from the floor hiqh would be taller than me just

to get to a simple disallowance, that would be the M.o. of most

regulation in other states. when a company owns a power plant an

is being paid tens and tens of mill-lons of doll-ars of return on

the profit on it, they should have some skin in the game. They

should own some of the business rlsk if their facility does not

perform to expectations. Right now, that's impossible to affect
without a huge amount of litigation in front of the commission.

so r would just sdy, look at the tab under tab number 3,Iook at

the other states that have adopted this kind of cost sharin

tracking for other utilitles, and l-et's do 1t here for Montana.

We asked MDU if they wanted to change its tracker mechanism. As

it happens, they came back to usr and unlike what you just heard

said, we l-1ke this cost sharing. It gives our traders an incentive

to do wel-l- and to procure energy efficlently. We get a 1ittle

bonus when we do weII, w€ get a little ding when we don,t. you

shouldn't alfow an automatic 100 percent pass through of cost

22
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because that absolves a utility of bearing some of the busines

risk that they should otherwise hol-d. Thank You, and sorry fo

going on a bit of a rant, Senator.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Further questi-ons. Senator Connel1.

SEN. CONNELL: Thank You, Mr. Chair. I have a couple

questions for the commissioner.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Senator Connell-.

sEN. CONNELL: Yes. Good afternoon, commissioner Kavul-l-a

Just

the

did

that

ut.il

for a clarification, when you were just up you were mentionin

issue as though it was a cost p}us, but I believe, didn't,

not the PSC challenge that in regards to that costed outage

occurred down in Colstrip and denied that extra cost that the

ity had.

MR. KAVULLA; That's right, Mr. Chairman, Senato

Connetl, and I have the order with rte r I'l-1 file it with th

secretary. The point I was making is that you can go in and

challenge individual- line items in Northwestern's ledger- It woul

be much more preferable to have a situation where up front there

was some expectation of cost sharing so that if the plant performed

particularly efficientfy, if Northwestern managed to cut the cost

of its fuel contracts or operated the plant in a more cost

effective wdy, they would earn Some money back. They would earn

an additional profit and much of the rest of it would be share

with consumers. The other util-ities which were co-owners of this

facility when it went down are subject to regulation in states

a2
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that automatically put some of their skin in the game. Ironically,

the wdy, and it's frankly good for no one, ironically having t

have this proceeding, this lengthy knock down drag out fight i

front of the PSC where the Montana Consumer Council was chal-lenging

Northwestern's recovery of these costs, Ied in my view to a black

eye that wouldn't have been necessary j-f you had just had some

cost sharing up front. when MDU, when a power plant belonging t
MDU goes out, they have a tracker, but 1et me tell- you, the psc

doesn't engage in an in depth investigation of those costs, because

frankly, we can expect that MDU already has an incentive t
mltigate against that. rf their prant goes out they lose some of
that money, and that's the way regulation shoufd work. we shoul

have rules of the game that establ-ish strong incentives so that
the PSC doesn't have to dig in and micromanage, which is exactly
what this statute, keeping it on the books, promotes.

SEN. CONNELL: Okay. Follow up?

CHAIR ANKNEY: Fo11ow up.

SEN. CONNELL: Thank you, Mr. Chair. possibly a Iittl
bit more theoretical, but when we are taking a look that we have

increased their base ratesjust seen a notj-ce that the Fed has

by, I believe, a quarter of a point, we may be, we may be looking

at the bottoming and then starting a slow or hopefulry it,s a slo

progression of increase base rates of the fed discount rate. Woul

you agree with that?

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Senator Conne11, I would.
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MR. CONNELL: And I do too, Mr. Chair. With that being

the CaSe, does that constitute a risk in the approach that you're

talking for any utillty to be able to accomplish reduced prices

in a market place that we're seeing overal-l- an inflationary growt

even if it'S very control-led and small compared to what we've been

Iiving with now for the better part of a decade with very

suppressed rates.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Senator Connell, I agree with

that generally, I don't necessarily think it's pertinent to

discussion about a tracker, because the utility doesn't use long

term debt instruments to procure the power we're talking about

from the market. I will al-so say that Northwestern and a lot of

the rest of the util-ities have been pretty good at catching th

debt market at its lowest point. I will applaud Northwestern for

taking out some really l-ow pri-ced debt in order to finance its

infrastructure buys, particularly power plants and the upgrade of

its distribution system. I don't know what the capital forecast

is for Northwestern going forward, but I don't think they/ re going

to be in the market to place four or five, six hundred million

dol-lar notes as they have been in just the past few years.

SEN. CONNELL: Would, uh, folIow uP.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Follow uP.

SEN. CONNELL: Thank You, Mr. Chair. And, I, yeah,

agree with your aSsessment that you just stated, but I'm referrin

to ongoing operational costs that would not be Considered o

25
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construed as long term debt, but if we're looking at a circumstance

that a cost base with the carrot approach that you've described

in the alternative if we went to Title 69, Chapter 3, it would

be, while they might have the cash to be able to flow whatever

operational cosLs that they're facing, thei-r actual- acquisition

of supplies, equipment, and for that matter employment, woufd be

seen upward pressures due to inflation that they cannot control

as a ut1lity, and then does that then create a negative spiral

for them in trying to maintain prlces because they woul-d then be

being nailed with an additional 10 percent under the description

that you gave uS, Mr. Chair.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, Senator Connel1, I really
don't think that lssue is on point with this particular tracker.

But I will say that when the utility comes in for a general rate

case where, as Mr. Brown descrJ-bed, the entire universe of costs,

sal-es volumes are consj-dered, the PSC builds into rates a provision

for working capital. rn other words, the psc requlres ratepayers

to pay something 1n recognition of the cash flow lag of the
Iutillty. Now, Northwestern's last general rate case was filed inl
I

2009 before I was even on the commission, and the cost of capitall
I

and the cost of debt that's established for the working capitall
Iis actually refl-ective of those financiaf conditions, which, ifl
Iyou remember 2008 , 2009, consumers are essentially paying bakedl
Iin debt costs associ-ated with that time period, and the utilityl
Ihas been able to essentially benefit or pocket the differencel
I
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between that and the prevailing debt rates of today for their

working capital requirements. So, aS we swing up, unless we swing

up past the leve1 of the financial crisis, my answer woul-d be no.

There are al-ready protections baked in to Northwestern's basefine

rates which Compensate them for a working capital, coSt of capital

requirement, that's in fact higher than currently exists.

SEN. CONNELL: Okay. A final-? Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

notj-ce in your presentation that you mentioned that the PSC wil-l

be opening up a general rate case in May for Northwest, or that

they will be presenting for a general rate case in May this year.

MR. KAVUALL: I'm not sure about that, Mr. Chairman,

Senator Connel-l-, ufl, but the next bill you'11 hear is about whether

and how utilities are required to file general rate cases '

Northwestern has a pending natural- gas rate case in front of us '

As I said, there's no pendj-ng electric case and there hasn't been

one since 2OOg mainly because the utility keeps using these

trackers to track expenses that go uP, but not track the cost

that go down, which would happen in the general rate case. The

PSC has required Northwestern to inform us by the end of April

whether they will file a general rate case in the faII, because

we suspect they're earning an above market return for their

sharehol-ders.

SEN. CONNELL: Okay. If indeed that they request

case as of this spring, with this bill becoming effectlve

a

in

rate

JuIy
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t, then does that anchor them to the current analysis method or

not ?

MR. KAVULLA: No, Mr. Chairman, Senator Connel-l-, they're

interrel-ated but a littl-e bit dif ferent. The general rate case

would encompass all of those fixed costs, Northwestern-owned

facllities, poles and wires, labor costs, cost of debt, the whole

nine yards, except, and it would set a basel-ine l-evel- for fuel

and purchased power costs around which a tracker would adjust. If

the tracker is 100 percent pass through, it adjusts up to or down

to the exact leve1 of those prudent costs every year, tf it's

90/70, that rate case sets a baseline level- around which that

tracker pivots. I will- say as we1I, I don't agree with Mr. Alke

about the regulatory 1ag. Our rul-es al-low a util-ity to file a rate

case anytime they please, it has to be based on the l_ast ful_l year

of costs, but can also incorporate known and measurable changes

that are projected to happen in the future, and they can request

interim rates to become effecti-ve, essentially ellminating all but

a couple of months of regulatory fag.

SEN. CONNELL: Okay. Thank you, Commissioner.

MR. KAVULLA: Thank you.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Other questions I have one for Mr.

KavuIIa.

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Uh, yeS, Mr. KavuIIa. If this was in

effect, then what woufd have been, would the outcome of the cost

2B
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of added power during the Unit. 4 outage, how would have that been

handled?

MR. KAVULLA: f can run the numbers for you, Mr. Chairman,

but the net result of it would have been very similar to what th

PSC ended up doing. The biq difference woul-d be no one woufd hav

uttered a word in our proceeding, in the press, anywhere, about

Colstrip having a major outage, because the rules of the game

wou1d have been set up front, and the company would have known,

just l-ike every other major owner of that facility did, that they

woul-d be on the hook if something happened to the power pIant.

CHAIR ANKNEY: One more question. Okay, if I'm not

mistaken, it's Portland General, Avista,

Northwestern. Is Puget in 4?

Pacific Corp,

MR. KAVULLA: Puget is.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Okay. How were, is any of those companies

in Oregon or Washington under the provisions of the proposed bill?

MR. KAVULLA: Yes. A11 of them have a cost sharing tracker

mechanism. They're al-l- a little bit different, but if you turn t

number 3 in the tab you can follow which states have it, so Orego

has a PCAM, a Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism, and it's describe

there. Washington al-so has one, Idaho has one for Avista, is named

in this particular situation. So it's, I'fl- put it this way. The

statute that this biII would repeal is atypical. It is a very

unusual statute, and j-t's only there because Northwestern used to

be a poles and wires company, and it was regarded as unfair that

29
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they should have anything other than a 100 percent pass through

mechanism. Typically, these vertically integrated utili-ties are

expected to have some skin in the game, and every one of the states

and util-ities that you mentioned has one of those, and I know

I've detail-ed it somewhere in the Colstrip order, but I can provide

that to you l-ater.

SEN. ANKNEY: One more question. How was the cost

recovered for replacement power done for them other companies?

MR. KAVULLA: Mr. Chairman, basically in the way I

described. Obviously, the company was responsible for paying for

it, but there was cost sharing between the regulated utility and

sharehol-ders and their consumers. So typically, 1n Mr. Brown's

analogy, the consumers are already paying the utility for its cost

of financing the mortgage of a pIant, the consumers are paying for

insurance in case the plant has physical or structural damage,

which in this case it did, but the consumers in these states do

not typically have to pay a hundred percent of the rent for the

property that you move into. Typically it's, that sharing that

cost is regarded as a necessary business risk for a utility owner

of a power plant to bear. Otherwise, why are we, why are we paying

these guys a nine, ten percent return on their investment to begin

with?

SEN. ANKNEY: So would then T, none of these other

companies recovered their cost for replacement power.

30
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MR. I(AVULLA: I belleve nearly all if not all had to eat

some of it, that's correct.

SEN. ANKNEY: Okay. Thank you. Oh.

SEN. MCNALLY: Mr. Chair, just one more question maybe

for Mr. Alke?

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chairman, Senator McNaIly.

SEN. MCNALLY: Mr. Chair and Mr. Alke. You know, I' ve

been on Energy in one form or another for a couple sessions, and

I'm still- trying to figure it out. It's not easy, but I have

actually thought about, I mean, dt what point do we statutorily

handl-e vertica1Iy integrated utilities in the same way? I mean we

don't do it now, I understand the history, I understand how we

got here, but we're here, things have changed, at what point do

we stop having two separate sections in the code?

MR. ALKE: Mr. Chai-rman, Senator McNa1ly, you're, again,

you're never going to be in that position. One of the things I

explained, which Commissioner Kavulla conveniently ignored and one

of the questions he was asked, l-et's look at QE power. Northwestern

pays about 90, I thlnk it's $90 million a year in QF power. MDU

has no QF power costs in Montana, or if they do it's a few hundred

dol-l-ars. QF power, we have to contract for it, the commisslon sets

the contract terms, the commission sets the price, why under

Commissioner Kavulla's sharing should we have to eat ten percent

of the cost that the commission imposed on us? We didn't have a

choice. We didn't set the price. That difference between MDU and

31
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Northwestern is not 1ikely to ever disappear, as I said uf=o.l
INorthwestern just recentJ-y came out of bankruptcy, which is u"l

extraordinarily rare occurrence for public utilities anywhere i"l
Ithe country, and we're currently operating under a bankruptcyl
Istipulation in which the MCC and the PSC actually gets to controll
I

where we invest or retain earnings. That's not applicable to MDU,I

I

and I don't hear the commission saying they're wil-Iing to abrogatel
Ithe bankruptcy stipulation. If the commission was willing tol
Iabrogate the bankruptcy stipulation, I might start going thel
Idirection you're going, but they're not saying that. 
I

I

SEN. MCNALLY: Mr. Chair, foIIow up. And that, you know,l
Iagain, there are pieces of it I get, and maybe we wil-l- get there.l
II guess it sort of disturbs me hear that we can't even think aboutl
Iit because, but there are also aspects in the law, things like, 
I

Iyou know, the pre-approval- process that, you know, some of whatl
Iyou described is in the law, and everybody has to go along withl
Iit, and maybe if that weren't there. I remember looking at the QFI

Iprocess, you know, the bid process in Northwestern four years a9o,l
I

and you had a consultant's report. It was talking about how ial
I

coul-d be made more fair, and, you know, none of that ever happened.l
I

So, I do, you know, I do have issues with this sort of disparate

treatment with no end in sight, and I guess I just.

MR. ALKE: Wel-1, aga j-n, Mr. Chairman, Senator McNaIIy,

the PSC flip flops back and forth on which regulatory side it

likes. An example I wil-l use, it used to be that the PSC very
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rigidly controlled Northwestern's USB and heavily set USB into

renewables, whereas MDU gave aIl its moneyr literally all its

money to l-ow income. And in that case, MDU, when I represented

it, we were hlt by a complaint and the PSC advocating, wel-I, w€

want you to be like Northwestern. So, you can't, there's no reason

or rationale why the PSC should get a cookie cutter and apply a

cookie cutter to every single utility it regulates. If you could

regulate with a cookie cutterr we wouldn't need the PSC.

SEN. MCNALLY: One more, Mr. Chair. Mr. Chair and Mr.

AIke, I don't think it's really a cookie cutter, I think we're

just setting some rul-es of the road that everybody gets to know

where the sideboards are and move ahead.

MR. ALKE: And Mr. Chairman, Senator McNaIIy, I agree

with you, and that is the reason we have a statutory framework

that sets sideboards. I agree with you completely. The sj-deboards

are different for MDU, and they are different for Northwestern in

a whole arena other than trackers, but they're too dramatically

different companies. MDU can, MDU does business outside of the

utiJ-ity arena. It can take retained earnings from its utility

operations and invest them in completely unrelated enterprises.

Northwestern can't do that.

CHAIR ANKNEY: Senator Malek.

SEN. MALEK: Mr. Chairman, for Mr. Brown please. Mr.

Chairman, Mr. Brown, I actually have the same question the chairman

had. I don't quite understand, f understand that the tracker just

JJ
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allows Northwestern to say here's all the costs we j-ncurred, andl

Ithat gets passed aIong, I don't understand how the change wouldl
I

work. How would that be different? |

MR. BROWN: Mr. Chairman, Senator Malek, you're correctl
Ithat the current Iaw requires this 100 percent pass through. If al

Icost meets the definition that's in the 1aw of electricity supplyl
Icosts, and j-t's prudently incurred, the commlssion shall- atlow thel
Iutility to fu1Iy recover 100 percent of those costs. If that lawl
I

were repealed, the mechanism that Commissioner Kavulla i=l
Idescribing could be explored by the commission where even if thesel

are, electrlcity supply costs and prudently incurred, maybe onfyl
I

90 percent of them are pass through. And, you know, I think tnel

perspective here is that the current l-aw is very prescriptive. 
I

IIt's very specific in what must be tracked and how it must O.l

tracked, and that may have made sense at a time when Northwesternl
Ipurchased all of its power on the open market from other people,l
Ibut today we have a much more complex utility system and utilityl
I

operations, and the kind of incentive structure that Commission]

Kavu1l-a is talking about could be usefu1 in today's vertically

integrated uti1ity wor1d. Does that answer your question, Senator?

SEN. MALEK: Mr. Cha j-rman, f ol-l,ow up? Mr. Chairman, Mr.

Brown, that is helpful. I, so, can you give us an example? f'm

trying to think. So, I guess you and Mr. Kavul-l-a both were talking

about 1f the company saved money and was efficient that would be

34
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refl-ected as well- as in the, I just don't know how that

determined. Can you give us an example?

1S

MR. BROWN: Sure. And we've talked a bit about outagesrl

but these are, these are annual dockets where the utility comes

in once a year and shows the commissj-on a year of actual- costs

that it has spent, and, you know, we heard with these cost plus

ten percent contracts there's no incentive to control the costs,

and so if you know ahead of time that you can come in and show

your invoices, your receipts, what you spent, and that you're

going to get every single dollar, you may not try to control those

expenditures as much as if you know you're only going to get 90

percent of that. And, you know, as an example, You know, if what

Commissioner Kavul-l-a is describing were to happen, you know, in a

rate case the QF contracts that Mr. Al-ke described would be in

the base rates. The utility power plants would be in the base

rates. A11 of that stuff woul-d be 100 percent in. It's just the

change that we're talking about from the rate case that woul-d be

shared. And sor as I talked about the methodology of a rate case

creates a lot of positive incentives, this web of incentives for

the utility to control its costs. What we're talking about with

trackers is if you choose to use a tracker after the rate case,

between rate cases, there's sti11 some incentive to control- costs,

and it's not a 100 percent pass through.

CHAIR ANKNEY: I think we ought to close.
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REP. WOODS: Thank you, Mr. Chair, I would like to close,

and members of the committee thank you for a good hearing. I'd

l-ike to bring up, there was a few points that were brought up here

in the discussj-on. It's always a pleasure for me to watch these

guys in action. I make a living out of trying to take rea1Iy

complicated things and make them simple, and it's reall

interesting to see something that's really kind of simple being

made really complicated. And Sor I want to go through some of

these things that were made rea1ly compJ-icated that shou1dn't have

been brought up. Mr. Alke brought up rate cases, this j-sn't about

rate cases. This is about the tracker. And he brought u

differences in how Northwestern Energy and MDU have USBs and QFs

and whatnot, and that's not what this is about either. This is

about Chapter 3, Chapter 8. And, you know, we, again, Chapter I

was created for when Northwestern Energy was just poles and wires.

And the way it works, ds I understand it, is when they have an

outage cost, what they get to do is basically pass those, thos

outage costs on to the tab1e, and they get passed through to the

consumers, a hundred percent. And how Chapter 8 defines those

outage costs is pretty interesting, it's very widely defined, and

so i-f you really dig into what was just passed over, You can come

up with some pretty interesting things, You know, Jamba Juice,

travel costs, and what have you. Now, under Chapter 3 when MDU or

somebody under Chapter 3 has an outage, they hand over their outage

costs, and in there each one is enumerated, and, okay, here it
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is, here is the electricity costsr we pay 10 percent, you pay 90

percent. Here is the labor costs, ox maybe not labor costs, but

here is the planning cost, 10 percent, you get 90 percent. But

you go through and you, under Chapter 3, you make cl-ear what the

costs were and who's paying what. Chapter B, no. Here's our costs,

pay up. And it made sense when they relied on somebody el-se to

produce their power, and it no longer makes any sense. Now it was

also stated that the commission wants to get rid of trackers. And

I woul-d have you l-ook at the top of this biII. That is my name. I

wanted to get rid of these trackers. Now, I'm sorry that Moody's

downgraded Northwestern Energy's rating, and I don't want to see

the company, you know, get hurt, but l-et's turn this around. And

what I think of when I hear that is my constituents and when they

can't pay their rising utility bi11s. And I worry about what

happens to them when they can't pay their utility bilIs, and what

happens to their EICO scores. And that's why I'm bringing this

bill. Now what possible rationale could we have for passing this

biII, we heard that as wel-I. My response to that i-s because it is

fair to the ratepayers, that's why I'm bringing this bill-. Whose

interests do I represent? My constituents. I assume we all do

that. That's our job. This does not repeal a tracker. This makes

everybody use the same tracker, and I want to set that straight

as wel-l. This bill has bipartisan support, came out of the House

ET committee 74-L. It passed 68 to 32 across the House floor, and

it has unanimous support from the PSC, who are all Republj-cans,
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one of which,

anything. This

has come. Thank

CHAIR

Commj-ssioner Koopman, he

bill is a good bi]], and

and I never

the time for

agree o

this bill

you very much.

ANKNEY: Thank you. This ends the hearing on 193.

END

recordingThis is a true and correct transcript of the audio

of the above proceeding to the best of my ability.

Prudence Gildroy
Computer Services at Level Four
P O Box 1085
Helena MT 59624
406.443.7630
prudegGgmail. com
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Ugggggggh, More MPSC Shenanigans: Reducing Rating, Target Price

Ticker:

Rating:
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o The Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) held additional
testimony in docket D20L7.5.39 on Friday morning to review
NorthWestern's supply tracker.

Based on the meeting, we are very concerned that the MPSC intends a

material reduction in Northwestern's revenues relatively soon.

We cannot be certain how or when but we would bet the MPSC is trying
hard to beat NorthWestern to a GRC filing.

ln our view, investors need to be very cautious of what is going on in
Montana.

We are reducing our investment rating on NorthWestern Corporation
(NYSE: NWE)to Sellfrom Hold on July 31,2077 at a price of S58.54. We
are also reducing our target price to 552.00 from 56+.00.

We are worried that not only will an adverse regulatory environment and
outcomes affect the stock, but that NWE valuation could begin to look
like some of the other low growth utilities trading at closer to 15.0x-16.0x
P/E multiples with dividend yields of 4.0% or higher.

Our target price reflects a material discount due to the current regulatory
uncertaindes of Montana.

o Please see our revised earnings estimates for 2017-2019 below and our
20 Questions for Management on page 14.

Market Data

Price:

Market Cap

(SMM):
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PLEASE SEE PAGES 15-17 FOR IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES, REG AC ANALYST CERTIFICATION AND DISCLAIMERS.
The Williams Capital Group, L.P. or its Affiliates do and seek to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a

result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report.
lnvestors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.
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Another Disturbing MPSC Meeting
yes, we are tired of writing about it too! The Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) held additional

testimony in docket D2OL7.5.3g on Friday morning. The docket is the MPSC's review of NorthWestern's

supply tracker to recover the company's electricity supply costs. The MPSC is evaluating alternatives to the

current supply tracker as H8193 gives the authority to the MPSC to modify or abolish the tracker. As part of

the docket, the MpSC is deciding whether to require NorthWestern to submit significant generation

information by September 30 that is akin to the scope of a normal general rate case filing. The MPSC has

said that the data request is necessary to establish a revised or eliminated supply tracker alternative'

NorthWestern has resisted this and alternatively proposed a full GRC filing for May 2018 (accelerated

relative to its earlier September plans) and a revision to the current tracker to be replaced with something

like Oregon's PCAM.

Unfortunately, the discussion on Friday was frightening. We went into the meeting with the concern that

the MPSC might order a GRC filing sooner than the company's May 2018 proposal' lt is now clearer to us

that the MpSC's intentions are much broader and more sinister, in our view. The MPSC's data request

appears to be intended to provide the evidence to reduce the company's fixed generation costs' The data

request certainly seems excessive for a supply tracker and more appropriate for a generation rate case,

which has neither been filed or ordered. Since NorthWestern's return on generation well exceeds that on

the T&D portion of rate base, we believe that the MPSC has little interest in a GRC at this time and is likely

to deny NorthWestern's alternative proposal. We expect the commission to compel the data request next

Tuesday.

ln our opinion, the MpSC is angling to reduce fixed generation costs outside of a full base rate case, either

in the supply tracker docket, or using the docket as discovery for a separate docket' On Friday' the

Montana Consumer Counsel's (MCC) attorney even warned against partial rate cases, single issue

ratemaking, retroactive ratemaking, and the MPSC's apparent "advocacy" while saying the MCC would

prefer to see a full GRC. He also noted that the MPSC has not demonstrated a long history or significant

magnitude of over-earning at NorthWestern.

Several of the commissioners explicitly hinted at their disdain for the carbon element in NorthWestern's

hydroelectric rate base (about 5270 million). One commissioner specifically queried NorthWestern's

counsel "how concerned would you be if the commission seriously considered removing from rate

base...the carbon portion of the pre-approved hydro purchase...?" We cannot be sure if this is the actual

specific intent of the MPSC, but rate reduction of some significance certainly appear to be the MPSC's

agenda. Unfortunately, the MPSC's only partially hidden agenda is more consumer advocacy or self-serving

politics than a neutral quasi-judicial branch is supposed to represent. But, we already knew that the

regulatory compact in Montana got thrown out with the bison burger wrapper.

We now wonder if the MPSC actually intentionally set a low avoided cost and eliminated the carbon adder

in the eF-1 docket at least partially to make NorthWestern's generation rates look bad and provide an

excuse to eliminate the carbon portion of the hydroelectric generation rate base. As the QF counsel

suggested in her testimony Friday, the MPSC must now act to eliminate the discriminatory rates allowed to

the eFs by either reversing the decision in QF-1 docket or reducing NorthWestern's generation rates,

including carbon elements.

The MPSC acting to reduce the hydro rate base would not only reduce NorthWestern's rates/revenues over

the short-run, but make a GRC filing less likely to produce an under-earning condition, particularly after the

MPSC likely radically reduces the allowed ROE. Therefore, NorthWestern could actually be in line for a two-
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step rate cut. This is unbelievable considering NorthWestern has already demonstrated that it is not over-

earning in aggregate in its April annual report filing.

While both NorthWestern's and the MCC's presentation testimony appeared to caution against some

unusual procedures and content of this fairly narrow docket, the commissioners do not appear to care.

Forget whether the MPSC has the legal authority to do this or the procedures and scope of the docket are

appropriate. The company could eventually win a judicial review of the outcomes of this docket and/or the
new 10-year generation standard set in the QF-1 docket in a few years. We are merely concerned with what
the stock will do over the next 12 months if the MPSC continues down this path. Regardless of how they
execute on their agenda, the MPSC appears hell bent on reducing NorthWestern's generation rates/
revenues in a material way.

We are very concerned that the MPSC intends a material reduction in Northwestern's revenues relatively
soon. We cannot be certain how or when, but we would bet the MPSC is trying hard to beat NorthWestern

to a GRC filing. ln our view, investors need to very cautious of what is going on in Montana.

The implications of a significant rate reduction are obvious for EPS estimates. However, reducing the

company's earnings and cash flow could also put significant pressure on the stock and could both increase

the dilutive impact of the company's warned equity requirements and the magnitude of the equity needed

could grow with any rate reductions. lt would have implications for dividend growth and the dividend
payout as well. Credit rating downgrades, already almost a certainty, could be more severe. Oh yeah, and

the MPSC is likely to significantly increase regulatory lag and reduce cash flow benefits inherent in the

tracker mechanism itself, probably eliminating it and many of the component costs currently recovered via

the tracker. However, now that seems like small potatoes compared to the bigger issues in play.

The docket continues at 11:30 ET on Tuesday, August 1. The video feed is available at www.psc.mt.gov/
video.asp.

Earnings Estimates/Gror rth Outlook
We are reducing estimates today to reflect a change in our expectations for electric rates in Montana over

the next couple of years. We are reversing the rate increase for 2OL9 we previously expected and are

implementing an assumed rate reduction. The company has committed to filing a 2018 GRC and any pain

the company will receive will certainly occur by 2019. As we noted previously, we worry that the MPSC is

planning to cut Northwestern's revenues materially prior to that. Therefore, there is a risk that our 2018

estimate is materially optimistic. We simply cannot predict the outcome, magnitude, or timing of the

ultimate risk yet.

However, we can identify some of the potential risks. We have added additional equity to our assumption

Exhibit t Recurring2OLT Segment Estimates

Q1/17A QA17A Q3/17E
$1.17 $0.4s $0.75

s1.17 $0.4s
$0.70 $0.49 $0.88
$0.42 $0.00 -$0.12
$0.0s -$0.04 -$0.01
$0.0s -$0.04 -$0.01

$1.17 $0.45 $0.75
48.503 48.581 48.603
$56.567 $21.830 $36.500

Operating:

Reported:
Electric Utility
Gas Utility
Corp. & Other
Total Diversifled
Tota!
Avg. Diluted Shares
Recurring Earnings

Q4t17E
$1.0,{ $3.41

$0.70 $134.s5
$0.32 $29.98
$0.02 $0.58
$0.02
$1.04

48.653
$50.750

YrNr o/o of Total
9.7%

-52.4%
5.8% 81.5%

34.7% 18.2%
46.9% O.30/o

46.9%
9.7%

FY17E
$3.41

$1.61
$2.78
$0.62
$0.01
$0.01
$3.41

48.585

$16s.647

Source: Williams Capital estimates, NorthWestern
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for 2018 and reduced the price we assume the equity is issued at, increasing the dilutive effect for the year.

We estimate that extra dilution amounts to about 50.06-50.03 per share. Should the MPSC reduce the

hydro rate base by $ZZO million as discussed on Fridan the earnings impact would be about -50.26 per

share in 2018. There is no guarantee that this is the figure for a rate reduction the MPSC is looking for, but

that appears to be a good starting point for the risk discussion. While we do not reflect that in our 2018

estimates yet, we are concerned about the potential.

Our 2017 recurring EPS estimate of 53.41 and quarterly estimates as shown on page 1 and page 3 are

unchanged. We generally expect operating cost controls initiated by management and warm Q317

temperatures to temper the Q217 shortfall. Our estimates largely reflect the Montana natural 8as rate case

settlement, a return to normal weather (with a better than normal Q117, below normal Q217, warmer than

normal e317, and near neutral Q417 temperatures compared with Q415), and revised O&M, property tax,

and D&A expense assumptions. While 2015 had numerous visible earnings drivers, in the absence of new

capital projects, acquisitions, or details of rate case filings, 2017 should be fairly simple, in our view.

Essentially, we expect some operating cost pressures and de minimus equity dilution to be partially offset

by better weather, load growth, improved gross margin, and the Montana natural gas rate increase.

Our 2017 estimates generally reflect:

o A return to more normal weather, a +50.14 per share net benefit;

o An improvement in gross margin of 50.20, excludin8 weather;

o L.O% retail energy load growth (+$0.09);

o and the Montana natural gas base rate increase (+$0.03, approximately 40% of the year).

We expect these positive catalysts to be partially offset by:

o O&M expense inflation of -50.05 per share;

o DD&A expense inflation of -50.12;

o property tax inflation (less tracker covered portion) of -50.08;

. an increase in interest expense of -50.00 which is moderated by the refinancing of a 5.O% issue that

should largely offset higher debt balances;

r and -50.00 equity dilution.

A higher effective tax rate of 9.0% is reflected in our estimates. Again, the outcome of natural gas resource

acquisitions, new capital projects, and a potential material equity issuance could also influence 2017 results

and beyond significantly. Our 20L7 estimates reflect 48.6 million average diluted shares. While 2017 EPS

should increase about 10% compared with 2015 due to a return to more normal weather, it is an unusual

annual increase.

We are also reducing our 2018 recurring EPS estimate to $3.4 from S3.SO with quarterly estimates as

shown on pate 1. Our estimate represents roughly 0.9% annual EPS growth. The principal change to our

outlook is the potential for equity dilution as discussed on the Q217 earnings call. We increased our equity

assumption to 5100 million and reduced NWE share prices effective in that issuance. We do expect credit

rating downgrades. While we cannot account for how the tracker changes may affect NorthWestern's cash

flow yet or if a reduction in generation rates will be executed by then, we are assuming St0O million of

equity will be issued inlate2OLTlearly 2018. The later the better to meet management's2017 guidance

range. We estimate that S50 million is enough equity to provide about another 60 basis points of cushion to

the FFO/debt ratio. As we expect the MPSC's intentions to be better known by the end of the year, we

expect the equity need to be more obvious at that time. Of course, credit rating concerns should be evident

by then.
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Our estimates generally reflect a full-year Montana natural gas base rate increase (+50.04), L% relail energy
load growth (+50.09), an increase in gross margin (+S0.19), less net operating expense inflation of -SO.2O

per share (largely O&M, DD&A, property taxes). Debt refinancing at lower cost and AFUDC for construction
projects should also more than offset higher debt balances. A refinancing of S2S0 million, 6.34% debt
should be particularly beneficial for the year. Our estimates reflect 50.6 million average diluted shares

(-SO.f:1. A higher effective tax rate of 10.0% is also reflected in our estimates. There is significant risk to our

2018 estimate depending on the timing of any MPSC action to reduce rates.

We are also reducing our 2019 recurring EPS estimate to 53.26 from 53.50. Our 2019 estimate largely

reflects our assumptions for load growth, an Stt million Montana electric rate reduction, and the likely

2018 equity dilution. More equity dilution than our StoO mlllion assumption, a larger Montana electric rate

reduction, and materially reduced power cost and/or property tax recovery mechanism recoveries creating

more regulatory lag are risks to our outlook, in our view. Our estimates reflect 50.8 million average diluted

shares (-$0.02). We could see worst case scenarios reducing 2018-2019 EPS to the 53.00-53.15 level.

Based on our revised estimates, we expect long-term (S-year CAGR) EPS growth of only 1.2% (reduced

from 3.8%) absent any generation investment opportunities or better regulatory outcomes. However, we

note that the S-year growth rate benefits from a very low 2015 base year that was significantly reduced by

El Nifro weather conditions. Our weather-normalized growth rate is closer to 0.0%. Of course, this suggests

that the total return profile for NWE could be well below the low-end ol the 7%-tO% management target

range.

Recent material adverse rulings and opinions from the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) over

the past several years are a concern for us. The MPSC previously eliminated the company's Lost Revenue

Adjustment Mechanism (LRAM) in September 2015. The decision reduced NorthWestern's annual revenues

by about 57 million. The reduction of authorized natural gas production rates and the recent Colstrip

disallowances have also materially affected company financial results in recent periods. Of late, the MPSC

has objected to NorthWestern's new generation proposals despite a reserve margin deficit of nearly 30%

and actively worked with the legislature to adversely modify a property tax expense tracking mechanism.

The MPSC has taken to making unusual proclamations of how evil utilities (not just NorthWestern) are in
public press releases. lt remains rogue regulatory mayhem up there! We are not sure what has the MPSC in

a punltive mood in relation to the company, but it certainly does not bode well for the company's

regulatory relations, in our view. lt certainly does not bode well for the company's Montana base electric
rate case in 2018 or the ability of the company to receive approval for future generation resource filings

with this unpredictable commission, in our opinion. The dubious Montana regulatory climate is a

considerable negative for NorthWestern's growth potential, ability to reduce the company's (and

customers') exposure to the wholesale power market, and is a material detriment to the company's cost of

capital, in our view. What was once an up and coming regulatory environment appears deeply flawed at

this point, in our view.

On a potentially positive note (although not currently looking good at all), NorthWestern filed its biennial

Montana electricity supply resource procurement plan with the Montana Public Service Commission

(MPSC) on April 1,20L6. NorthWestern's filing suggests significant capacity shortfalls developing (including

the Boardman and Centralia retirements) in the region and notes the company's current -28% planning

reserve margin, -338 megawatt (MW) shortfall. With load growth, the company expects the company's

Montana capacity shortage to grow to 688 MWs in later years. While the company does not address it in

thisfiling, itwill also ultimately need to establish a reserve margin of about L5%at some point. Effectively,

the company's filing outlines its plan to meet its minimum load over the next 10 years, establishing a

neutral reserve margin by 2028. To meet this goal, the company developed a specific optimal set of
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generation projects to add 689 MW of new generation capacity. The initial cost estimate for the 689 MWs

is about St.3 bittion. The company also notes 86 MW of additional hydro capacity projects as opportunities

to add additional capacity without estimating timing or costs. The figures exclude the capacity and costs

associated with another 86 MW of hydro expansion opportunities. The company also notes that it retains

significant flexibility to adjust to actual load growth and regional developments in its plan given the phased

stages of plant additions envisioned through 2029. NorthWestern's capacity plan is a significant

enhancement to the company's future growth outlook, in our view. We expect the company to provide

further details of its plan and CAPEX as the year progresses. Unfortunately, the vast majority of the

generation capital spend is back-end loaded for after 2020, providing little support for our near-term

outlook. Also, given the current mood of the MPSC, it is difficult to gauge the ultimate outcome of the

company's plan to improve its generation capacity and reserve margins. While regulatory opposition to

what appears to be a logical plan has derailed any near-term opportunity for the cornpany, the outcome is

inevitable in the long-run.

Our enthusiasm for the company's growth prospects has largely been derailed by the MPSC. While

planned company CAPEX still will exceed D&A by almost 100% over the next five years, the considerable

growth potential for the company related to generation needs are not a near-term issue' Rate base growth

could be high depending on the details of new generation plans/timing. The 2020-2030 period could be a

very exciting time for the company's growth due to significant generation investments needed. We note

that the extension of bonus D&A and wind tax benefits in 2015 and current MPSC "dynamics" could

significantly affect the company's eventual capital plans. Fortunately, in the absence of major acquisitions

or more robust generation investment plans, we atso do not expect material equity dilution to affect EPS

growth through 2021. ln the meantime, low growth appears more likely for the company. NorthWestern

said as much on the Q415 earnings call. Our S-year EPS growth rate estimate for NorthWestern of 3.8%

looks somewhat sluggish compared with peers, in our view. Regulatory treatment of power cost recovery

and property trackers could affect our growth outlook still as well.

Considerable uncertainties remain for the company related to potential new Montana generation, natural

gas production acquisitions/depletion, distribution and transmission reliability plans (DSIP & TSIP), and

environmental compliance capital requirements, in our view. The sometimes Machiavellian machinations

of the MpSC only exacerbate the uncertainties related to NorthWestern's potential capital expenditures,

regulatory relief requirements, and the timing of the company's full earnings potential, in our opinion'

Therefore, greater clarity of the company's capital expenditure and rate case plans could still affect our

earnings and equity assumptions materially over the next few years. Our estimates only reflect our

understanding of currently anticipated and defined capital projects and rate filings. We are not ready to

forecast the timing or magnitude of the Montana electric GRC we expect to be filed at some point.

However, we do expect the MPSC to eventually approve new Seneration projects as they appear to

advance state poliry objectives. Given the considerably lower earned ROE, natural gas rate proceedings in

Montana could be less difficult. However, the process may not always appear friendly as recent adverse

MPSC orders have highlighted and could result in a moreworrisome electric rate case, in ourview.

Other Recent Events

e217 Conference Call - On the July 25 call, management reiterated its 2017 EPS guidance of 53.30-53.50.

Management noted some unusually high operating costs, particularly property tax expense, in 1H17 that it

expects to be less challenging in 2HL7. The weather has been very hot in July and the company has

implemented cost controls again to help meet 2017 guidance. Management appears bent on meeting the

guidance range, in our view. Debt-to-capitalization declined below the 55.0% level for the first quarter in

awhile to reach 54.8%.The company's latest guidance reflects 48.6 million average diluted shares, normal

weather and a range of anticipated effective income tax rates of 7%-7L% (recurring). The company
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maintained its CAPEX guidance through 2021 but noted that about 5100 million of the CAPEX budget still

includes new Montana generation.

NorthWestern CFO Brian Bird maintained the company's expectations for attaining the lower-end of its 7%-

10% annual total return target due to the lower capital expenditures and recent adverse regulatory

decisions and the delays regarding new generation investment proposals but noted that cost controls

should allow the company to remain within the range. This implies intermediate-term EPS growth for

NorthWestern of only about 3.5%, in our view. Management previously noted that it increased the 2017

dividend growth to 5.O% partially to compensate for the lower prospective EPS growth. Management noted

that MPSC planned changes to power cost recovery and property tax trackers could make earnings growth

even more challenging going forward.

Management indicated its plan for a Montana electric rate case filing will be postponed until May 2018

back in April. The company is hoping that proposal holds up as the MPSC will meet Friday morning to

discuss power cost recovery mechanism options that could result in an adverse ruling on the rate case

timing. While management remains optimistic on the regulatory front, we did not hear any solutions or

anything to give us optimism at all. Finally, management noted that credit rating downgrades due to the

agencies' deteriorating perception of the regulatory climate in Montana and a potentially more challenging

power cost/property tax recovery outlook could put pressure on the company's FFO/debt ratio and require

new equity.

MPSC Settlement Reduction - On July 20, the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) approved a

settlement agreement in the company's natural gas rate case in docket D2015.9.58. The MPSC could not

resist reducing further an already reduced settlement agreement by 50.5 million to +S5.1 million, +2.4% per

annum. ln doing so, the MPSC put out another of its self-serving press releases. The commission objected to

some natural gas production benefits failing to live up to projections in 2010-2013.

ln addition to another haircut coming from the MPSC at NorthWestern's expense, the commission's

scrutiny of NorthWestern's Cost of Service Gas (COSG) programs certainly will make incremental

investments more difficult. More far reaching effects could be felt on the utility industry as a whole as this

case will certainly draw the attention of other state regulators, making COSG investments in other states

less likely as they point to the precedent of NorthWestern's difficulty in meeting projected COSG benefits in

their program.

MPSC Work Sessions - On June 22 and June 29, the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) held

several work sessions addressing various Northwestern related issues. While the MPSC addressed the

passage of HB 193 in Montana which allows the commission to adjust NorthWestern's power supply

tracker, the tracker issue is now a relatively minor issue, in our view. Forget the fact that trackers are very

common in the U.S. and help to reduce financing costs for consumers, the MPSC appears to abhor them

nonetheless and any tracker changes are not likely to be beneficial to NorthWestern.

Of greater consequence was what followed. The MPSC reduced the terms on which Qualifying Facility (QF)

generators can participate in the generation market. Most importantly, while the QF tariff rate was

substantially reduced, limiting QF opportunities materially, the QF contract (PPA) term was also reduced to

a maximum of 10 years with a rate adjustment after five years. Essentially, QFs now only have a five year

contract to base financing on. Whlle we are no fan of QFs, they have been an archaic concept that has

inundated the western states with unacceptable consumer costs, these terms essentially kill off the QF

market entirely, in our opinion. While that may have been the commission's intention, what followed is

unprecedented as far as we know.

7
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NorthWestern suffered a new indignity as the MPSC voted to essentially hold the utility to the same QF

standards for new generation resources. The commission put out one of its self-aggrandizing and unique to

state commission press releases to signify the event. The commission bemoaned the risk of "forecast error"

in deciding to limit contract terms. Yes, forecast error does put consumers at some risk of a flawed forecast'

Frankly, it is the commission's role to determine the prudence of a power supply/market price forecast in

determining if a new generation resource is prudent and in the interests of consumers. Saying "we accept

the forecast for five years, then we will re-evaluate your investment" is not the regulatory compact as it

exists in America today. A commission cannot adjust rates with perfect information in five years while the

utility does not have that same opportunity. Someone has to make that determination before construction

of new electric utility (or QF) assets, and that is the commission's job. To later decide with actual

information that an asset is imprudent after 100s of millions of dollars of investment has been made runs

counter to the regulatory compact at its core. Frankly, utilities have generally done a good job of providing

for utility resources on a timely basis. When they have not, they are not allowed to add additional resources

until the actual consumer usage warrants a new investment. The necessity of this added condition on

utilities in Montana appears unnecessary. The MPSC reiterated its intention to not guarantee fixed cost

recovery of new generation resources beyond 10 years in its final order in the QF docket on July 21.

Natural Gas GRC Setttement - On June 12, NorthWestern announced a settlement aBreement in its natural

gas rate case. NorthWestern agreed to a SS.Z million, 2.9%oincrease in revenues. The settlement agreement

is just over 50% of the initial StO.g million revenue request. The settlement reflects a 9.55o/o ROE, 46.8%

equity component as filed, and a 6.96% overall rate of return.

Montana ROE Filing- On April 26, the company filed its annual compliance report in Montana indicating an

adjusted earned ROE of 9.376% in 2016. ln the filing, the company declared its intention to file a Montana

electric GRC by September 30, 2018.

Montana Gas Case - On April 7, the company filed its final rebuttal testimony in the Montana natural gas

case. The company has reduced its rate request to +S9.4 million, +5.0%from the previous +510.9 million,

+8.0% amount. A decision is expected by mid-year.

Moody's Downgrade - On March 10, Moody's reduced the company's credit rating one notch to A2 and

maintained the negative outlook on NorthWestern.

Dividend lncrease - On February 17, the company raised the common dividend 5.0% lo 50.525, 52.t0 from

50.50, 52.00. The increase represented a more aggressive increase compared tothe4.2% increase in 2015.

As CFO Brian Bird noted on the Q416 earnings call, the more generous increase was related to lower near-

term EPS growth expectations.

lnvestment Opinion

We are reducing our investment rating on NorthWestern Corporation (NYSE: NWE) to Sell from Hold on July

3L, 2017 at a price of S58.5a. We are also reducing our target price to SSZ.OO from 564.00. Our reduced

target price reflects our estimate revisions and a significant reduction in our target valuation. We are

worried that not only will an adverse regulatory environment and outcomes affectthe stock, but that NWE

valuation could begin to look like some of the other low growth utilities trading at closer to 15.0x-16.0x P/E

multiples with dividend yields of 4.0% or higher. You know what those stocks are. Our target price reflects a

material discount to due to the current regulatory uncertainties of Montana.

The risks related to the potential for material equity dilution, further credit rating downgrades, additional

adverse regulatory outcomes, and a potential for a further degradation of NWE's forward fundamental

Settlement wos

close to our

expectotions.

Reducing our roting

to ,ell, tqrget price

to $52,00.
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Exhibit 2: Our Valuation Worksheet

EPS
Book Value
Dividend
Payout
Oper. Cash Flow

Yield @ 4.007o

Yeld @ 4.50%

PrE @ 16.0x

Price-to-Book @ 1.5x

Price-to-Cash Flow @ 7.0x

EV/EBITDA-@ 10.0x

Average of Absolute Prices

20034 2004A 200sA
-$2.69 S0.37 S1.30

-$15.55 $19.92 $20.71
$0.00 $0.00 $1.00
O.Oo/o 0.0o/o 77.0%

-$2.86 $4.10 $4.06

0.0% 0.00/o 3.20/o

0.0x 76.1x 23.9x

0.0x 1.4x 1.5x

0.0x 6.8x 7.7\

12.4x 9.5x 8.0x

$0.08 $28.00 s31.07

2006A 2007A
s1 .s4 $1.44

$20.84 $21.12
$1.24 $1.28

80.40/0 89.20/0

$4.40 $5.45

3.50/o 4.3%

22.9x 20.6x

'l .7x 1.4x

8.0x 5.4x

9.7x 8.8x

$35.38 S29.50

2008A 2009A 2010A
$1.72 $1.68 $2.07

$21.25 $21.80 S22.64
s1.32 S1.34 $1.36

76.80/o 79.7Vo 65.8o/o

$5.18 S3.22 $6.04

5.60/o 5.1Y, 4.7%

13.7x 15.5x 13.9x

1.'lx 1.2x 1.3x

4.5x 8.1x 4.8x

6.7x 8.0x 8.4x

$23.47 $26.02 $28.83

20114 20124
$2.47 $2.36

s23.68 $25.09
$1 .44 $1.48
58.4o/o 62.80/o

s6.40 $6.78

4.0o/o 4.31o

14.5x 14.7x

1.5x 1 .4x

5.6x s.'lx

9.0x 8.1x

$35.79 $34.73

2013A 2014A 2015A
$2.56 $2.76 $2.98

$26.60 $31.50 $33.22
$1.52 $1 .60 $1.92
59.4oh 57.9o/o 64.30/o

$5.07 $6.18 S7.13

3.5o/o 2.8Yo 3.5%

'16.9x 20.5x 18.2x

1.6x 1.8x 1.6x

8.5x 9.1x 7.6x

10.5x '15.1x 11.3x

M3.32 $56.58 $54.25

2016A 2017E 201EE 20.t9E
$3.10 $3.41 $3.44 $3.26

$34.68 $35.86 $37.64 $38.39
$2.00 $2.10 $2.20 $2.30
64.4% 6't.5% 64.0% 70.5%
$5.96 $7.49 $7.45 $7.44

3.5% $52.50 $5s.00 S57.s0

$46.67 $48.89 $51.11

18.3x $54.60 $54.97 $52.20

1.6x $53.78 $56.46 $57.59

9.5x S52.45 $52.18 $52.05

12.0x $46.62 $47.89 $45.37

$56.878f@
Source: Williams Capital estimates, Northwestern
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outlook given pending MPSC reviews of cost recovery mechanisms provide too much uncertainty at this
point, in our opinion. Forget about the risks associated with a prospective Montana electric rate case, those
are enough reason to give any investor heartburn.

Our rating and target valuation reflects the significantly reduced growth outlook over the near-term and the
unfavorable/contentious regulatory environment in Montana. The modest, below peer average

intermediate-term growth outlook and a seemingly deteriorating Montana regulatory climate remain

concerns for us.

Our target price reflects a PIE of 16.0x our 2019 EPS estimate, and roughly a -7.6% total return potential

over the next 12 months, including the current indicated dividend yield of 3.59%. Our target price reflects a

potential capital loss on the stock of -1L.2%. Our target valuation reflects a material discount to the
average P/E for the stock over the past three years, but more comparable to average P/E relative to the
past decade for NWE shares despite some higher comparable valuations, particularly in light of recent

regulatory outcomes in Montana.

This year should be another positive EPS growth year (+10.0%) for the company despite unfavorable

weather after an impressive decade of nearly 9.0% compounded EPS growth and a string of successful

growth transactions. After the strong performance from 2015 results due to the Montana hydro asset

acquisition, the acquisition of Beethoven wind farm, and the successful conclusion of the South Dakota

electric base rate case, we expect another positive year in 20t7 due to the reversal of the effects of very

strong El Nifro conditions on 2016. Cost control efforts should continue to be essential to future earnings

growth.

We find the company enjoying many attractive characteristics at this time;

o Free Cash Flow - NorthWestern is one of the rare utilities producing free cash flow that we expect to be

in the S50-S75 million range annually for the next few years (based on the latest CAPEX budget). We

love free cash flow generators.

o Significant Growth Opportunities - The company's April 2016 Montana electricity supply resource

procurement plan filing outlines a very attractive set of significant growth opportunities that we hope

can successfully navigate the MPSC eventually. The plan also implies additional opportunities beyond

the stated capacity goals and assumes what appears to be a very conservative load growth outlook.

. Strong Economy - Economic growth in the company's service areas is better than the overall U.S.,

leading to above average utility customer/energy demand growth for both electricity and natural gas

-
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utilities.

Gas Supply Acquisitions - The company still has opportunities to acquire additional natural gas reserves

in Montana and we expect new generation in Montana to fuel demand for natural gas over time.

Consistent Rate Base Growth - Overall, capital expenditures well in excess of DD&A should yield

additional significant rate base growth of Sa5O-S600 million over the next five years.

As Moody's noted in reducing NorthWestern's credit outlook to negative in 2016, the fundamental outlook

for the company is significantly less clear after 2016 with few definitive fundamental drivers. The company

is likely to require additional generation resources regularly over the next 20 years or so to address a

widening gap between resources and peak demand loads. Yet, the opportunity remains unclear (particularly

as it relates to the MPSC's view).

tn the absence of new large investment/earnings opportunities over the near-term, in our opinion, the

following uncertainties cloud the outlook for NWE sharesl

o Valuation - The dividend yield of 3.59% is attractive relative to peer utility yields of closer to 3.0% in a

yield-oriented market. Should regulatory relations improve or the growth outlook accelerate, the

stock's discount to peers would prove attractive. However, unil then, NorthWestern's low growth

profile and regulatory issues is deserving of a far lesser valuation than peers. We are concerned that

NWE's valuation could approach that of the slow growth large caps that are yielding over 4.0% despite

having expecting growth of over 3.0% that is better than NWE's prospectively, in our view.

o Near-Term EPS Growth - We expect only EPS growth of Oo/uL% over the next few years. This level of

growth is inferior to most of its peers and should weigh on the stock's potential for now.

o Dividend Growth - The company's target dividend payout of 60%-70% suggests continued, if moderate

dividend growth. We fear that the outcomes the MPSC provides over the next 18 months could put the

company in a lower dividend growth mode.

o Balance Sheet - The company's balance sheet is a question mark for us depending on MPSC decisions

over the near-term. However, the equity issuance we expect should leave the balance sheet relatively

stable, in our view.

r Rate Cases -The growing gap between authorized and actual rate base in Montana will require a base

electric rate case in 2018. The MPSC also expects a GRC filing sooner rather than later' At this point, a

filing appears both dangerous and unlikely to yield a favorable outcome, in our view. The complexities

of the case, the size, and the timing of the case provide little insight into NorthWestern's earnings

subsequent to 20L7. More capital investment riders, automatic rate adjustment mechanisms, and

conservation/lost revenue recovery, etc. would be useful for the company, and are a beneficial staple

in many other jurisdictions. Unfortunately, we do not expect any of these things from the MPSC.

o Few Near-Term EPS Catalysts - Until the realization of the Montana natural gas case growth, and a

Montana electric base rate case filing, cost control efforts and load growth will dominate the

company's outlook and will put pressure on NorthWestern's financial results after 20L7, in our view.

o Regulatory Environment - The Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) eliminated the Lost

Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (LRAM) in 2015 in what appeared to us to be a punitive decision. Not

only did the decision reduce annual revenues by about SZ million annually, in our opinion, it does not

bode well for prospective Montana rate filings with this often capricious and mercurial commission.

The Colstrip disallowance and legislative efforts to fight tracking mechanisms only reaffirmed that the

MPSC can be an unreliable and shareholder unfriendly regulatory jurisdiction (again), in our view.

Things have only gotten worse over time, in our opinion. The recent QF-related vote reducing the

opportunities for new generation investment was only icing on what was already a bad cake.

o Poorly Defined Growth - While we were certainly excited by the company's Montana electric

generation resource needs longer-term, no Montana generation opportunity is yet to be approved,
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appears contentious, and remains uncertain in terms of amounts and timing. Certainly, much of the
opportunity is outside of both our forecast period and valuation window.

o Declining Tax Benefits - As we approach later in the decade, declining tax benefits will eventually begin

to put pressure on NorthWestern's effective income tax rate, adding some additional pressure on the
company's financial results over time.

ln our view, NorthWestern remains in a very good strategic position. The merits of NWE's plain vanilla utility
growth strategy appear only clearer in the current defensive market environment, in our opinion. We

expect rate base to grow modestly through 2021 due to less aggressive net rate base growth, natural gas

production acquisition potential, distribution/transmission reliability capital spending, and with some

further customer growth, in our view. The considerable decline in the stock since the 2015 peak also

alleviated our concerns about previously excessive valuations, in our view. As we continue to monitor the

company, additional insights into the company's fundamental prospects and rate filing schedules/plans

could prove material to our opinion over the next 12 months. However, generation resource investment

delays are a disappointment. The regulatory environment for the company in Montana also scares us silly.

We can see potential here eventually, however; due to the regulatory risks current present in Montana,

investors need to avoid the stock for awhile, in our opinion.

Valuation
We see fair value for NWE shares of 552.00 being readily achievable over the next 12-months as the stock is

valued more directly on 2019 earnings, dividend, and cash flow expectations, equity is issued, inevitable

credit rating downgrades are completed, the base rate issues/outcomes/filings become clearer, regulatory
risk is reduced, and new rates are implemented, in our view. We note that our target valuation is a

composite of multiple techniques that does not rely solely on P/E to determine our target price.

We derive our 12-month valuation for the stock using multiple valuation methodologies, including a sum-of-

the parts, price-to-earnings, price-to-book, dividend yield, price-to-cash flow, and Enterprise Value-to-

EBITDA methodologies based on our 2019 fundamental estimates. We have valued NWE shares based

largely on NWE's average historic valuation metrics upon which the stock has traded over the past decade

with further consideration of utility valuations since dividend tax cuts were enacted in May 2003, the

divestiture of the majority of the more volatile non-regulated businesses and re-focus on pure utility
operations, the prospective rate base and EPS growth, and the current defensive/yield oriented market.

ln NWE's case, we have valued the stock using a Dividend Yield range of 4.00%-4.50%o, a Price-to-Book value

of 1.4x-1.6x, a Price-to-Cash Flow value of 6.5x-7.5x, an EV/EBITDA value of 9.5x-10.5x and a P/E multiple of
15.5x-15.5x. Utilizing each of the aforementioned valuation methods, we derive a range of values of S48.00-

555.00 for the stock based on our 2019 fundamental estimates. Our target price is then effectively the

average of theoretical stock price values derived from each of these valuation techniques. We note that our

target price reflects a valuation comparable to the stock's 10-year historic valuation metrics.

The stock is currently trading at 18.0x our revised 2019 recurring EPS estimate, at a 3.59% indicated

dividend yield, and roughly 1.5x our estimated 20L9 year-end book value (1.9x tangible book). ln our

opinion, the stock is currently trading at a material discount to peer electric utility group valuations that

reflects an average P/E of nearly 19.0x-19.5x 2019 EPS and an average dividend yield of roughly 3.0%.

With the stock trading at only 18.0x our 2019 EPS expectations, the stock initially appears attractive relative

to most utility peers. However, the company's apparent growth profile pales by comparison to most peers.

Our target valuation reflects a P/E valuation of 15.0x our 2019 recurring EPS estimates and a total return

potential of about -7.6% over the next 12 months, including the current indicated dividend yield of 3.59%.
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Our target price also reflects a potential capital loss on the stock of -tL.2%. We note that the stock has

generally traded for an average P/E of L6.7x, a median dividend yield of 4.!%, and a median price-to-book

of about 1.5x, with a dividend payout of over 64Yo over the past decade. Over the past three years the \-/
valuations have been higherwith a P/E averaging 18.3x, an average dividend yield of 3.5/o,and an average

price-to-book of 1.5x. However, both the company's growth and regulatory environment outlooks have

deteriorated relative to the past three years, in our opinion.

ln our view, NWE shares deserve a material discount to the combination utility group and its peers for a

number of reasons. First, we are making educated assumptions about regulatory outcomes that are

inherently risky and critical to NorthWestern's growth and financial outlook. Second, the regulation of the

MPSC is at best unfriendly to shareholders and adds to "forecast risk." Finally, the growth is less attractive

for NorthWestern for the next few years with limited insight into improvement in the regulatory climate in

Montana, NorthWestern's most critical jurisdiction. While the market remains defensive and focused on

yield, we do not believe that a higher valuation is appropriate for NWE shares than we reflect in our target

price.

Balance Sheet and Liquidity

NorthWestern's balance sheet stands capitalized at about 44.9% equity, materially more highly levered

than is typical for U.S. utilities today. Given rate cases over the near term that should raise annual earnings,

and the company's likely free cash flow production in most years based on current capital investment plans,

we are comfortable with the company's current temporary leverage. We expect a stable to modestly

improving balance sheet due to equity issuance over the next 12 months that will support both the balance

sheet and credit ratings. The company maintains approximately Stt3 million of consolidated ready cash/

liquidity, including roughly S17 million of cash, through current credit facilities as of Q217 end, and has

more than adequate access to the commercial paper and capital markets to fund prospective capital 1-,
requirements, in our view. The company's senior secured debt is rated A- at Standard & Poor's, A2 at

Moody's, and A at Fitch. While S&P and Fitch have NorthWestern on Stable outlooks, Moody's has had the

company on negative watch since March 10.

Dividends

We believe that Northwestern's dividend is secure as we expect the 2017-2019 dividend payout to remain

in the 50%-65% range for the next few years in the absence of an adverse MPSC ruling' We expect the

significant improvement in 2OL7-20L8 earnings and the stable utility source of those earnings to result in a

moderate increase in the dividend l4%-5% annually) under current rates. However, a material adverse

MPSC ruling that reduces NorthWestern's earnings and cash flow could reduce the company's dividend

growth potential. Nevertheless, the current dividend appears secure, particularly given NorthWestern's free

cash flow generation and modest debt maturities through 2020,in our view. The stock is providing a current

indicated dividend yield of 3.59% which we believe is attractive relative to the electric and natural gas utility

groups.

NorthWestern has paid common dividends continuously since 2005. The company has increased the

dividend every year since 2004. On February 17 the company raised the dividend 5.0% to 50.525, 52.10 per

share from 50.50, $2.00 per share. ln our view, management is dedicated to providing an attractive,

competitive yield and a growing dividend. Some of the company's debt covenants can restrict the payment

of dividends under conditions that we do not expect.

The 3.59% current indicated dividend yield remains relatively attractive compared with fixed income

alternatives and very attractive relative to comparable peer electric utility yields with an average yield of

only about 3.0%. We note that the average yield on the stock over the last 10 years has been closer to 4.1%,
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but reflective of higher comparable interest rates and dividend yields, higher historical dividend payouts, a

greater regulatory risk premium, and more variable earnings power and financial strength, in our view.

Regulatory Environment

NorthWestern Corporation, d/b/a NorthWestern Energy is regulated by the Montana Public Service

Commission (MPSC), the Nebraska Public Service Commission (NPSC), and the South Dakota Public Utilities
Commission (SDPUC). All three are elected commissions for six year terms. Both the Montana and Nebraska

commissions consist of five members while the South Dakota commission consists of three. Over 80% of the

company's gross margin is derived from the Montana jurisdiction. The Montana commission has a nine

month statutory review period and can allow interim rates, but rarely uses them. The South Dakota

commission has a six month statutory review period and allows interim rates six months after filing. The

Nebraska commission has a seven month statutory review period and allows interim rates 50 days after

filing. The Montana legislature meets in alternate (odd) years. The company files an Electricity Supply

Resource Procurement Plan (lRP) every two years (odd) that covers a 20 year forecast period.

Much like many elected commissions, the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) can certainly be as

capricious and unfriendly to shareholders as the best of them, if not the worst in the U.S. The MPSC has a

proven track record over the years. The mood of the MPSC changes as often as the commission elections

that bring new commissioners to the bench. Just when we thought the MPSC had improved markedly in

recent years, we are not sure where the MPSC sits today. The MPSC has now risen beyond the level of the

New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (NMPRC), in our opinion.

Given the recent adverse rulings of the MPSC, we are very cautious about the regulatory environment in

NorthWestern's most critical state. We might normally wonder what management has done wrong to incite

the commission. However, with Bob Rowe at the helm of the company, and given his experience as a

commissioner in Montana, the situation suggests otherwise. As a result of the current state of regulatory

relations in Montana, we are more cautious about both growth at the company and the valuations we are

currently willing to ascribe to the stock.

Company Background

NorthWestern Corporation, based in Sioux Falls, South Dakota is principally a combination electricity and

natural gas utility that has a foundation dating back to 1913 in Montana. After failed non-regulated

diversification efforts in the 1990s, the company filed for bankruptry protection in 2003. Emerging from

bankruptcy in 2004, the company has been virtually 100% utility focused since. The company has roughly

430,000 electric customers and 300,000 natural gas customers in Montana, South Dakota, and Nebraska.

The company also serves Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. While based in South Dakota, nearly 80%

of the company's customers and nearly 80% of the company's gross margin comes from the Montana

jurisdiction. Also, nearly 80% of the utility gross margin is derived from the electric utility. The company

owns approximately 1,250 megawatts of electric generation.

-
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20 Questions for Management

1) How do you interpret the MPSC'S current regulatory climate given the recent adverse regulatory

A useful tist of decisions (LRAM, gas production, colstrip disallowances, QF generation investment standard, the MPSC \-'/

ready-made desire for a lower ROE apparently, tracker hatred' etc')?

questions for your 2l How do you react to the MPSC'S new generation investment cost recovery poliry?

upcoming NWE .,:/ How do you expect to address revisions to your Montana generation resource plan?
meetings.

4) How do you expect to address the credit rating downgrade/FFO-to-debt/equity dilution problem? How

much, when?

5) Do the recent MPSC rulings and the current mood of the MPSC influence your investment thinking?

6) What can NorthWestern due to improve the Montana regulatory climate?

7l When do you expect to have greater insight into hydro expansion potential?

8) When do you expect to have more clarity on regional/state responses to the EPA's plan and your

capital plans?

9) How do you see Western EIM membership and NERC reserve margin requirements affecting your

resource plan/company?

10) What are your thoughts on natural gas acquisitions in the current environment?

11) Other than your intentions for a Montana rate case filing, what else should we look for in your April

Montana annual report filing?

12) What are your general thoughts on earned ROEs going forward?

13) How does the MPSC's gas case settlement adjustment revise you natural gas acquisition strategy? \-/

14) What is the latest on DGGS optimization?

15) Can we infer from your growth expectations that operating cost control efforts are a key element of

your earnings growth plan for the near term?

16) When will you have more details on the MPSC tracker changes?

t7l Can you elaborate on your South Dakota generation resource plan expectations?

18) Do you expect 5% to be a more constant dividend growth rate at this point or will annual increases

vacillate over time?

19) What are your thoughts on the apparent scope of the supply tracker docket?

20) How do you interpret the hydro rate base reduction conversation from the supply docket meeting on

July 28?
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VAIUATIoN METHoDotoGY

We see fair value for NWE shares of 552.00 being readily achievable over the next 12-months as the stock is valued more directly

on 2019 earnings, dividend, and cash flow expectations, equity is issued, inevitable credit rating downgrades are completed, the

base rate issues/outcomes/filings become clearer, regulatory risk is reduced, and new rates are implemented, in our view. We

note that our target valuation is a composite of multiple techniques that does not rely solely on P/E to determine our target price.

We derive our 12-month valuation for the stock using multiple valuation methodologies, including a sum-of-the parts, price-to-

earnings, price-to-book, dividend yield, price-to-cash flow, and Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA methodologies based on our 2019

fundamental estimates. We have valued NWE shares based largely on NWE's average historic valuation metrics upon which the
A stock has traded over the past decade with further consideration of utility valuations since dividend tax cuts were enacted in May

2003, the divestiture of the majority of the more volatile non-regulated businesses and re-focus on pure utility operations, the

prospective rate base and EPS growth, and the current defensive/yield oriented market.
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ln NWE's case, we have valued the stock using a Dividend Yield range of 4.00%-4.50%, a Price-to-Book value of 1.4x-1.6x, a Price-to

-Cash Flow value of 6.5x-7.5x, an EV/EBITDA value of 9.5x-10.5x and a P/E multiple of 15.5x-15.5x. Utilizing each of the

aforementioned valuation methods, we derive a range of values of Sa8.00-S56.00 for the stock based on our 2019 fundamental

estimates. Our target price is then effectively the average of theoretical stock price values derived from each of these valuation

techniques. We note that our target price reflects a valuation comparable to the stock's lO-year historic valuation metrics.

The stock is currently trading at 18.0x our revised 2019 recurring EPS estimate, at a 3.59% indicated dividend yield, and roughly

1.5x our estimated 2019 year-end book value (1.9x tangible book). ln our opinion, the stock is currently trading at a material

discount to peer electric utility group valuations that reflects an average P/E of nearly 19.0x-19.5x 2019 EPS and an average

dividend yield of roughly 3.0%. With the stock trading at only 18.0x our 2019 EPS expectations, the stock initially appears attractive

relative to most utility peers. However, the company's apparent growth profile pales by comparison to most peers' Our target

valuation reflects a P/E valuation of 16.0x our 2019 recurring EPS estimates and a total return potential of about -7.6% over the

next 12 months, including the current indicated dividend yield of 3.59%. Our target price also reflects a potential capital loss on

the stock of -tL.Z%. We note that the stock has generally traded for an average P/E of t6.7x, a median dividend yield of 4.L%,

and a median price-to-book of about 1.5x, with a dividend payout of over 64% over the past decade. Over the past three years the

valuations have been higher with a P/E averaging 18.3x, an average dividend yield of 3.5%, and an average price-to-book of 1.5x.

However, both the company's growth and regulatory environment outlooks have deteriorated relative to the past three years, in

our opinion. ln our view, NWE shares deserve a material discount to the combination utility group and its peers for a number of

reasons. First, we are making educated assumptions about regulatory outcomes that are inherently risky and critical to

NorthWestern's growth and financial outlook. Second, the regulation of the MPSC is at best unfriendly to shareholders and adds

to "forecast risk." Finally, the growth is less attractive for NorthWestern for the next few years with limited insight into

improvement in the regulatory climate in Montana, NorthWestern's most critical jurisdiction. While the market remains defensive

and focused on yield, we do not believe that a higher valuation is appropriate for NWE shares than we reflect in our target price.

RIsK

ln our view, NorthWestern Corporation common shares represent the level of risk that we believe is inherent in an average

publicly traded stock/company. Since the Montana PSC authorized Colstrip Unit 4 in regulated rate base, much of the commodity

volatility/uncertainty in the company's earnings profile has been reduced. However, the company remains materially short

generation (-28% reserve margin). ln our view, NorthWestern's risk profile is significantly elevated relative to the average

combination electric and natural gas utility due to its small size, the considerable capital growth program the company is

undertaking, and the greater regulatory risk associated with the Montana PSC (currently elevated). Nevertheless, the company is

entirely composed of traditional regulated utilities, which is an important factor in our risk assessment. We do not foresee any

material financial risks at this time. The company is well capitalized and the company's liquidity as represented by its cash flow

and fixed charge coverage is very good, in our view. As the company completes its capital programs and potential prospective

Montana rate cases, we believe Northwestern's risk profile should actually become more aligned with a lower risk profile in time,

assuming less adverse future decisions from the MPSC.

However, significant delays in filing a Montana electric rate case could begin to affect the company's financial results starting in

2O!Tassignificantcapital investmentscouldgowithoutrequisiterevenuerecovery. Difficultyincompletingandlorfinancingthe

company's growth projects could also materially affect the company's growth profile, earnings and cash flow results, and investor

interest in the stock. The regulatory response to the company's investment plans could also affect the timing and ultimate impact

of potential investments on earnings and cash flow. The Montana regulatory environment is always a significant risk. However, we

believe the company will continue to improve its relationship with Montana regulators and we believe that there is local support

for much of the company's infrastructure investment plans in the long term. A significant rise in interest rates or dividend tax rates

could also put significant pressure on utility operating costs and utility equity valuations. At this point, we are more worried about

macroeconomic issues affecting the stock than company fundamentals other than the Montana regulatory environment.

However, the Montana regulatory environment requires constant monitoring given recent adverse decisions and policies.

Keep your head up Birdman, it has to get better.
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Montana Commission Losing Touch, Other Adjustments
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Today, we are adjusting our target price and some earnings estimates for
NorthWestern.

However, first we need to address an extremely important issue. On June

22 and June 29, the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) held

several work sessions addressing various NorthWestern related issues.

The MPSC reduced the terms on which Qualifying Facility (QF) generators

can participate in the generation market. Most importantly, while the QF

tariff rate was substantially reduced, the QF contract (PPA) term was also

reduced to a maximum of 10 years with a rate adjustment after five
years.

The MPSC voted to establish policy to hold the utility to the same QF

standards for new generation resources.

The MPSC vote holds significant negative implications for new generation,

NorthWestern's potential growth profile, and a damaged regulatory
compact.

We reiterate our Hold investment rating on NorthWestern Corporation
(NYSE: NWE) on July 5,20L7 at a price of 561.05. However, we are raising

our target price to S0+.OO from 561.00. While we are raising our target
price to reflect a less onerous dividend discount model and we are

shifting our valuation to 2019 fundamental estimates, it in NO WAY

reflects on recent MPSC activity.

Please see our earnings estimate revisions for 2Ot7-2079 below and our
20 Questions for Management on page 15.
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The Montana Commission Strikes Again

Today, we are adjusting our target price and some earnings estimates for NorthWestern. However, first we

need to address an extremely important issue. On )une 22 and June 29, the Montana Public Service

Commission (MPSC) held several work sessions addressing various NorthWestern related issues. While the

MPSC addressed the passage of HB 193 in Montana which allows the commission to adjust NorthWestern's

power supply tracker, the tracker issue is now a relatively minor issue, in our view. Forget the fact that

trackers are very common in the U.S. and help to reduce financing costs for consumers, the MPSC appears

to abhor them nonetheless and any tracker changes are not likely to be beneficial to NorthWestern.

Of greater consequence was what followed. The MPSC reduced the terms on which Qualifying Facility (QF)

generators can participate in the generation market. Most importantly, while the QF tariff rate was

substantially reduced, limiting QF opportunities materially, the QF contract (PPA) term was also reduced to

a maximum of 10 years with a rate adjustment after five years. Essentially, QFs now only have a five year

contract to base financing on. While we are no fan of QFs, they have been an archaic concept that has

inundated the western states with unacceptable consumer costs, these terms essentially kill off the QF

market entirely, in our opinion. While that may have been the commission's intention, what followed is

unprecedented as far as we know.

NorthWestern suffered a new indignity as the MPSC voted to essentially hold the utility to the same QF

standards for new generation resources. The commission put out one of its self-aggrandizing and unique to

state commission press releases to signify the event. The commission bemoaned the risk of "forecast erro/'

in deciding to limit contract terms. Yes, forecast error does put consumers at some risk of a flawed forecast.

Frankly, it is the a commission's role to determine the prudence of a power supply/market price forecast in

determining if a new generation resource is prudent and in the interests of consumers. Saying "we accept

the forecast for five years, then we will re-evaluate your investment" is not the regulatory compact as it v

exists in America today. A commission cannot adjust rates with perfect information in five years while the

utility does not have that same opportunity. Someone has to make that determination before construction

of new electric utility (or QF) assets, and that is the commission's job. To later decide with actual

information that an asset is imprudent after 100s of millions of dollars of investment has been made runs

counter to the regulatory compact at its core. Frankly, utilities have generally done a good job of providing

for utility resources on a timely basis. When they have not, they are not allowed to add additional

resources until the actual consumer usage warrants a new investment. The necessity of this added

condition on utilities in Montana appears unnecessary.

The MPSC's thinking is deeply flawed on several levels:

a

L.

2.

3.

4.

The MPSC assumes that QFs and utilities should be on an exactly level playing field. Fair opportunities

for QFs are a good standard for a commission. Many of the characteristics of a QF and utility-owned

generation are not equivalent and therefore, the playing field should not be perfectly equivalent

either. While utilities have low financing costs, some QFs have even cheaper financing supported by

even larger parent corporations for instance. Also, utility generation capacity has value to consumers,

as a stabilizing influence on rates, or allowing for membership in an Energy lmbalance Market (ElM)

that saves consumers money for an example of a few of the benefits.

A QF generator is by no means the exact equivalent of utility generation, just some of the differences

include:

Utility-scale generation is much larger and hence riskier than small QF assets.

The duration of utility investments is generally much longer than QF investments. .\-,
QF owners have the right to sell their assets at any time, utilities are functionally captive holders.

Holding the utility to the same standard as QF generators ignores the fact that the utility return on its
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9.

investments are constantly under review over the course of their 30+ year life in terms of

capitalization, return on capital, and operating cost reviews.

5. The utility accepts a considerably lower return on capital than private QF Senerators for some of the

fixed elements of the regulatory compact.

6. Utility generation benefits from considerable economies of scale that QFs do not.

7 . The cost of QF generation is fixed or includes annual price escalators for consumers. The utility owned

generation resources' cost to consumers declines over time as debt is retired, the asset is depreciated,

and presumably, rate base and property value declines. The utility eats operating cost inflation in

between rate cases, a benefit to consumers that is significant, while QFs receive escalating prices (this

may be addressed by the MPSC as well, although a mute point with unlikely QF development). The two

asset classes could not be more different, in our opinion. Consumers benefit from the declining cost

structure of utility generation over time. Holding the utility to the same terms of QFs ignores this

considerable benefit.

8. lf the utility performs poorly on the new asset, the commission has plenty of authority to punish the

utility at any time.

Yes, the utility does have some advantages over the QF, but the regulator has every opportunity to

hold the utility accountable and make adjustments to rates as it deems necessary.

While the MPSC's action may create a level playing field with the utility and QFs, it is both a flawed

playing field and one that should not be level by any means. Symmetry is not always wise, fairness is,

and the two are not always the same.

NorthWestern is materially short power and capacity. The company's current planning reserve margin

deficit of almost 30% is probably the worst in the industry. lt likely prevents the utility from joining an

Energy lmbalance Market (ElM) that has been benefiting customers significantly elsewhere. While

consumers are enjoying the current market prices as a result of low natural gas prices, the current

conditions also may not persist forever. The commission appears to be saying "we are happy with

enjoying market purchases at low power prices and are less concerned with NorthWestern hedging its

market exposure at this time with new generation resources." While that may be indeed wise over the

short run, it introduces "forecast risk" into rates. Most states are comfortable with consumers being

exposed to t0%-L5% market risk. lf the MPSC is afraid of the cost of "forecast risk" for consumers, it

certainly appears comfortable with this significant gamble on their part today. What is good for the

goose is not always good for the gander apparently. Guess who will get blamed if a spike in wholesale

power price costs consumers significantly down the road? NorthWestern has suggested that it believes

it should hedge consumers' exposure more by adding new generation resources. The MPSC is

essentially denying that request. The asymmetrical risk the commission is willing to take runs contrary

to their desire for symmetry elsewhere.

The MPSC policy change is discriminatory against baseload generation. lt certainly encourages

NorthWestern to favor more expensive peaking generation resources to meet the MPSC's new policy

sta nd ard.

Exhibat 1: Recurring20lT Segment Estimates

Operating:

Reported:
Electric Utility
Gas Utility
Corp. & Other
Tota! Diversifled
Total
Avg. Diluted Shares
Recurring Earnings

Q1/17A Q2t17E Q3/17E
$1.17 $0.61 $0.63

$1.17
$0.70 $0.64 $0.77
$0.42 $0.00 -$0.13

$0.05 -$0.03 -$0.01

$0.05 -$0.03 -$0.01

$1.17 $0.61 $0.63
48.503 48.553 48.603

$56.567 $29.750 $30.484

Q4t17E
$1.03 $3.43

$0.68 $135.35
$0.32 $29.68
$0.02 $1 .18
$0.02
$1.03

48.653

$49.950

YrNr oh of Total
10.5%

-65.7%
6.5% 8',1.10/o

33.3% 17.9%
8.9% O.7%

8.9%
10,50/o

FYITE
$3.,[3

$1 .16

$2.79
$0.61
$0.02
$0.02
$s.43

48.578

$166.751

Source: Williams Capital estimates, NorthWestern
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o Like the QFs, NorthWestern is unlikely to meet the essentially five year rate base/contract standard

established by the MPSC's new "symmetrical" generation resource policy and the commission is

basically negating Northwestern's ability to reduce its short position and add new generation \/
resources.

The changes to regulatory rate approval policies proposed by the MPSC and the uncertainty of regular

reviews of new plant investment/returns in the future will cost consumers. The MPSC is essentially

establishing a five year rate base standard for investments. Since there is no certainty that the utilities

in Montana will recover their investments after the initial five year period, utilities essentially will need

to have recovery over a shorter duration of time. While perhaps an extreme case, creditors will take

notice. lnterest rates provided to the utilities are based on the certainty of cash flows provided by

regulated rate base investments. The introduction of uncertainty into the utility cash flow stream

related to new investments under the new MPSC standard will significantly increase the cost of debt

and the cost of equity for NorthWestern. Given that this new regulatory compact is different than the

other 49 states, Northwestern and Montana consumers will be disadvantaged compared with other

utilities/states. The MPSC is essentially creating an IPP out of a utility. Many utility investors will see

this as a significant disadvantage relative to peer alternatives for investment. The credit rating agencies

will certainly be more inclined to reduce credit ratings for Montana utilities, potentially raising the cost

of debt for those companies. We are horrified that the MPSC appears to misunderstand how the cost

of capital is determined for utilities and how their new policy will affect the state's utilities.

Simply by publicly raising this radically different policy for changing how new investments are made by

the utility in Montana hurts NorthWestern in the eyes of investors. The MPSC has appeared hostile to

NorthWestern over the past few years. This is another example of how the MPSC is unfavorable for

NorthWestern investors and it will not go unnoticed. Frankly, until last week, we were giving some

consideration to upgrading NWE shares. The stock remains considerably cheaper than the electric

utility group and is starting to stand out as somewhat of a value in relative terms. After last week, we \-'
will not recommend NWE shares. The discount in NWE is warranted due to extreme regulatory

concerns, in our opinion.

We invite the MPSC commissioners to discuss this issue with investors. While we appreciate that the MPSC

is trying to create a fair environment for QFs, we do not believe they have anticipated the full weight of the

hornet's nest they have stirred up.

The MPSC is The regulatory compact is generally this: ln exchange for the regulated utility monopoly franchise, a utility

proposing o rodicol agrees to a considerably lower regulated rate of return than would be accepted by any other type of

change in the publicly traded entity and agrees to regulatory oversight. The utility provides safe and reliable utility service

regulatory compoct (either electricity or natural gas, or both) at the cheapest possible cost to customers. To accomplish this,

in Montano. the utility makes adequate capital investments approved by the utility regulator to support its mandate of

safe and reliable service while providing adequate resources to serve a growing customer base. The utility

recommends investments it believes are necessary to meet its service obligations and the regulator decides

if it agrees AT THAT TIME. The regulators do not have an opportunity to change their minds in five years

with perfect information that did not exist previously. The utility does not have that luxury. Also, the utility

will be there in 100 years after the commissioners are long out of office. The utility also makes investments

that support the regulatory and political agendas of its service areas, such as environmental, renewable

energy, and economic growth objectives. The regulator in turn provides a satisfactory return for the utility's

investors and provides an opportunity for actually earning that return. That means a fair return and timely

rate relief as requested by the utility to pay for the utility's costs and capital investments.

ln many states, this regulatory compact is followed in an earnest fashion. Rate cases are fairly quickly
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executed. ROEs are actually earned within reasonable ranges. Regulators approve rider and tracker

mechanisms that allow for reduced regulatory lag. Regulators appreciate utilities that avoid large annual

rate increases for more palatable small annual or periodic rate relief. Mandated stranded costs are

recovered. The failure of regulators to uphold their side of the regulatory compact is unacceptable and

confiscatory. After all, the nation's utilities are generally providing safe and highly reliable service. However,

not all regulators provide a fair return or sensible policies.

We have no issue with regulators punishing a utility for poor service or other failures to fulfill its end of the

regulatory compact. This can be accomplished by denying utility requests or discounting the allowed return

among other mechanisms. However, the punishment should be explicit and only last for the duration of the

utility's failures. Failure by the regulator to provide a fair return that is earnable within a reasonable

timeframe or provide sensible policy is simply confiscating investor money for the benefit of customers.

That sounds a lot like socialism to us, even in Montana.

Other Recent Events

Natural Gas GRC Settlement - On June 12, NorthWestern announced a settlement agreement in its natural

gas rate case. NorthWestern agreed to a 55.7 million, 2.9% increase in revenues. The settlement agreement

is just over 50% of the initial St0.9 million revenue request. The settlement reflects a 9.55% ROE, 45.8%

equity component as filed, and a 6.96% overall rate of return.

Q117 Conference Call - On the Management reiterated its 2017 EPS guidance of 53.30-53.50. The

company's definition of recurring EPS in the first quarter excluded the 50.04 per share of cooler than

normal weather benefits. As we include actual weather in our estimates, it appears that the upper-end of

the range is increasingly likely for the year, in our view. The company's latest guidance reflects 48.5 million

average diluted shares, normal weather and a range of anticipated effective income tax rates of 7%-lL%

(recurring). The company further reduced its CAPEX guidance through 202Lby about S80 million to reflect

delays in new generation resource plans given the MPSC's response to the company's plan. NorthWestern

CFO Brian Bird maintained the company's expectations for attaining the lower-end of its 7%-10% annual

total return target due to the lower capital expenditures and "regulatory headwinds" (you can imagine

what/where that refers to) and delays regarding new generation investment proposals. This implies

intermediate-term EPS growth for NorthWestern of only about 2.0%-3.5%, in our view. Management

previously noted that it increased the 2017 dividend growth to 5.0% partially to compensate for the lower

prospective EPS growth. With the reduced CAPEX budget, NOLs are now expected to extend into 2021. The

Montana natural gas rate case rebuttal testimony is complete with hearings set for May. The company filed

its 2015 annual report with the MPSC on April 25 showing a normalized earned ROE of only 9.38%

compared with the weighted allowed ROE of LO.05%. Management indicated its plan for a Montana electric

rate case filing will be postponed until 2018. Management also discussed potentially negative new

regulatory efforts subsequent to recent Montana legislative activity.

Montana Gas Case - On April 7, the company filed its final rebuttal testimony in the Montana natural gas

case. The company has reduced its rate request to +$9.4 million, +5.0% from the previous +510.9 million,

+8.0% amount. A decision is expected by mid-year.

Moody's Downgrade - On March 10, Moody's reduced the company's credit rating one notch to A2 and

maintained the negative outlook on NorthWestern.

Dividend lncrease - On February 17, the company raised the common dividend 5.0% to 50.525, 52.10 from

SO.5O, 52.OO. The increase represented a more aggressive increase compared tolhe4.2% increase in 2015.

As CFO Brian Bird noted on the Q416 earnings call, the more generous increase was related to lower near-
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Exhibit 2: Principal Fonrvard EPS Drivers

NWE 6130/17 Yr.Q4Q3Q2Q1

$3.6

2017 Shares
2016 (Diluted)

Guidance: $3.30-$3.50 4126117 from: Ql17 EPS PR
Earnings Drivers:
MT'16 Gas GRC
Gas Production
Gross Margin
lnterest - savings on 6% refi, $150 mil
Property Taxes - 60% Rider
o&M
D&A
Colstrip Disallowance Reversal
'16 Repairs Tax Deduction
Weather
1.0% Electric/Gas Load Growth

48.503
$0.91

48.553
$0.58

$0.03

-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.03
-$0.01

$0.02
$0.04
$0.02

48.603
$0.66

$0.00

$0.03

-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.03

-$0.04
$0.02
$0.02

-$0.01

$0.08

-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.03

$0.02
$0.12
$0.02

48.653 48.578
$0.94 $3.10

$0.03 $0.03
-$0.01 -$0.02
$0.08 $0.20

$0.00
-$0.02 -$0.08
-$0.01 -$0.0s
-$0.03 -$0.12

-$0.01

$0.02 $0.02
$0.01 $0.19
$0.02 $0.09

EPS $r.17 $0.61 .43

2018 Shares
2017 (Diluted)

Earnings Drivers:
MT'16 Gas GRC
Gross Margin
Gas Production
lnterest
lnterest - savings on 6.34% refi, $250 mil
Property Taxes - 60% Rider
o&M
D&A
Weather
1.0% Electric/Gas Load Growth

48.703
$1.16

$0.03
$0.08

-$0.01
-$0.01

$0.02
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02
-$0.04
$0.02

48.753
$0.61

-$0.01

$0.02
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02
$0.04
$0.02

48.803
$0.62

-$0.01

$0.02
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02

$0.02

$0.01
$0.03 $0.03

48.853 48.778
$1.02 $3.42

$0.05
$0.08 $o.22
-$0.01 -$0.02
-$0.01 -$0.06
$0.02 $0.08
-$0.02 -$0.08
-$0.01 -$0.05
-$0.02 -$0.07

-$0.01

$0.02 $0.0e

$1.21 .07

2019 Shares
2017 (Diluted)

Earnings Drivers:
'18 MT Electric Rate Case
Gross Margin
Gas Production
lnterest
Property Taxes - 60% Rider
o&M
D&A
Weather
1.0% Electric/Gas Load Growth

$0.04
$0.08

48.903
$1.20

-$0.01
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02

48.953
$0.67

$0.02
$0.03

-$0.01
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02

49.003
$0.63

$0.02
$0.03

-$0.01
-$0.02
-$0.01
-$0.02

49.053 48.978
$1.07 $3.57

$0.04 $0.12
$0.08 $0.22

$0.00
-$0.01 -$0.03
-$0.02 -$0.08
-$0.01 -$0.05
-$0.02 -$0.07

$0.00
$0.00

2019 Expected EPS

Source: Williams Capital estimates

.66 S0.95

1.03

rected EPS
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HB 189/193 - Earlier this year HB 189 was passed by the Montana legislature. The new statute seeks to

significantly modify property tax tracker mechanisms that help mitigate the impact of rapidly escalating

property taxes in Montana for utilities. ln HB 193, the Montana legislature gives the MPSC authority to also

make modification to NorthWestern's power supply cost tracking mechanism. Both trackers are pending

modification.

Earnings Estimates/Outlook

We are making several estimate revisions to reflect some recent events and actual weather in Q217. We

are also raising our long-term EPS growth estimate up to 3.8% from 3.5% for some modest adjustments to

our financial forecast.

The company's S3.30-S3.50 2OL7 guidance reflects 48.5 million average diluted shares, normal weather,

and a range of anticipated effective recurring income tax rates of 7%-LL%. Also, subsequent to the

extension of several tax benefits, including bonus depreciation, the company does not expect to be a cash

taxpayer through at least a portion of 202L and with the current CAPEX budget, the company does not

expect any material equity needs. ln the absence of new natural gas acquisitions, depletion should prove a

modest headwind for company annual results. Low electricity prices are also proving to be a drag on

transmission revenues of late. Assuming a return to more normal weather in 20t7 , we expect most of the -

S0.19 per share drag on 2016 earnings should dissipate this year. With much improved weather and Q117

results, 2OL7 is looking encouraging, in our view. Longer-term, the company has reduced CAPEX budgets

through 2O27 as a result of regulator resistance to new generation investment proposals to reduce the

extreme short position the company has. Ultimately, the company's reserve margin issue will be addressed,

providing significant new growth opportunities. However, new large generation investments are postponed

for now pending a better regulatory response.

Recent material adverse rulings and opinions from the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) over

the past several years are a concern for us. The MPSC previously eliminated the company's Lost Revenue

Adjustment Mechanism (LRAM) in September 2015. The decision reduced NorthWestern's annual revenues

by about 57 million. The reduction of authorized natural gas production rates and the recent Colstrip

disallowances have also materially affected company financial results in recent periods. Of late, the MPSC

has objected to NorthWestern's new generation proposals despite a reserve margin deficit of nearly 3O%

and actively worked with the legislature to adversely modify a property tax expense tracking mechanism.

The MPSC has taken to making unusual proclamations of how evil utilities (not just NorthWestern) are in

public press releases. lt remains rogue regulatory mayhem up there! We are not sure what has the MPSC in

a punitive mood in relation to the company, but it certainly does not bode well for the company's

regulatory relations, in our view. lt certainly does not bode well for the company's Montana base electric

rate case in 2018 or the ability of the company to receive approval for future generation resource filings

with this unpredictable commission, in our opinion. The dubious Montana regulatory climate is a

considerable negative for NorthWestern's growth potential, ability to reduce the company's (and

customers') exposure to the wholesale power market, and is a material detriment to the company's cost of

capital, in our view. What was once an up and coming regulatory environment appears deeply flawed at

this point, in our view.

On a potentially positive note (although not looking good at all), NorthWestern filed its biennial Montana

electricity supply resource procurement plan with the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) on April

L,2OL6. NorthWestern's filing suggests significant capacity shortfalls developing (including the Boardman

and Centralia retirements) in the region and notes the company's current -28% planning reserve margin, -
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338 megawatt shortfall. With load growth, the company expects the company's Montana capacity shortage

to grow to 688 MWs in later years. While the company does not address it in this filing, it will also

ultimately need to establish a reserve margin of about L5% at some point. Effectively, the company's filing

outlines its plan to meet its minimum load over the next 10 years, establishing a neutral reserve margin by

2028. To meet this goal, the company developed a specific optimal set of generation projects to add 589

MW of new generation capacity. The initial cost estimate for the 689 MWs is about S1.3 billion. The

company also notes 86 MW of additional hydro capacity projects as opportunities to add additional capacity

without estimating timing or costs. The figures exclude the capacity and costs associated with another 86

MW of hydro expansion opportunities. The company also notes that it retains significant flexibility to adjust

to actual load growth and regional developments in its plan given the phased stages of plant additions

envisioned through 2029. Northwestern's capacity plan is a significant enhancement to the company's

future growth outlook, in our view. We expect the company to provide further details of its plan and CAPEX

as the year progresses. Unfortunately, the vast majority of the generation capital spend is back-end loaded

for after 2020, providing little support for our near-term outlook. Also, given the current mood of the

MPSC, it is difficult to gauge the ultimate outcome of the company's plan to improve its generation capacity

and reserve margins. While regulatory opposition to what appears to be a logical plan has derailed any near

-term opportunity for the company, the outcome is inevitable in the long-run.

Our enthusiasm for the company's growth prospects has largely been derailed by the MPSC. While planned

company CAPEX still will exceed D&A by almost 100% over the next five years, the considerable growth

potential for the company related to generation needs are not a near-term issue. Rate base growth could

be high depending on the details of new generation plans/timing. The 2020-2030 period could be a very

exciting time for the company's growth due to significant generation investments needed. We note that the

extension of bonus D&A and wind tax benefits in 2015 and current MPSC "dynamics" could significantly

affect the company's eventual capital plans. Fortunately, in the absence of major acquisitions or more

robust generation investment plans, we also do not expect material equity dilution to affect EPS growth

through 2021. ln the meantime, low growth appears more likely for the company. NorthWestern said as

much on the Q415 earnings call. However, based on the much improved Q117 results, strong customer and

usage growth, and our revised fundamental forecast, we are raising our 3-5 year EPS growth rate again

slightly to 3.8% from 3.5%. While higher, NorthWestern's growth profile still looks sluggish compared with

peers, in our view.

Considerable uncertainties remain for the company related to potential new Montana generation, natural

gas production acquisitions/depletion, distribution and transmission reliability plans (DSIP & TSIP), and

environmental compliance capital requirements, in our view. The sometimes Machiavellian machinations of

the MPSC only exacerbate the uncertainties related to NorthWestern's potential capital expenditures,

regulatory relief requirements, and the timing of the company's full earnings potential, in our opinion.

Therefore, greater clarity of the company's capital expenditure and rate case plans could still affect our

earnings and equity assumptions materially over the next few years. Our estimates only reflect our

understanding of currently anticipated and defined capital projects and rate filings. We are not ready to

forecast the timing or magnitude of the Montana electric GRC we expect to be filed at some point.

However, we do expect the MPSC to eventually approve new generation projects as they appear to advance

state policy objectives. Given the considerably lower earned ROE, natural gas rate proceedings in Montana

could be less difficult. However, the process may not always appearfriendly as recent adverse MPSC orders

have highlighted and could result in a more worrisome electric rate case, in our view.

We are reducing our 2OL7 recurring EPS estimate to 53.43 from 53.47 with quarterly estimate revisions as

shown on page 1. Our estimate revisions largely reflect warmer than normal temperatures in Q2L7 relative

to our expectations, partially offset by a slightly larger than expected natural gas settlement agreement. Our
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estimates largely reflect the Montana natural gas rate case settlement, a return to normal weather (with a

better than normal Q117 and below normal QZLT), and revised O&M, property tax, and D&A expense

assumptions. While 2016 had numerous visible earnings drivers, in the absence of new capital projects,

acquisitions, or details of rate case filings, 2017 should be fairly simple, in our view. Essentially, we expect

some operating cost pressures and de minimus equity dilution to partially offset load growth, improved

gross margin, and the Montana natural gas rate increase.

Our 20!7 estimates generally reflect:

. A return to normal weather, with a colder than normal Q117, a +$0.19 per share net benefiU

o An improvement in gross margin of 50.20, excluding weather;

c L.O% retail energy load growth (+$0.09);

o the 2015 generation repairs tax deduction accounting change (+$0.02, change in quarters);

o and the Montana natural gas base rate increase (+SO.OS, approximately 40% of the year).

We expect these positive catalysts to be partially offset by:

r O&M expense inflation of -50.05 per share;

o DD&A expense inflation of -S0.12;

o property tax inflation (less tracker covered portion) of -50.08;

. an increase in interest expense of -50.00 which is moderated by the refinancing of a 6.O% issue that
should largely offset higher debt balances;

o and -$0.01 equity dilution.

A higher effective tax rate of 9.O% is reflected in our estimates. Again, the outcome of natural gas resource

acquisitions, new capital projects, and a potential Montana electric GRC filing could influence2077 results

and beyond significantly. Our 20L7 estimates reflect 48.5 million average diluted shares. While 2017 EPS

should increase about 10% compared with 2016 due to a return to more normal weather, it is an unusual

annual increase.

We are also raising our 2018 recurring EPS estimate to 53.58 from S:.SS with quarterly estimates as shown

on page L. Our estimate revisions largely reflect a revised seasonality for the Montana natural gas rate

increase and some expense assumption changes. Our estimates generally reflect a full-year Montana

natural gas base rate increase (+50.05), L% retail energy load growth (+$0.09), an increase in gross margin
(+S0.19), less net operating expense inflation of -S0.20 per share (largely O&M, DD&A, property taxes).

Debt refinancing at lower cost and AFUDC for construction projects should also more than offset higher

debt balances. A refinancing of $2S0 million, 6.34% debt should be particularly beneficial for the year. Our

estimates reflect 48.8 million average diluted shares. A higher effective tax rate of 10.0% is reflected in our

estimates. Our estimates reflect about 4%EPS growth compared with 2017.

We are also introducing our 2019 recurring EPS estimate of 53.68, representing roughly a 3% increase in

EPS compared with 2018. Our 2019 estimate largely reflects our assumptions for load growth and a small

Montana electric rate increase.

lnvestment Opinion

We reiterate our Hold investment rating on NorthWestern Corporation (NYSE: NWE) on July 5,20L7 al a

price of 551.05. However, we are raising our target price to 564.00 from 561.00. While we are raising our

target price to reflect a less onerous dividend discount model and we are shifting our valuation to 2019

fundamental estimates, it in NO WAY reflects on recent MPSC activity. Our target price continue to reflect a

material discount to peers of nearly 1.0x 2019 recurring EPS that reflects the regulatory uncertainties of

Montana.
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Exhibit 3: Our Valuation Worksheet

EPS
Book Value
Dividend
Payout
Oper. Cash Flow

Yield @3.25o/o

Yield @ 3.757o

PtE @ 17.0x

Price-to-Book @ 1.6x

Price-to-Cash Flow @ 8.0x

EV/EBITDA - @ 12.0x

Average of Absolute Prices

2003A 2004A 20054 20064 20074 20084
-$2.69 $0.37 $1 .30 $1 .54 $1 .44 $1.72

-$15.55 $19.92 $20.71 $20.84 $21.12 $21.25
$0.00 $0.00 $1.00 $1.24 $1.28 $1.32
0.0o/o 0.Oo/o 77.Oo/o 8O.4o/o 89.2!o 76.80/o

-$2.86 $4.10 $4.06 $4.40 $5.45 $5.18

0.0% 0.0% 3.2o/o 3.5o/o 4.3o/o 5.60/o

2012A 2013A 2014A 20154
$2.36 $2.56 $2.76 $2.98

$25.09 $26.00 $31.50 $33.22
$1.48 $1 .s2 $1.60 $1.e2
62.8% 59.4o/o 57.9o/o 64.30/o

$6.78 $5.07 $6.18 $7.13

4.3o/o 3.5o/o 2.8o/o 3.5%

14.7x 16.9x 20.5x 18.2x

1 .4x 1 .6x 1.8x '1 .6x

5.1x 8.5x 9.1x 7.6x

8.'lx 10.5x 15.1x 1 1.3x

$34.73 $43.32 $56.58 $54.25

2016A 20',t7E 20188 2019E
$3.10 $3.43 $3.58 $3.68

$34.68 $35.87 $37.11 S38.36
$2.00 $2.10 $2.20 $2.30
64.40/0 61 .2o/o 61.5olo 62.5%

$5.96 $7.51 $7.74 $7.91

3.5olo $64.62 $67.69 $70.77

s56.00 $58.67 $61.33

'18.3x $58.30 $60.80 $62.58

1.6x $57.40 $59.38 $61.37

9.5x $60.07 $61.91 $63.27

12.0x $65.04 S67.04 $69.85

$uu.tr[::@

0.0x 76.1x 23.9x

0.0x 1.4x 1 .5x

0.0x 6.8x 7.7x

12.4x 9.5x 8.0x

$0.08 $28.00 s31.07

22.9x 20.6x 13.7x

1.7x 'l .4x 1 .1x

8.0x 5.4x 4.5x

9.7x 8.8x 6.7x

$35.38 $29.50 $23.47

20094 2010A 2011A
$1.68 $2.07 $2.47

$21.86 $22.64 $23.68
$1.34 $1.36 $1.M

79.7o/o 65.8oh 58.4o/o

$3.22 $6.04 $6.40

5.1o/o 4.7% 4.O'/"

15.5x 13.9x 14.5x

1.2x 1 .3x 1.5x

8.lx 4.8x 5.6x

8.0x 8.4x 9.0x

$26.02 $28.83 $35.79

Source: Williams Capital estimates, Northwestern
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Our rating reflects the significantly reduced growth outlook over the near-term and the unfavorable/

contentious regulatory environment in Montana. Our revised target price reflects our increases in

fundamental estimates, our shift to 2019 for valuation, and slightly higher valuations on dividends. While

we are raising our estimates somewhat, the modest intermediate-term growth outlook and a seemingly

deteriorating Montana regulatory climate remain concerns for us. Nevertheless, NWE shares remain one of

the less elevated valuations in the electric utility group. The Montana situation is deserving of a material

valuation discount. While the stock is trading al 17.Lx our 2018 estimate and 16.5x our 2019 estimate,

roughly 1.5x cheaper than its electric peer Broup, the discount appears somewhat excessive, in our view.

Still, we do not see enough upside potential in the stock to warrant adding NWE incrementally at this point,

particularly in light of the highly volatile Montana regulatory environment.

Our target price reflects a PIE of 17.9x our 2018 recurring EPS estimate, t7.4x our 2019 EPS estimate, and

roughly a 8.3% total return potential over the next 12 months, including the current indicated dividend yield

of 3.44%. Our target valuation reflects a material discount to the average P/E for the stock over the past

three years, but more comparable to average P/E relative to the past decade for NWE shares despite some

higher comparable valuations, particularly in light of recent regulatory outcomes in Montana. Out target

valuation reflects a discount to peers of about 1.0x based on 20L8/2OL9 earnings due to the Montana

regulatory issues and lower comparable growth outlook for NorthWestern.

This year should be another positive EPS growth year (+10.5%) for the company despite unfavorable

weather after an impressive decade of nearly 9.0% compounded EPS growth and a string of successful

growth transactions. After the strong performance from 2015 results due to the Montana hydro asset

acquisition, the acquisition of Beethoven wind farm, and the successful conclusion of the South Dakota

electric base rate case, we expect another positive year in 2OL7 due to the reversal of the effects of very

strong El Nifto conditions on 2016. Cost control efforts should continue to be essential to future earnings

growth.

We find the company enjoying many attractive characteristics at this time:

o Valuation - NWE share valuations have declined to near historical norms. While giving the stock a

significant target P/E discount to the observed valuation of the previous three year average and a 1.0x

discount to our target 2018 P/Es for our coverage universe (most of NorthWestern's peers), the stock

appears near fair value at close to its lO-year average P/E. The dividend yield of 3.44% is attractive

relative to peer utility yields of closer to 3.0% in a yield-oriented market. Should regulatory relations
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improve or the growth outlook accelerate, the stock's discount to peers would prove an attractive

benefit. However, until then, NorthWestern's low growth profile and regulatory issues is deserving of a

lesser valuation.

Free Cash Flow - NorthWestern is one of the rare utilities producing free cash flow that we expect to be

in the SS0-S75 million range annually for the next few years (based on the latest CAPEX budget). We

love free cash flow generators.

Significant Growth Opportunities - The company's April 2016 Montana electricity supply resource

procurement plan filing outlines a very attractive set of significant growth opportunities that we hope

can successfully navigate the MPSC eventually. The plan also implies additional opportunities beyond

the stated capacity goals and assumes what appears to be a very conservative load growth outlook.

Stable Balance Sheet - We expect a stable balance sheet squarely in the company's 50%-55% debt

target range for the foreseeable future without the need for material equity dilution in the absence of

new electric generation needs or acquisitions.

Dividend Growth - The company's target dividend payout of 60%-70% suggests continued, if moderate

dividend growth.

Strong Economy - Economic growth in the company's service areas is better than the overall U.S.,

leading to above average utility customer/energy demand growth for both electricity and natural gas

utilities.

Gas Supply Acquisitions - The company still has opportunities to acquire additional natural gas reserves

in Montana and we expect new generation in Montana to fuel demand for natural gas over time.

Consistent Rate Base Growth - Overall, capital expenditures well in excess of DD&A should yield

additional significant rate base growth of 5450-5600 million over the next five years.

Montana Electric Case - The company also has opportunities for growth in a sooner-than-later

necessary Montana electric base rate case due to a growing un-recovered rate base and a restructuring

of the Dave Gates Generating Station. The company is currently earning below its allowed ROE.

Montana Gas Case - The 2017 Montana natural gas increase should also improve earned ROEs going

forward.

ROE Stability - Despite the drag of these last two issues, the company has been earning a respectable

9.s%-LO.0o/o ROE for an extended period.

As Moody's noted in reducing NorthWestern's credit outlook to negative in 2OL5, the fundamental outlook

for the company is significantly less clear after 2015 with few definitive fundamental drivers. The company

is likely to require additional generation resources regularly over the next 20 years or so to address a

widening gap between resources and peak demand loads. Yet, the opportunity remains unclear (particularly

as it relates to the MPSCs view).

ln the absence of new large investment/earnings opportunities over the near-term, in our opinion, the

following uncertainties cloud the outlook for NWE shares:

o Near-Term EPS Grourth - We expect only EPS growth of 3%-4% over the next few years. This level of

growth is inferior to most of its peers and should weigh on the stock's upside potential for now.

Rate Cases - The growing gap between authorized and actual rate base in Montana will require a base

electric rate case in 2018. The MPSC also expects a GRC filing sooner rather than later. At this point, a

filing appears both dangerous and unlikely to yield a favorable outcome, in our view. The complexities

of the case, the size, and the timing of the case provide little insight into NorthWestern's earnings

subsequent to 20L7. More capital investment riders, automatic rate adjustment mechanisms, and

conservation/lost revenue recovery, etc. would be useful for the company, and are a beneficial staple

in many other jurisdictions. Unfortunately, we do not expect any of these things from the MPSC.

Few Near-Term EPS Catalysts - Until the realization of the Montana natural gas case growth, and a
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Montana electric base rate case filing, cost control efforts and load growth will dominate the

company's outlook and will put pressure on NorthWestern's financial results after 2017, in our view.

Regulatory Environment - The Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) eliminated the Lost .v
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (LRAM) in 2015 in what appeared to us to be a punitive decision. Not

only did the decision reduce annual revenues by about 57 million annually, in our opinion, it does not

bode well for prospective Montana rate filings with this often capricious and mercurial commission.

The Colstrip disallowance and legislative efforts to fight tracking mechanisms only reaffirmed that the

MPSC can be an unreliable and shareholder unfriendly regulatory jurisdiction (again), in our view.

Things have only gotten worse over time, in our opinion. Last week was only icing on what was already

a bad cake.

Poorly Defined Growth - While we were certainly excited by the company's Montana electric

generation resource needs, no Montana generation opportunity is yet to be approved, appears

contentious, and remains uncertain in terms of amounts and timing. Certainly, much of the opportunity

is outside of both our forecast period and valuation window.

Declining Tax Benefits - As we approach later in the decade, declining tax benefits will eventually begin

to put pressure on NorthWestern's effective income tax rate, adding some additional pressure on the

company's financial results over time.

ln our view, NorthWestern remains in a very good strategic position. The merits of NWE's plain vanilla utility

growth strategy appear only clearer in the current defensive market environment, in our opinion. The

company will only require external equity if major growth projects beyond current CAPEX plans are pursued

and refunding requirements are modest for a number of years. We expect rate base to grow modestly

through 2021 due to less aggressive net rate base growth, natural gas production acquisition potential,

distribution/transmission reliability capital spending, and with some further customer growth, in our view.

The considerable decline in the stock since the 2016 peak also alleviated our concerns about previously

excessive valuations, in our view. As we continue to monitor the company, additional insights into the

company's fundamental prospects and rate filing schedules/plans could prove material to our opinion over

the next 12 months. However, generation resource investment delays are a disappointment. The regulatory

environment for the company in Montana also scares us silly. We can see potential here, just not yet

despite the relative valuation gap evident in the stock.

Valuation
We see fair value for NWE shares of 554.00 being readily achievable over the next 12-months as the stock is

valued more directly on 2019 earnings, dividend, and cash flow expectations; the base rate issues/

outcomes/filings become clearer, and new rates are implemented, in our view. We note that our target

valuation is a composite of multiple techniques that does not rely solely on P/E to determine our target

price.

We derive our 12-month valuation for the stock using multiple valuation methodologies, including a sum-of-

the parts, price-to-earnings, price-to-book, dividend yield, price-to-cash flow, and Enterprise Value-to-

EBITDA methodologies based on our 2018 fundamental estimates. We have valued NWE shares based

largely on NWE's average historic valuation metrics upon which the stock has traded over the past decade

with further consideration of utility valuations since dividend tax cuts were enacted in May 2003, the

divestiture of the majority of the more volatile non-regulated businesses and re-focus on pure utility

operations, the prospective rate base and EPS growth, and the current defensive/yield oriented market.

ln NWE's case, we have valued the stock using a Dividend Yield range of 3.25%-3.75%, a Price-to-Book value

of L.5x-L.7x, a Price-to-Cash Flow value of 7.0x-9.0x, an EV/EBITDA value of 11.0x-L3.0x and a P/E multiple

of 17.0x-18.0x. Utilizing each of the aforementioned valuation methods, we derive a range of values of
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561.00-571.00 for the stock based on our 2019 fundamental estimates. Our target price is then effectively

the average of theoretical stock price values derived from each of these valuation techniques. We note that

our target price reflects a valuation comparable to the stock's 10-year historic valuation metrics.

ThestockiscurrentlytradingatlT.lxour2018recurringEPSestimate, ata3.44%indicateddividendyield,

and roughly 1.54x our estimated 2018 year-end book value (2.05x tangible book). ln our opinion, the stock

is currently trading at a material discount to peer electric utility group valuations that reflects an average P/

E of nearly 19.0x 2018 EPS and an average dividend yield of roughly 3.0%.

With the stock trading at only L7.Lx/L6.6x our 2OL8|20L9 EPS expectations, the stock initially appears

attractive relative to most utility peers. However, the company's apparent growth profile pales by

comparison to most peers. Our target valuation reflects a P/E valuation of 17.4x our 2019 recurring EPS

estimates and a total return potential of about 8.3% over the next 12 months, including the current

indicated dividend yield of 3.44%. ln our view, our target valuation represents about a 1.0x discount to the

peer group average valuation for electric utilities based on 20L8/2019 estimates. We note that the stock

hasgenerallytraded foran average P/Eof L6.7x, a median dividend yield of 4.L%,and a median price-to-

book of about 1.5x, with a dividend payout of over 64% over the past decade. Over the past three years the

valuations have been higher with a P/E averaging 18.3x, an average dividend yield of 3.5Yo, and an averaBe

price-to-book of l-.6x. However, the company's growth outlook has weakened relative to the past three
years, in our opinion.

ln our view, NWE shares deserve a material discount to the combination utility group and its peers for a

number of reasons. First, we are making educated assumptions about regulatory outcomes that are

inherently risky and critical to NorthWestern's growth and financial outlook. Second, the regulation of the

MPSC is at best unfriendly to shareholders and adds to "forecast risk." Finally, the growth is less attractive

for NorthWestern for the next few years with limited insight into improvement in the regulatory climate in

Montana, NorthWestern's most critical jurisdiction. While the market remains defensive and focused on

yield, we do not believe that a higher valuation is appropriate for NWE shares than we reflect in our target
price.

Balance Sheet and Liquidity
NorthWestern's balance sheet stands capitalized at about 45.8% equity, materially more highly levered

than is typical for U.S. utilities today. Given rate cases over the near term that should raise annual earnings,

and the company's likely free cash flow production in most years based on current capital investment plans,

we are comfortable with the company's current temporary leverage. We expect a stable to modestly

improving balance sheet due to growing operating cash flows. The company maintains approximately S18a

million of consolidated ready cash/liquidity, including roughly StZ million of cash, through current credit

facilities as of Q117 end, and has more than adequate access to the commercial paper and capital markets

to fund prospective capital requirements, in our view. The company's senior secured debt is rated A- at

Standard & Poor's, 42 at Moody's, and A at Fitch. While S&P and Fitch have NorthWestern on Stable

outlooks, Moody's does have the company on negative watch.

Dividends

We believe that NorthWestern's dividend is secure as we expect the 2017-20t9 dividend payout to remain

in the 60%-65% range for the next few years. Going forward, based on Northwestern's current CAPEX

budget and prospective balance sheet improvement, we do not expect the company to require significant

external capital (certainly equity is very unlikely) over the next few years for other than debt refinancing.

We do expect the significant improvemenl in 20L7-2018 earnings and the stable utility source of those

earnings to result in a moderate increase in the dividend (4%-5% annually).
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As we expect continued earnings growth, and with the current indicated dividend payout (62.L%for 2OL7)

well within the company's targeted 60%-70% range, we expect the dividend to demonstrate sustainable

growth. The dividend appears very secure, particularly given NorthWestern's free cash flow generation and

modest debt maturities through 2O2O, in our view. The stock is providing a current indicated dividend yield

of 3.48% which we believe is attractive relative to the electric and natural gas utility groups.

NorthWestern has paid common dividends continuously since 2005. The company has increased the

dividend every year since 2004. On February 17 the company raised the dividend 5.0% to 50.525, 52.10 per

share from 50.50, 52.00 per share. ln our view, management is dedicated to providing an attractive,

competitive yield and a growing dividend. We expect the company to continue to increase the dividend

annually at a 4.0%-5.0Yo rate during the current CAPEX program, consistent with the company's current

dividend policy/payout target and consistent with actual EPS growth that we expect. Some of the

company's debt covenants can restrict the payment of dividends under conditions that we do not expect.

The 3.48% current indicated dividend yield remains relatively attractive compared with fixed income

alternatives and very attractive relative to comparable peer electric utility yields with an average yield of

only about 3.2%.We note that the average yield on the stock over the last 10 years has been closer to 4.1%,

but reflective of higher comparable interest rates and dividend yields, higher historical dividend payouts, a

greater regulatory risk premium, and more variable earnings power and financial strength, in our view.

Given our recurring EPS forecast, we believe that the company will be able to easily sustain the dividend

payout that is now more in-line with the industry and that we expect to continue to decline over the next

few years.

Regulatory Environment

Northwestern Corporation, d/b/a NorthWestern Energy is regulated by the Montana Public Service

Commission (MPSC), the Nebraska Public Service Commission (NPSC), and the South Dakota Public Utilities

Commission (SDPUC). All three are elected commissions for six year terms. Both the Montana and Nebraska

commissions consist of five members while the South Dakota commission consists of three. Over 80% of the

company's gross margin is derived from the Montana jurisdiction. The Montana commission has a nine

month statutory review period and can allow interim rates, but rarely uses them. The South Dakota

commission has a six month statutory review period and allows interim rates six months after filing. The

Nebraska commission has a seven month statutory review period and allows interim rates 50 days after

filing. The Montana legislature meets in alternate (odd) years. The company files an Electricity Supply

Resource Procurement Plan (lRP) every two years (odd) that covers a20year forecast period.

Much like many elected commissions, the Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) can certainly be as

capricious and unfriendly to shareholders as the best of them, if not the worst in the U.S. The MPSC has a

proven track record over the years. The mood of the MPSC changes as often as the commission elections

that bring new commissioners to the bench. Just when we thought the MPSC had improved markedly in

recent years, we are not sure where the MPSC sits today. The MPSC has now risen beyond the level of the

New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (NMPRC), in our opinion.

Given the recent adverse rulings of the MPSC, we are very cautious about the regulatory environment in

NorthWestern's most critical state. We might normally wonder what management has done wrong to incite

the commission. However, with Bob Rowe at the helm of the company, and given his experience as a

commissioner in Montana, the situation suggests otherwise. As a result of the current state of regulatory

relations in Montana, we are more cautious about both growth at the company and the valuations we are

currently willing to ascribe to the stock.
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Company Background

NorthWestern Corporation, based in Sioux Falls, South Dakota is principally a combination electricity and

natural gas utility that has a foundation dating back to 1913 in Montana. After failed non-regulated

diversification efforts in the 1990s, the company filed for bankruptcy protection in 2003. Emerging from

bankruptcy in 2004, the company has been virtually 100% utility focused since. The company has roughly

430,000 electric customers and 300,000 natural gas customers in Montana, South Dakota, and Nebraska.

The company also serves Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming. While based in South Dakota, nearly 80%

of the company's customers and nearly 80% of the company's gross margin comes from the Montana

jurisdiction. Also, nearly 80% oI the utility gross margin is derived from the electric utility. The company

owns approximately 1,250 megawatts of electric generation.
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20 Questions for Management

1) How do you interpret the MPSC's current regulatory climate given the recent adverse regulatory

A useful list of decisions (LRAM, gas production, colstrip)?

reody-made 2) How do you react to the MPSCs new generation investment policy of last week?

ouestions for vour 3) How do you expect to address revisions to your Montana generation resource plan?
upcoming NWE

meetings. 4l Will you re-fi|e, when, how will NorthWestern respond to MPSC's issues with your filed plan?

5) Do the recent MPSC rulings and the current mood of the MPSC influence your investment thinking?

6) What can NorthWestern due to improve the Montana regulatory climate?

7l When do you expect to have greater insight into hydro expansion potential?

8) When do you expect to have more clarity on regional/state responses to the EPA's plan and your

capital plans?

9) How do you see Western EIM membership and NERC reserve margin requirements affecting your

resource plan/com pany?

10) What are your thoughts on natural gas acquisitions in the current environment?

11) Other than your intentions for a Montana rate case filing, what else should we look for in your April

Montana annual report filing?

12) What are your general thoughts on earned ROEs going forward?

13) Given depletion affects on earnings, have you altered your natural gas acquisition strategy?

14) How would you characterize the natural gas case in Montana so far?

15) What is the latest on DGGS optimization?

16) Can we infer from your growth expectations that operating cost control efforts are a key element of

your earnings growth plan for the near term?

17) When will you have more details on the MPSC tracker changes?

18) What size acquisition or investment triSgers equity?

19) Can you elaborate on your South Dakota generation resource plan expectations?

20) Do you expect 5% to be a more constant dividend growth rate at this point or will annual increases

vacillate over time?
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VALUATIoN METHoDoLoGY

We see fair value for NWE shares of 554.00 being readily achievable over the next l2-months as the stock is valued more directly

on 2019 earnings, dividend, and cash flow expectations; the base rate issues/outcomes/filings become clearer, and new rates are

implemented, in our view. We note that our target valuation is a composite of multiple techniques that does not rely solely on P/

E to determine our target price.

We derive our 12-month valuation for the stock using multiple valuation methodologies, including a sum-of-the parts, price-to-

earnings, price-to-book, dividend yield, price-to-cash flow, and Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA methodologies based on our 2018

fundamental estimates. We have valued NWE shares based largely on NWE's average historic valuation metrics upon which the

stock has traded over the past decade with further consideration of utility valuations since dividend tax cuts were enacted in May

2003, the divestiture of the majority of the more volatile non-regulated businesses and re-focus on pure utility operations, the

prospective rate base and EPS growth, and the current defensive/yield oriented market.

ln NWE's case, we have valued the stock using a Dividend Yield range of 3.25%-3.75%, a Price-to-Book value of 1.5x-1.7x, a Price-

'ulr '
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to-Cash Flow value of 7.0x-9.0x, an EV/EBITDA value of LL.0x-13.0x and a P/E multiple of 17.0x-18.0x. Utilizing each of the

aforementioned valuation methods, we derive a range of values of 551.00-571.00 for the stock based on our 2019 fundamental

estimates. Our target price is then effectively the average of theoretical stock price values derived from each of these valuation

techniques. We note that our target price reflects a valuation comparable to the stock's 1O-year historic valuation metrics.

The stock is currently trading at t7.Lx our 2018 recurring EPS estimate, at a 3.44% indicated dividend yield, and roughly 1.54x our

estimated 2018 year-end book value (2.05x tangible book). ln our opinion, the stock is currently trading at a material discount to

peer electric utility group valuations that reflects an average P/E of nearly 19.0x 2018 EPS and an average dividend yield of roughly

3.0%.

With the stock trading at only L7.lxll6.6x our 2}t8l2}l9 EPS expectations, the stock initially appears attractive relative to most

utility peers. However, the company's apparent growth profile pales by comparison to most peers. Our target valuation reflects a

P/E valuation of !7.4x our 2OL9 recurring EPS estimates and a total return potential of about 8.3% over the next 12 months,

including the current indicated dividend yield of 3.44%. ln our view, our target valuation represents about a 1.0x discount to the

peer group average valuation for electric utilities based on 20L8/20L9 estimates. We note that the stock has generally traded for

an average PIE of L6.7x, a median dividend yield of 4.L%, and a median price-to-book of about 1.5x, with a dividend payout of

over 54Yo over the past decade. Over the past three years the valuations have been higher with a P/E averaging 18.3x, an average

dividend yield of 3.5Yo, and an average price-to-book of 1.6x. However, the company's growth outlook has weakened relative to

the past three years, in our opinion. ln our view, NWE shares deserve a material discount to the combination utility group and its

peers for a number of reasons. First, we are making educated assumptions about regulatory outcomes that are inherently risky

and critical to Northwestern's growth and financial outlook. Second, the regulation of the MPSC is at best unfriendly to

shareholders and adds to "forecast risk." Finally, the growth is less attractive for NorthWestern for the next few years with limited

insight into improvement in the regulatory climate in Montana, NorthWestern's most critical jurisdiction. While the market

remains defensive and focused on yield, we do not believe that a higher valuation is appropriate for NWE shares than we reflect in

our target price.

R!SK

ln our view, Northwestern Corporation common shares represent the level of risk that we believe is inherent in an average

publicly traded stock/company. Since the Montana PSC authorized Colstrip Unit 4 in regulated rate base, much of the commodity

volatility/uncertainty in the company's earnings profile has been reduced. However, the company remains materially short

generation (-28% reserve margin). ln our view, NorthWestern's risk profile is significantly elevated relative to the average

combination electric and natural gas utility due to its small size, the considerable capital growth program the company is

undertaking, and the greater regulatory risk associated with the Montana PSC (currently elevated). Nevertheless, the company is

entirely composed of traditional regulated utilities, which is an important factor in our risk assessment. We do not foresee any

material financial risks at this time. The company is well capitalized and the company's liquidity as represented by its cash flow

and fixed charge coverage is very good, in our view. As the company completes its capital programs and potential prospective

Montana rate cases, we believe Northwestern's risk profile should actually become more aligned with a lower risk profile in time,

assuming less adverse future decisions from the MPSC.

However, significant delays in filing a Montana electric rate case could begin to affect the company's financial results starting in

20L7 as significant capital investments could go without requisite revenue recovery. Difficulty in completing and/or financing the

company's growth projects could also materially affect the company's growth profile, earnings and cash flow results, and investor

interest in the stock. The regulatory response to the company's investment plans could also affect the timing and ultimate impact

of potential investments on earnings and cash flow. The Montana regulatory environment is always a significant risk. However, we

believe the company will continue to improve its relationship with Montana regulators and we believe that there is local support

for much of the company's infrastructure investment plans in the long term. A significant rise in interest rates or dividend tax rates

could also put significant pressure on utility operating costs and utility equity valuations. At this point, we are more worried about

macroeconomic issues affecting the stock than company fundamentals other than the Montana regulatory environment.

However, the Montana regulatory environment requires constant monitoring given recent adverse decisions and policies.

18
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Montana Drops a Goose Egg
Is Montana once again sliding toward deregulation? On June 22, lhe
Montana Public Service Commission (MPSC) ordered to cap the length of
NWE's long-term power contracts to a maximum 10 years, with a contracted
price reopener at 5 years. While the order was primarily aimed at reducing the
extraordinary length of Qualifying Facility (QF) contracts that have typically
extended above-market rates to 25 years, the MPSC appeared to extend the
policy much further, deciding "to apply this standard across the board, holding all

energy projects, whether they are owned by the utility or independent
developers, to the same standard. Vice-Chairman Travis Kavulla stressed,
"What's good for the goose is good for the gander." Chairman Johnson agreed,
stating "Our actions will help to mitigate the risk associated with relying on long-
term price forecasts that are at best imperfect in the setting of rates customers
pay for electricity." Commissioner Koopman: "lt's not the role of the Commission
to guarantee anyone's business success."

NWE suspends solicitation for gas assets in response. ln a follow-on
decision on June 29, the MPSC authorized a shorter 1O-year contract for an 80-
MW solar farm, agreeing with Montana Consumer Counsel (MCC) that this helps
"protect customers from the 'excessive risk' of long-term contracts." Regulators
also voted to impose "symmetrical treatment" on other NWE resources, with the
company responding by suspending its solicitation for new gas-fired assets
under 20-year contracts (with a ratebase option to consider).

NWE's 7o/o-10o/o total return target under pressure. After prior guidance to the
low end based on "delayed" generation capex, the ability of the utility to return to
the middle of the range is pressured by these orders. Our estimates and TP
remain unchanged for now, which already assume the lower end with EPS
growth of 4.4o/o through 2021 plus 3.5% dividend yield. We reiterate our Neutral
rating. Risks include further regulatory deterioration, execution of capital plans,

and a coming ratecase filing.
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Figure 1: Montana Electric Supply Resource Plan (2015)

Sourc: Cmpany data

r This adds pressure on NWE's 7Yo-10Yo total return target. ln our view, this latest
regulatory turn raises questions as to the viability of NWE's plan for the addition of 689
MW of new ratebased capacity for -$1.3B through 2029 that would bring the rafebased
reserve margin about -5% above the projected winter peak load from -28o/o cwrenlly, a

figure that excludes contracted purchased power agreements (PPA). This 2015
Montana Electric Supply Resource Plan (MESRP) is intended to reduce customer
dependence on PPAs with least-cost, lowest-risk resources, including the co-

optimization of hydro, wind, and thermal capacity. Recall that in February, the company
reduced expectations with a near-term forecast for the low-end of their prior 7o/o-1Oo/o

long-term total return projection due to "recent regulatory headwinds" and "reduced and

delayed" capital investment in generation assets within their S-year capex plan through

2021. However, in the long run, management believes its negative reserve margin
(excluding purchased power) will drive generation spending and, in turn, return the

company to the middle of this guidance range, a prospect that depends on regulatory
support for long-term price stability rather than a preference for deregulation of
generation assets. See our 4/28 note "A Ratecase Runs Throuoh lt" and 2121

"Swimming Against the Tide" for more detail.

S65 $389
$321
$270 $1 ,657'

'Piq total is {u the Nld2l time p*id

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimatss

r Deregulation was once considered an "unmitigated disaster". These recent orders
against long-term power contract lockups are consistent with Commissioner Kavulla's
well-known preference for deregulated power markets and his 3S-page dissent from
the MPSC's 2014 aooroval of NWE's purchase and ratebasing of Talen's (formerly
PP&L's) 439-MW hydro portfolio. Recall that this portfolio was once owned by NWE's
predecessor Montana Power Corp but was eventually sold to PP&L and became a
symbol of the state's previous flirtation with deregulation - an "unmitigated disaster" as
coined by former Governor Schwei2er in 2007. At the time, the Governor complained
that Montanans needed "protection from an out-of-state corporation that places profits

above the economic health of this state and its people", which led to the passing of HB
25 in May 2007 lo end deregulation and allow NWE to once again ratebase and
construct its own generation assets.

r "Excited to return ownership to the utility" lt must be noted that the prior
deregulation period from 1997-2007 began with $245M of stranded cost recovery in
2002 and was followed by rising power and gas prices that ultimately led to the HB 25

Total
Prior

Fiqure 2: NWE Capex Forecast (2017-211
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"re-regulation" bill in 2007.|n the order approving the 2014 return of the hydro porffolio

to NWE, Commissioner Koopman even remarked that "Looking at the proposed hydro

acquisition from a generalized perspective these past nine months, it was quite natural
to get excited over the prospects of these 11 dams returning to the ownership of a
Montana-regulated utility. All the obvious attributes that were asserted then, remained
equally valid at our moment of decision, and were buttressed by a general (albeit not
unanimous) public enthusiasm for the purchase, expressed through 17 listening
sessions and many hundreds of letters, phone calls, and e-mails." Further supporting
the decision to ratebase was the prospect (then higher probability) of a carbon price on

fossil generation, with the order citing "lf the opportunity to acquire the Hydroelectric
Facilities were lost due to such conditions, customers would face more expensive
alternative energy supply resources. The Commission finds that the risks... are
outweighed by the overall benefits of the proposed acquisition."

Always a step behind? Low gas and power prices have once again turned
sentiment against Iong-term generation assets. The change in sentiment back
toward deregulation since 2007 appears to be driven by sustained reductions in gas
and power pricing since then, largely as a result of massive shale gas/oil discoveries in
the US. While we see the rationale behind regulatory impatience with imperfect long-
term price forecasts used to justify long-duration contracts and asset purchases, our
general impression is that the time to lock in long-term pricing is when the curve is low.
As such, the MPSC's preference for deregulation and short-term contracts at a time of
historic low prices makes little sense to us.

ls this legal? Historically speaking, the choice to untether customer bills from long-
term regulatory stability has been the province of state legislatures rather than
regulatory commissions. These latest orders seeking "symmetry" for utilities would
appear to be inconsistent with both HB 25 as well as other national precedents. lt is
unclear at this time how the company and other parties, including consumer groups,
willrespond.

From our 6/25 Weeklv note; Montana PSC to NWE: "Hit the Books." ln Montana,
the Public Service Commission (PSC) has opened a docket to create minimum
requirements for Northwestern (NWE) to study the impact of customer generation with
net metering;this was mandated under House Bill219 (HB 219) which was signed into
law this past session. On June 16th, the MPSC issue a notice to seek public comment
by July 7th for its proposals for minimum requirements to include in the study. The
study will only apply to NWE as they have the most net-metered customers; MDU will
be exempt as they only have 4 net-metered customers in the state. The study will need
to be completed by April 1 , 2018 and will be used to create requirements for net
metered customers, including whether a separate rate class is needed for customer
generators, the new requirements will be established in NWE's next general electric
rate case. Montana law currently limits capacity for systems connecting to NWE's
system at 50kW; overall customer generator capacity currently stands at 5.6MWs in

the state.

Northwestem Energy (NWE)
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NorthWestern Corporation
NWE - ALERT Regulators Gone Wild?
Paul T. Ridzon I (216) 689-0270 / pridzon@key.com

John Barta I (216) 689-3386 / iohnj barta@key.com

Recent Montana Regulatory Trends. We believe regulatory risk in Montana has been trending higher for NWE. We think the

4ommission has been chipping away at the Company in an effort to have the Company file a rate case after adding the sizable hydro
';sets 

to rate base outside of a traditional rate case. We believe several recent developments should be monitored for the potential

ro further degrade the regulatory landscape.

Reexamination of PURPA QF Gontracts Could Expand to Utility Generation. The Public Utility Regulatory Reform Act is a federal
requirement that utilities must purchase power from small qualifoing facilities (QE$ at the utilities' avoided cost, with significant
deference to states around contracl terms. With a flood of small renewables qualifying, many utilities are being required to sign contracts

for power that is neither necessarily needed nor the optimal match for system needs. The Montana commission is looking at lowering

the contract price and shortening terms of the contract from the typical 20-25 years to 5-10 years with a potential repricing afterthe initial

term. Commissioner Kavula suggests a similar construct for future utility owned generation, which we view as a significant deviation

from the traditional model of building a long-lived asset with assured recovery over the 30- to 4O-year life of the plant.

Bill 193 lmplementation Could Look at Other lssues. The recently enacted Bill 193 looks at the recovery of supply costs through
tracker mechanisms. lt was designed to put the utilities in the state on equal footing. NWE has historically been meaningfully short
generation and had more straightforward recovery mechanism. As part of the process of studying how to implement this bill, the

commission has discussed looking at NWE's returns and has initiated a process to potentially do so. NWE will make its oral arguments
on July 28, when we expect it to advocate for its previously announced plan to file a rate case in 2018. The commission is expected to

render a decision sometime thereafter, with one outcome being that the commission could require NWE to file data (by September 30)

with regard to returns at the supply segment. This is significant in that NWE's generation assets are overearning, with transmission

and distribution assets underearning (with blended returns slightly underearning).

Devetopments Concerning, but May Prove Challenging. We view these recent developments at the commission as concerning.

NWE has a long-term plan to fill its short generation position with up to $1.3 billion of capital expenditures. Clearly, the higher risk

of retroactive looks at generation asset prudence would likely cause NWE to rethink this capital. Additionally, the idea of cherry-

picking asset classes to undergo effective rate cases is troublesome. However, we expect the implementation of these policy could

iace headwinds. The Montana legislature in 2OO7 specifically enacted legislation to encourage utility ownership of generation after

Montana's disastrous foray into deregulation. As such, we expect the legislature could weigh in on this matter. We also question

whether the commission could prevent NWE from filing what would effectively be a full rate case, including its entire rate base, not

just its generation portfolio, when it does file. Lastly, Commissioner Kavula is termed out after 2018. Given our view that he is driving
- - uch of the agenda, we think the rhetoric could die down after that time.

For analyst certification and important disclosures, please refer to the Disclosure Appendix.

KeyBanc Capital Markets lnc l Member NYSE/FINRA/SIPC

We believe Montana regulation bears watching, particularly for NWE. Recent developments at the commission
suggest commissioners (particularly free market advocate Commissioner Travis Kavula) may be leaning toward
regulatory positions that could present challenges. Among the issues being discussed are moves to revisit PURPA
contracts, to which Kavula is promoting the idea utility owned generation be subject to a reevaluation afier five
or 10 years. Additionally, related to the implementation of Montana Bill 193 (looks at recovery of supply costs),
discussion has come up where the commission could look at earned returns of NWE's Montana generation assets
(overearning) in isolation from the transmission and distribution assets (which are underearning). Kavula seems to
be spearheading these efforts and is termed out after 2018. We also believe some of the proposed ideas run counter
to legislative intent of the 2007 reregulation of generation and principle of leveling the field among Montana utilities
with regard to supply cost recovery under Bill 193.
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Commissioner Meeting Takeaways - 10 States
On Monday we hosted meetings with Commissioners from 10 States (M, CA,
CO, GA, Ml, MO, MT, TX, WA, Wl) at the NARUC Summer Policy Summit in
San Diego, CA. Here we provide some of our key takeaways; there is
additional detail in the pages that follow. Feel free to reach out to the team
with any questions or to set up a follow-up call.

Save lhe Date: Conference Callwith Ohio PUC Chairman Asim Haque ftlg
Fridav. Julv 21st at llAM EST Dial-ln: (844) 417-8200, lntemationat: (706)
758-9648, Conference lD: 5792693, replay will be available for 24 hours after
the call.

Key Takeaways:

r Arizona - sees little urgency for new ratebased generation given
access to inexpensive (subsidized) power from CA through the EIM and
some concern on relying too heavily on natural gas generation.

I California - would have liked a full review in the Gost of Capital case.
Commissioner Aceves indicated that while she thinks the resulting settled
compromise was a good outcome; she would have liked the opportunity for
a full review given the extended length of time since the last review (7
years). Also, the state legislature tends to lean heavily toward utility
consumers.

r Golorado - lntends to get back to the RRR later. Commissioner Moser
indicated that the PSC rejected BKH's recent Request for Reconsideration
and Rehearing (RRR) for the Pueblo CT rate increase out of a belief that
the case would go to the courts no matter what. To save time, the PSC
essentially wants to hear from the courts first before they issue a ruling
themselves. (Appeals were filed just a week ago.) The issues that BKH has
faced appear to be unique to that company and its relationship with one
commissioner in particular. See our 5/5 report Synerqizinq the Balance
Sheet for more detail.

r Georgia - lfs 'Nuclear or nothing'. We expect SO and its partners
Oglethorpe, MEAG, and Dalton to release a new cost and schedule
proposal for the Vogtle project as early as late July or early August. This
will likely be followed by informal discussions with GPSC Staff to firm up a
formal written proposal for the PSC to consider as part of a forthcoming
Vogtle Construction Monitoring report (VCM) toward yearend. Final
approvals won't come until the March 2018 timeframe. Ultimately we
expect SO to rebase its 5% guidance to a lower start point to account for
new equity issuances and a new construction schedule, among other
factors.

DISCLOSURE APPENDIX AT THE BACK OF THIS REPORT CONTAINS IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES, ANALYST
CERTIFICATIONS, LEGAL ENTITY DISCLOSURE AND THE STATUS OF NON.US ANALYSTS. US DisclosuTe: CTedit

Suisse does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware
that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. lnvestors should consider this report
as only a single factor in making their investment decision.
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Michigan - is "resource challenged". With the Palisades nuclear facility
likely to retire in 2018 (a case approving an early buyout of the PPA with
Entergy is pending) as well as a decade of major coal retirements coming,
the state is seen as under-supplied with both DTE and CMS preparing
plans for replacements. We don't see CMS making any'big bets" though.

Missouri - Support for regulatory reforms even without legislation.
Commissioner Hall acknowledged that ROE regulatory lag is a real
problem and that the PSC has flexibility even without a legislative solution.
Nevertheless, see performance based ratemaking and test year reforms as
having a better shot at passage next year.

Montana - Skeptical of a coming capacity "crunch". Commissioner
Kavulla noted that projections for a regional capacity shortage are largely
based on coal retirements in neighboring states (e.9., Colstrip) that might
be delayed if looming shortages produce higher power prices within
contracts. ln his view, commercial/industrial customers are in the best
position to solve long term resource adequacy (for all customers, including
residential) through their own contracting and utilities should not be in the
business of building ratebased assets under long-term financing
arrangements for their captive load. As Montana moves closer to
deregulation once again without full retail choice and without a capacity
market, we see an increased probability of shortages, price caps, and a
potentially destabilized grid down the road.

Texas - On M&A in the state. The commission sees potential buyers of
Texas utilities as holders of a public trust. Anderson remains sensitive to
the use of "financial engineering" to generate returns in the state that do not
necessarily benefit Texas residents. Anderson also appeared to be
especially warm to the idea of independent utilities in the state that issue
equity directly to the public.

Washington - State is long generation. As such, the PSC sees no
pressing need seen to urgently ratebase new generation in the state.
Generally, the PSC looks for the lowest cost resource, which can also be
energy efficiency measures (often the cheapest). Currently the state is
considering a joint RFP process with neighboring state Oregon for new
generation.

Wisconsin Support for gradualism. There is support in the state for a
concept of allowed-ROE gradualism in rate cases. \Mile the spread
between ROEs and bond yields have been perceived to be exceptionally
wide in recent years, there an acknowledgement now that this may no
longer be the case going forward.

Electric utilities
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Montana - Commissioner Kavulla
Skeptica! of a coming capacity "crunch". Commissioner Kavulla noted that
projections for a regional capacity shortage are largely based on coal retirements in
neighboring states (e.9., Colstrip). These projections would appear to him to represent
an economic paradox, with coal retirements based on being uneconomic while at the
same time the projection for a capacity shortage would seem to imply that these plants
are indeed necessary and therefore should be economic over longer-run cycles. His
view is that the region is fundamentally oversupplied, providing inexpensive
opportunities for consumers through at least 2025.

Let demand meet supply. Kavulla entered into the regulatory arena with a key
fundamental belief: that utility customers are uniquely positioned to be captured into
long-term, out-of-market rate structures, perhaps analogous to an above market rate
on a 30-year mortgage loan. As such, Commercial and lndustrial (C&l) customers have
been gravitating toward relatively short 3-year energy PPAs (renewables and gas-fired)
because they are cheaper than utility rates based on long-term rate-based assets. ln
this view, the best way to avoid a future capacity shortage is to rely on the inherent
cyclical volatility of the energy-only market to motivate C&l customers into signing
longer-term energy contracts that lock in cheaper prices. Although Residential
customers are not eligible for choice in the state, Kavulla believes that C&l contracts
are enough to incentivize adequate new supply going forward (or at least to keep
existing plants from retiring). Undoubtedly, saving regional coal plants from an early
and to some, unjust extinction in the absence of a Clean Power Plan is one of the
underlying goals here.

I Entirc Montana PSC is on the same page. Kavulla estimated that his fellow
commissioners were in agreement with him and that they were all just as focused on
supporting non-rate-based supply options.

r What do we think? Our discussion was totally in-line with recent decisions from the
Montana PSC to put utility generation decision making on equal footing with other
unregulated supply options (see our 7/6 note Montana Drops a Goose Eqq). We come
away with concern for NWE's coming power cost recovery tracker treatment this
summer and the prospect for an earlier-than-expected rate case filing later this fall. We
are also concerned about prospects for NWE's long-term Montana Electric Supply
Resource Plan (MESRP). We do not disagree that in any open market where supply
and demand are free to meet each other, there will always be a price that makes the
market. However, a reliance on energy markets alone is a recipe for extreme price
volatility that would be politically unpalatable, especially without 100% retail choice for
all customers (Residential included) when the current supply glut begins to clear in the
mid-2020s. With a commodity considered as fundamentally necessary to daily life as
electricity, price volatility is typically solved with price caps that effectively prevent new
generation investors from receiving returns they would be owed under prior market
structures. For this reason, volatile energy markets have never been friendly
environments to raise low-cost financing for large capital-intensive generation projects.
Hence more established energy markets such as PJM, New England and MISO moved
on to parallel capacity market structures many years ago to encourage long-term plant
financing and reduce energy price volatility (and are now moving further with reforms to
ensure the adequacy of ancillary services and baseload supply). As Montana moves
closer to deregulation once again without retail choice and without a capacity market,
we see an increased probability of shortages. price caps, and a potentially destabilized
grid down the road.

Electric Litilities 12
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We are redistributing the following which we published this
morning as part of our 2Q17 earnings preview, Expectino Mild
Weather and a Quiet Quarter

Downgrade to Underperform. We are downgrading NWE to
Underperform (from Neutral) on increased Montana
regulatory risk, with extra scrutiny over power cost recovery
possibly leading to a full ratecase filing as early as Sept,
earlier than the company would like (i.e., based on a 2016
Test Year). Oral arguments are set for 7i28 regarding a
Notice of Commission Action requesting "a comprehensive
electric supply revenue requirements case" by 9/30. Our
meeting last week with regulators in San Dieoo (see our note,
Electric Utilities: Commissioner Meeting Takeaways - 10
States) also leaves us with little confidence in the company's
ability to win approvals for a $1.38 Electric Supply Resource
Plan through 2029. Despite resetting our TP up $2 to $60 on
higher peer P/Es, we see virtually no TR over the 12 months.

Estimates through 2019 are unchanged, but prospects
for long-term growth look dimmer. Our estimates remain
unchanged at $3.40, $3.54, and $3.69 for FY2017-19,
respectively, and already reflect a reduced capex
forecast. We continue to assume -9.5o/o earned ROEs but
have increased the discount applied to peer 2018E PIE
multiples to -1.5x from -0.5x previously to account for higher
ratecase risk.

NWE's 7Yo-10% totat return target (EPS + Dividend) under
pressure. After prior guidance to the low end based on
"delayed" generation capex, the ability of the utility to return to
the middle of the range is pressured by recent orders to treat
utility ratebased generation on par with unregulated PPAs.
Our estimates already assume the lower end with EPS
growth of 4.4% through 2021 plus 3.5% dividend yield.
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. Estimates and Valuation: Our estimates remain unchanged
at $3.40, $3.54, and $3.69 for FY2017-19, respectively, vs
consensus $3.41, $3.52, and $3.62. Our target price moves
down $2 to $60 to reflect a -1.5x discount to peer electric
2018E P/E multiples (vs -0.5x previously).
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IN THE MATTER of the Montana Public Service )
Commission's Review of Rates to Recover )
NorthWestern Energy's Electricity Supply Costs )

1

Service Date: July 7,2017

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE REGULATION
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

OF THE STATE OF MONTANA

REGULATORY DIVISION

DOCKETNO. D2017.5.39

NOTICE OF COMMISSION ACTION

1. On May 18,2017, the Montana Public Commission ("Commission") issued a

Notice of Commission Action ("NCA") acknowledging the passage of House Bill 193 ("HB

193"), which repealed the mandatory recovery of prudently incurred electricity supply costs for

NorthWestern Energy ("NorthWestem") contained in Mont Code Ann. $ 69-8-210(1). Through

this NCA, the Commission intended to initiate a process in which to develop a replacement

electricity tracker for NorthWestem as a result of this change in law. In doing so, the

Commission directed NorthWestern to provide supply cost information sufficient to allow the

Commission to implement, on an interim basis, one of three alternatives: 1) a cost tracker with an

initial base supply cost based on PowerSimm supply cost modeling for the time period July l,

2017 to June 30,2018; 2) a cost tracker similar or identical to NorthWestern's current tracker,

established pursuant to Mont. Code Ann. 69-8-210(l), which could serve as a starting point for

establishing a modified cost tracker; or 3) any other cost tracker proposal that NorthWestern

thought would be workable and consistent with the intent of HB 193. Notice of Comm'n Action

(NCA), Docket D2017.5.39, l-2 (May 18,2017). To gain a further understanding of these initial

filings, the Commission scheduled a discovery conference for June 9,2017, "where any

interested person [could] ask questions about NorthWestern's filing." Id at2.The Commission

also set a deadline for receiving comments from interested parties of June 14,2017. Id.Inthe

context of the policy objective of modifying NorthWestern's electricity supply tracker, the

Commission expressed interest in making the availability of a tracker mechanism contingent

upon NorthWestern filing "a comprehensive electric supply revenue requirements case that

contains a proposal for a longer-term cost tracker by September 30, 2017 ." Id. at 2-3. The
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Commission also addressed several other policy concerns that interested persons and

NorthWestern might address. 1d.

2. On May 26,2017, Human Resource Council, District XI and Natural Resources

Defense Council ("HRCA{RDC") filed comments on the Commission's NCA. HRCA{RDC

noted that the Commission had sought little input from parties before embarking on the approach

prescribed in the NCA, and questioned the appropriateness of making the availability of an

electricity tracker mechanism contingent upon a full electric general rate case filing from

NorthWestern. HRCAtrRDC Comments 1-2. HRCAIRDC noted that several studies, which

might inform a fulI electric general rate case, have yet to be completed and the necessary

components of a full electric general rate case to be provided by NorthWestern may be hastily

compiled, resulting in an inadequate final decision. Id. at24. HRCA{RDC also expressed

concern at how this approach might affect recovery of costs associated with NorthWestern's

energy efficiency acquisition progrcms. Id. at 4.

3. On May 26,2017, NorthWestern filed a Motion for Reconsideration raising seven

distinct arguments:

I. NorthWestern is legally obligated to file the May 31,2017, electric tracker
adjustment prepared in accordance with the current tariff.

il. The Commission should want to implement, on an interim basis, the electricity

supply cost tracking adjustment that will be filed by NorthWestern on May 31,

20t7.
m. The Commission is required by law to consider changes to its tariffs in a

contested case proceeding.

ry. The process described in the NCA violates the Montana Administrative Procedure

Act.
V. NorthWestern may need more time to conduct the modeling requested by the

Commission.
VI. NorthWestem needs a reasonable period within which to prepare and file its

proposal to modify the tariffed tracking procedure to implement cost sharing.

VII. The Commission should not append a rate case filing requirement to its
consideration of a modified electricity supply cost tracking procedure.

NorthWestern Mot. for Reconsideration, Request for Oral Presentation, and Brief in Support

(May 26,2017). The Commission believes arguments III through V have been mooted by events

that have occurred since issuance of the NCA on May 18, 2017. See Notice of Staff Action I

(Jun. 6, 2017) (explaining the purpose and scope of the discovery conference); NorthWestern

Correspondence (Jun 8, 2016) (providing NorthWestern's "projected costs for purchased power
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and fuel derived from PowerSimmrM supply cost modeling for the time period July 1, 2017 to

June 30, 2018"); Notice of Staff Action 2 (Jun. 9,2017) (canceling the discovery conference

scheduled for June 9, 2017); Notice of Staff Action (Jun. 12, 2017) (rescheduling the discovery

conference for June 16,2017). The Commission believes arguments I and VI are resolved by

paragraphs 5 through 7 of this Order. The Commission believes argument VII, concerning the

requirement to file an electricity rate case as an appendage to implementing a new tracker

mechanism, will largely be resolved through additional process. See infra lTfl 20-21.

4. On June 20,2017, the MCC filed its comments. The MCC noted as a result of the

passage of HB l93,"the Commission will have discretion to continue tracking certain costs if
doing so would result in just and reasonable rates." MCC Comments 2 (Jun. 20, 2017).The

MCC argued that extensive use of trackers results in single issue ratemaking, violates the

"matching principle," and avoids comprehensive rate cases. Id at2-3. The MCC recommended

resolving these concerns about tracker policy through a contested case proceedng. Id. at 3. The

MCC agreed with NorthWestern that implementation of the interim rate request contained in

Docket D2016.7.52 could be resolved in a final decision and reflect whatever changes might be

proposed to NorthWestern's tracker mechanism. Id. at34.
5. Consistent with lnterim Order 7549 in Docket D2016.7.52, the Commission

agrees with NorthWestern's and the MCC's proposed approach to implementing a new tracker

mechanism:

House Bill 193 (2017) ("HB 193") eliminates the mandatory electricity supply cost
recovery mechanism, also known as a cost tracker, in Mont. Code Ann. $ 69-8-
210(l) effective July l, 2017: "The commission may approve a cost-tracking
adjustment for a public utility regulated under this part consistent with its regulation
of public utilities under Title 69, chapter 3." See 2017 Mont. Laws 359.

In Docket D2017 .5.39 conceming the Commission's Review of Rates to Recover
NorthWestern Energy's Electricity Supply Costs, NorthWestern stated that "[t]o the
extent the Commission changes NorthWestern's electricity supply cost tracking
adjustment mechanism, the change in methodology can be captured in the true-up
of electricity supply costs for the period July l, 2017,through June 30,2018."
NorthWestern Energy's Mot. for Reconsideration, Request for Oral Presentation,
and Brief in Support 5 (May 26,2017).In the same Docket, the MCC agreed with
this position regarding implement policy changes in a final true-up of these interim
tracker costs: "Since the Commission can order a rebate or surcharge 'for the
amount collected [or not collected] retroactive to the date of the temporary
approval,'the final decision can be effectuated July l, 2017 even if it is not made
until next year." Comments of the Montana Consumer Counsel3-4 (Jun. 20,2017)
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(citing Mont. Code Ann. $ 69-3-304 (2015)). The Commission agrees with
NorthWestern and the MCC and will implement any policy changes to
NorthWestern's electricity tracker mechanism in a final true-up of these interim

tracker costs as a contested case proceeding under the Montana Administrative
Procedure Act ("MAPA"). See Mont. Code Ann. $$ 2-4-102(4),2-4-601to -631.

NorthWestern has committed that "[b]y July 14,2017, NonhWestem will file a
proposed new cost recovery mechanism containing a cost-sharing proposal. The

Commission, thereafter, will establish a schedule in a contested case proceeding,

consistent with MAPA, for addressing the proposed tariff change." NorthWestem's

Letter Concerning the Commission's Notice of Commission Action 2 (May 26,

2017). NorthWestern must make this filing by July 14,2017.

Interim Order 7549nn 16-18 (Jun.27,2017).

6. As indicated in Interim Order 7549,the Commission consolidates NorthWestern's

filings in Docket D2016.7.52 conceming the July l,2Ol7 to June 30, 2018 tracker period with

the information contained in DocketDz}l7.5.39 and NorthWestern's proposed new tracker

mechanism filing expected July 14,2017; this will create one consolidated prospective-looking

docket for addressing NorthWestern's electricity tracking mechanism. The Commission also

consolidates NorthWestern's 2015-2016 Electric Supply Filings in Docket D2015.7.52 with

NorthWestern's filings in Docket D2016.7.52 concerning the July 1,2016 to June 30,2017

tracker period, creating one backward-looking docket for addressing NorthWestern's mandatory

electricity supply tracker under Mont. Code Ann. $ 69-8-210(1).

7. Since NorthWestem is proposing a new tracker mechanism in which it seeks to

recover its costs, it shall bear the burden ofproofon these particular issues. ln a contested case

under MAPA, the Commission is generally "bound by common law and statutory rules of

evidence." Mont. Code Ann. $ 2-4-612(2). Under the statutory rules of evidence, "a party has the

burden of persuasion as to each fact the existence or nonexistence of which is essential to the

claim for relief or defense the party is asserting ." Id. $ 26-l-402; Mont. Envtl. Info. Ctr. v. Mont.

Dept. of Evntl. Quality,2005 MT 96,n 14,326Mont.502,ll2P.3d 964 ("the party asserting a

claim for relief bears the burden of producing evidence in support of that claim."); see also

Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.182 ("A utility filing for an increase in rates and charges shall be prepared

to . . . sustain the burden ofproofofestablishing that its proposed charges arejust and

reasonable"), Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.8220 (discussing how a utility may "satisfy its burden of

proof.").
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8. NorthWestern notes that the rates set forth in the electricity tracker are tariffed

and have the force of law that may only be changed through a contested case proceeding. Mot. at

3-4 (citing In re Mont. Power Co. Electric Cost Portfolio as Defoult Supplier, Docket

D2001 .10.I44, Order 6382 (Mar. 26,2002) (establishing and tariffing the electricity supply cost

procedure)). NorthWestern identifies a number of Commission decisions in which fixed costs

from its generating assets are recovered in the electricity tracker. Mot. at 4; see also In re

NorthWestern Energt's Applicationfor Preapproval of Colstrip Unit 4,Docket D2008.6.69,

Order 6925f, Finding of Fact fl 260 (Nov. 13, 2008) (allowing NorthWestern "to include CU4

cost of service in electric supply rates as part of its annual electric supply tracker in order to

develop an all-in electric supply rate"); In re NorthWestern Energt's Applicationfor

Preapproval of Dave Gates Generating Station, Docket D2008.8.95, Order 6943e pp.31 (Mar.

2I,2012) (allowing NorthWestern to track outstanding construction cost items associated with

Dave Gates Generation Station until its "next general ratefiling, at which time material

differences would be trued up") (emphasis added); In re NorthWestern Energ/'s Applicationfor

Preapproval of Spion Kop Wind Project,Docket D2011.5.41, Order 71591(Feb. 16, 2012); In re

Northll'estern Energt's Applicationfor Preopproval of Hydroelectric Generating Facilities,

Docket D2013.12.85, Order 7323k (Sept. 25,2014)).

9. The Commission has previously stated that fixed rates have not been altered in a

tracker proceeding. See In re NorthWestern Energt's 2009-2010 Electric Supply Tracker,

Docket 2010.5.50, Order 7093c (Apr. 19,2011) ("Although both the variable and hxed CU4

rates represent 'generation assets cost of service,' the Commission has adjusted the former in the

electric supply trackers, but not the latter"). This is in contrast to the variable costs associated

with generation assets subject to preapproval, which have been routinely adjusted in annual

tracker filings. Cf. id. ("In practice-in contrast to the CU4 variable cost section of the tracker,

which changes as forecasted costs are updated in the annual tracker filing-the fixed cost section

has not changed since it was approved in December 2008").

10. The Commission will not require NorthWestern itself to propose tariff revisions

in its July 14,2017 filing which affect the base rates that were established in various pre-

approval orders for electric generating assets, which together "implemented" the existing tracker

statute. Mot. at 3-4. However, the Commission, in its implementation of HB 193, does wish to

consider a full range of alternatives, and other parties may want to propose alterations to base
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rates as part of this proceeding. The Commission believes at least three alternatives should be

considered, in addition to any that parties propose:

a) A tracker that provides for NorthWestern to continue to recover its fixed costs

without any update to them, and allow the company to track its variable costs,

such as fuel and purchased power costs, with a sharing mechanism to adjust the

revenue earned with respect to those variable costs.

b) A tracker that provides for NorthWestern to update its fixed costs, including
updating the cost-of-service of its power generators and allowing for a

reclassification of costs that are currently tracked as variable but which would
more appropriately be treated as fixed, together with a tracker, if appropriate,

to track volatile costs that are beyond the utility's control and a sharing

mechanism for the portfolio of costs.

c) A tracker that provides for NorthWestem to project all of its energy supply costs

on a multi-year basis, allowing revenues the company collects to track to the

projection, with a sharing mechanism relative to actual costs, if appropriate.

Two of the above mentioned alternatives would require NorthWestern to establish an updated

base rate for electric supply costs, around which a tracker pivots and is adjusted through a

sharing mechanism. In order to set an updated base rate for electric supply costs, NorthWestern

would need to submit information that is similar or conforming to that provided for in Mont.

Admin. R. 38.5.101 to 38.5.195. See also In re Mont. Pub. Serv. Comm'n Investigation into

Qwest Corp., Docket D2003.2.22, Order 6493 p.4 (Jun. 16,2003). There are several reasons for

the Commission to establish an updated base rate for NorthWestern's electric supply costs and

require NorthWestem to submit information that conforms to the requirements contained in

Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101 to 38.5.195.

1 1. The Commission has already expressed interest in updating the actual costs

associated with the hydroelectric acquisition in Docket D2013.12.85. In Order 7476a in Docket

D2Ol6.L 8 concerning the Compliance Filing of the Hydroelectric Facilities Purchase, the

Commission allowed NorthWestern 'oto communicate its future plans . . . [of] whether to file a

general rate case." Order 7476a1126.The Commission noted this was an alternative to requiring

"NorthWestern to file, with its next annual report, information that would meet the minimum

filing requirement[s] contained in Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101 through 38.5.195." Id.l125.The

Commission examined these alternatives because it noted that the public interest would be

benefited by a comprehensive examination of NorthWestern's costs "after years of piecemeal
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ratemaking" and "the absence of an electric general rate case for the better part of a decade . . . ."

Id. n 24. Specifically in the context of the hydroelectric facilitates, the Commission noted:

[I]n all likelihood the $4,724,421 A&G expense attributed to the hydroelectric
facilities, post-Kerr, is not a reflection of NorthWestern's actual A&G costs, as the
basis for the A&G expenses evaluated in this case reflects PPLM's costs, not
NorthWestem's. Additionally, A&G costs are generally common costs and
attributing a portion of NorthWestern's actual A&G costs, if they were available,
to the hydroelectric facilities would require an allocation process, rather than
precise measurement.

Id. n22. The Commission also put NorthWestern on notice that it "should be cognizant of the

workforce needs that would accompany" a decision to require the filing of this information and

to "plan its staff resources accordingly." Id. n26.

12. In response to Final Order 7476a, NorthWestern explained in a cover letter

accompanying its 2016 Electric Utility Annual Report that:

The results shown in the latest Electric Utility Schedule 27-Montana Earned Rate
of Return, which is included in NorthWestern's 2016 Annual MPSC Electric Utility
Report, reflect electric utility returns lower than the MPSC-authorized ROE.
Nevertheless, NorthWestern does not plan to make a general electric rate filing this
year. NorthWestern's 2016 Electric Schedule 27 shows an actual rate of return on
average equity ("ROE") of 9.758%. After a number of typical normalizing
adjustments, including weather, the adjusted ROE is 9.3760/o. While neither ofthese
figures reflect precisely what an earned ROE would be in an actual electric filing,
they are reliable calculations of a reasonable range. Both of these returns are
significantly lower than the 10.05% ROE currently authorized for NorthWestern's
consolidated Montana electric utility.

In re NorthWestern Energt's Statement of Future Plans for Electricity Utility General Rate Case,

Docket D2016.12.98, Cover Letter I (Apr. 26,2017). Since NorthWestern's last electric rate

case,l it has earned varying levels of actual rate of return on equity and adjusted return on equity

as reported in Schedule 27 of its annual reports, compared to its average authorized return on

equity.

tSee generally In re NorthWeslern Energt's 2007 and 2009 Electric Rate Case, Consolidated Dockets D2009.9.129
&D2007.7.82, Final Order 7046i (Jun. 20,2011).
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The consolidated ROEs described in Schedule 27 of NorthWestern's annual reports is

insufficiently granular to determine whether NorthWestern is overearning on its electricity

supply assets. See infra !l 21. The last time the Commission analyzed the retums the company

was eaming on electric generating assets in 2013, the company reported earning returns in excess

of the company's authorized retum on equity.

13. While earnings on transmission and distribution ("T&D") assets may offset any

overearning on electric supply assets, the approach the Commission has taken to ratemaking for

the latter in the past several years has been focused on individuated revenue requirements. See

supralS; see also In re Northwestern Energ,t's consolidated 2013-2014 snd 2014-2015

Natural Gas Tracker, Consolidated Dockets D2013.5.34 andD2014.5.47, Order 7282dfln2H4

(Oct. 6, 2015) (describing the recovery of costs associated with NorthWestern's natural gas

production assets in in gas tracker filings rather than a general rate case and requiring

NorthWestem to make a comprehensive hling within l2-months of the order). It does not seem

inconsistent with that approach to re-establish a baseline, or revenue requirement, in this

proceeding for electric supply, and wait for a full reexamination of the cost of service of the

2See Attach. A of this Order for more information on these figures.
3 The Commission agrees with NorthWestern that this adjusted figure may not "reflect precisely what an eamed

ROE would be in an actual electric filing," Docket D2016.12.98, Cover Letter I (Apr. 26,2017), and notes the ROE
adjustments provided in Schedule 27 isleft to the discretion of the utility. For instance, NorthWestern provides no

source of generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP") for these adjustments. See also Attach. A n.l.
aSee In re Northl{estern Energt's Lost Revenue Adjuslment lvlechanism, Docket D2014.6.53, Data Response (DR)
PSC-003(d) (Jan. 30, 2015).

Consolidated Electric Utility Average
Authorized Return on Equity

Rate of Return on Average Equity

Adjusted Rate of Retum on Average
Eouitv3

l0.l7o/o l0.l7o/o 10.17% 10.14% 10.04% 10.05%

9.84% 8.84% 9.67% 11.33% 9.89% 9.76%

t0.07% 8.640/o 9.71% ll.0l% 10.27% 9.38%

Average Authorized Allowed Retum on
Equity

Adjusted Rate of Return on Average Equity

Adjusted Rate of Return on Average Equity
without LRAM

10.t7% 10.00% 10.2s% 10.00% 10.25%

9.7r% 12.35% 9.04% 14.17% 7.9s%

9.01% 11.48% 8.62% 14.14% 7.22%

NWE Sch. 2014 20t5 2016

201 CU4 DGGS Spion Kop
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consolidated utility, including generation assets and T&D, during a general rate case. But see

MCC Comments at 3-5 (arguing that NorthWestern's "next electric rate case should be a full

general rate case"). Even with NorthWestern's adjusted and actual average ROE being near its

authorized average ROE, NorthWestern's authorized average ROE is higher still than ROEs that

the Commission has approved in recent rate cases. See In re Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.'s

2015 Electric Utility Rate Case, Docket D2015.6.51, Order 7$3f n 31 (March 25,2016) (setting

an ROE range of 9.0 to 9.5 percent).

14. The issue of generating assets' fixed costs, which was the subject matter of the

Commission's Final Order 7476a, is related to the issue of the sharing mechanism that the

Commission and NorthWestern have identified as a key feature of this proceeding. Mot. at 3

("NorthWestem fully intends to respect the Commission's advocacy, and will prepare and file in

this docket a modihed tariff to implement cost sharing"). Other jurisdictions have benchmarked

key features of trackers on the underlying costs of power supply generally, including generating

assets' fixed costs, and a tracker may rely on the establishment of an appropriate baseline of

those costs and expected variable costs. ,See Oregon PUC, UE 180/181/184, Order 07-015. In

that proceeding before the Oregon Public Utility Commission ("Oregon PUC"), Portland General

Electric Company ("PGE") attempted to argue against the use of a deadband in a cost-sharing

mechanism because "ratepayers only pay for the low embedded, fixed costs of PGE's resources

in base rates, and so should also be responsible for the higher cost of [net variable power costs

("NCPV")]s in adjustments." Id. at2l. Staff for the Oregon PUC argued this problem would be

resolved by examining the NCPV alongside the overall revenue requirement of the utility.

Staff takes the broader view of the Company's costs as considered in a rate case,

and argues that the Commission determines the full fixed costs, as well as the full
variable costs, through consideration of normalizedNvPc, in a general rate case.

Therefore, Staff argues that ratepayers already shoulder the full amount of the cost

of service, and a PCAM with a deadband would not shield customers from paying
the full cost of the Company's resources.

Id. (rntemal citations omitted). Relatedly, Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon ("CUB") argued that

the utility's authorized costs of equity should depend on the utility's ability to manage risks and

5 PGE used a MONET model to calculate its net variable power cost ("NVPC"). NVPC is the baseline by which
PGE proposed adjusting its annual update, which would allocate cost-of-service risk between rate payers and the

utility on a prospective basis in an Annual Variance tariff . Id. at 16.
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the varying levels of cost variation permitted a tracker mechanism would affect the level of risk

imposed upon a utility.6 Id. at23. The Oregon PUC agreed with its advocacy staff and CUB:

[W]e agree with Staff that the ability to absorb power cost increases depends on a
utility's total rate base, and that this PCAM is narrowly tailored to suit PGE;
therefore, we decline to accept PGE's arguments that a deadband should focus on
a return on generation assets only. The ROE deadband should be calculated based

on PGE's overall rate base. Ifthe power cost variation is within this deadband, there

will be no power cost rate adjustment.

Id. at27.

15. NorthWestern itself has acknowledged to its investors and ratings agencies that

the import of a tracker in the region may not be so much to track variable costs, but to establish

the parameters of risk associated with fixed-cost assets, such as hydroelectric power generators,

whose output varies and which drives the need to buy less or more energy from the open market.

In re NorthWestern's 2016 Natural Gas Rate Case, Docket D20I6.9.68, Updated Data Response

(DR) LCG-026,28 (May 5, 2017) (Describing its current tracker as unlike its peers in the Pacific

Northwest and serving as a mitigant to low-water years).

16. The Commission has seen from experience how the performance of assets

embedded in the base rates are closely related to the variable costs a utility incurs for energy

supply, and vice versa. The outage of a power plant can cause variable costs to increase and even

affect the so-called fixed costs. ,fu re NorthWestern Energ,t's Consolidated 2012-201 3 & 2013-

2014 Electricity Supply Tracker, Dockets D2013.5.33 &D2014.5.46, Order 7283hfl 43 (May

13,2016) (declining to track reductions in labor costs that resulted from furloughs during an

outage atCU4 because these labor costs did not constitute electricity supply costs). Production

cost modeling, meanwhile, suggests that variable costs are sensitive to output of fixed-cost assets

such as NorthWestern's hydroelectric generating assets. See In re Montana Public Service

Commission's Review of Rates to Recover NorthWestern Energt's Electricity Supply Costs,

Docket D2017.5.39, NorthWestern Correspondence Concerning PowerSimm Modeling, Electric

Supply PowerSimm Mean, p5, and p95 Spreadsheets (Jun. 8, 2017).

17. Additionally, there are some costs that might be regarded as appropriate to

include in f,rxed rates, but which are today being tracked because of the broad statutory definition

of "electricity supply costs." See, e.g. Mont. Code Ann. $ 69-8-103(8)(f) (allowing

6 To address this concern in part, the Oregon PUC implemented an earnings test "to determine whether the utility is
eaming an acceptable rate of retum." Id. at26.

l0
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NorthWestern to recover fuel and capacity costs, "transmission costs, including congestion and

losses," demand-side management expenses, as well as "planning and administrative costs; and

any other costs directly related to the purchase of electricity and the management and provision

of power purchase agreements" in the electricity supply tracker). It will no longer be mandatory

for the Commission to track all electricity supply costs due to HB 193's enactment. MCC already

has suggested the wholesale elimination of the tracker. MCC Comments at 2-3.If the

Commission adopted that approach, or reduced the set of tracked electricity supply costs, the

Commission would either have to adjust the base rates to account for these unrecovered costs or

presume that the existing fixed rates were sufficient to cover those costs until NorthWestern filed

a full rate case. If the former approach were presumed, such as the second alternative above

would provide for (see supra fl 10(b)), it could be incongruent to reestablish fixed rates for only

one category of expense without looking at all fixed costs related to electric supply.

18. NorthWestern observes it intends to file a rate case in September 2018, more than

a year from now, and argues it "need[s] to complete a number of comprehensive studies which

are critical to important public policy issues which the Commission needs to address to properly

perform the required interclass and generation cost allocations." Mot. at 9. The Commission has

reviewed this list of studies, and does not find this argument particularly persuasive. The first

two studies that NorthWestern identifies are something this Commission has asked for in

proceedings dating back a decade. In NorthWestern Energ/'s 2008 Applicationfor Avoided Cost

Tarifffor New Qualifying Facilities, Docket D2008.12.146, Order 6973d fl 134 (May 6, 2010)

(expressing concem about a lack of evidence on appropriate wind integrationrates); In re

NorthlYestern Energt's Applicationfor Preapproval of Dave Gates Generating Station, Docket

D2008.8.95, Order 6943efl 94 (March2l,2012) (requiring a study of regulation needs,

including renewables integration); In re NorthWestern Energrt's 2011 Electricily Supply

Resource Procurement Plan, Docket N2011.12.96, Commentsl22 (Sept. 28,2012) (finding

NorthWestern's resource plan had largely ignored these issues); In re NorthWestern's 2014

Applicationfor Approval of Avoided Cost Tarifffor New Qualifying Facilities, Docket

D2014.1.5, Order 7338b1fl24-26 (May 4, 2015) (finding the Dave Gates regulation resource

"does not actually operate the way it was modeled" and that NorthWestern "does not appear to

have made any substantial progress" on evaluating integration requirements). These studies have

been pending for many years, and it appears unlikely that these studies are suddenly necessary in

11
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light of their delayed occurrence. [n any case, possibly none of these studies are more "important

public policy issues" than the task now at hand. Mot. at 10. Moreover, an attempt to deal with all

of these major issues in a single proceeding, as NorthWestern apparently intends, is possibly too

ambitious. It may be wiser to resolve the important policy issue of arriving at an appropriate

baseline for the newly reintegrated electric supply portfolio first, in the context of establishing a

tracking and adjustment mechanism, and then deal with these other policy issues, which mainly

relate to allocation of those costs to various customers, in the rate case the company intends to

file. This is similar to the two-phased approach the Commission is taking in the pending natural-

gas general rate case. See In re NorthWestern Energ)'s 2016 Natural Gas Rate Case,Docket

D2016.9.68, Notice of Comm'n Action (Sept. 23,2016) (granting NorthWestern's motion to

bifurcate the revenue requirement and the rate design phases of the rate cate). To the degree that

certain questions that weigh on an appropriate baseline for electric supply require one of the

studies that the utility has identif,red, that issue could be defened.

19. Based on its current understanding the Commission therefore is inclined to

require NorthWestern to provide information for electricity supply costs and generation assets

cost of service in the form that would be consistent with the filing requirements contained in

Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101 to 38.5.195. See, e.g. In re Mont. Pub. Serv. Comm'n Investigation

into Qwest Corp.'s Rate of Return,DocketD2003.2.22, Notice of Investigation (Mar. 14,2003)

(expressing concern in Qwest's potential overearning and providing an opportunity for

subsequent process). NorthWestern's filing of this information by Sept. 30,2017 will allow the

Commission and parties to consider at least the three alternative methods of establishing a

baseline rate and the accompanying bands and adjustment mechanism that together comprise a

tracker. See supra fl 10; see a/so Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.106 (requiring "a test period consisting of

l2 months actual experience ending no earlier than 9 months prior to the date offiling of the

data . ..") (emphasis added).

20. The Commission will allow NorthWestern and other parties an opportunity to be

heard on this intended informational filing requirement, including but not limited to whether to

exempt or add certain pieces of information. The Commission may not need all data for the

electric utility. It may only need that information related to electric supply costs, but if it is

burdensome for NorthWestern to provide only information relating to the costs that today appear

in its Tariff Sheet 60.1, it should explain as such. Likewise, the utility may believe that certain

t2
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information included in Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101 to 38.5.195 is not necessary or relevant to

establishing a baseline for energy supply costs. If so, it should explain which part of the

information requirement should not apply. Additionally, NorthWestern and other parties will be

heard on whether this information is required at all. If Northwestern uses this process to assert

that providing this information is unnecessary,it should provide sufficiently granular information

to explain whether it is overearning on its electric generating assets. See supra ufl 12-13.

21. [n order to allow for the parties to be heard on whether to require NorthWestem to

submit information that conforms to the requirements contained in Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101

through 38.5.195 by September 30, 2017,the Commission implements the following schedule.

a) July 14, 2017: Deadline for intervention.

b) July 21,2017: Deadline for comments.

c) July 28, 2017: Oral Presentation and Argument.

The Oral Presentation and Argument will begin at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, July 28, 2017. Parties

may present technical personnel to describe and explain any factual matters at the Oral

Presentation and Argument. A court reporter will be present for the Oral Presentation and

Argument. Participants in the Oral Presentation and Argument will not be sworn in. Shortly

thereafter, the Commission will issue a final order on whether to require NorthWestern to submit

information that conforms to the requirements contained in Mont. Admin. R. 38.5.101 through

38.5.195 by September 30,20t7. See, e.g. In re Mont. Pub. Sertt. Comm'n Investigation into

Qwest Corp.'s Rate of Return,DocketD2003.2.22, Final Order 6493 (June 3,2003) (requiring

Qwest to "submit information that conforms to the requirements contained in ARM 38.5.2803

through 38.5.2820 on or before September 6,2003"). The Commission will issue a separate

deadline for intervention and procedural schedule on the new tracker mechanism once

NorthWestern makes its f,rling on July 14,2017.

Done and dated this 22nd day of June, 2017 ,by a vote of 5 to 0.

BY THE MONTANA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

BRAD JOHNSON, Chairman
TRAVIS KAWLLA, Vice Chairman
ROGER KOOPMAN, Commissioner
BOB LAKE, Commissioner
TONY O' DONNELL, Commissioner
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1 HOUSE BILL NO.25

2 INTRODUCED BY A. OLSON, LASLOVICH

3 BY REQUEST OF THE ENERGYAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERIM COMMITTEE

4

5 A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: ,'AN ACT GENERALLY REVISING THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

6 RESTRUCTURING AND CUSTOMER CHOICE LAWS;

7 PR€V+S+9NSI ELIMINATING AND CLARIFYING CERTAIN DEFINITIONS; DEFINING CERTAIN TERMS;

8 CLARIFYING CUSTOMER OPTIONS REGARDTNG PURCHASING ELECTRICIry SUPPLY; CLARIFYING

I PUBLIC UTILITY AND COOPERATIVE UTlLlry EXEMPTIONS; CLARIFYING ELECTRICIry SUPPLY AND

10 PROCUREMENT REQUIREMENTS; CLARIFYING THE PRE4PPRO\4AL APPROVAL PROCESS FOR ++EI#

11 ELECTRICITY SUPPLY RESOURCES; REQUIRING THE COMMISSION TO ADDRESS CARBON OFFSETS

12 lN THE APPROVAL PROCESS: CLARIFYING USE OF GENERATION ASSETS: ffi
13lAMENDlNGSEcTloNS15-72-1o3'15.72.104'35.19.102,
14 69-1-114.69-8-'10'1,6O€+0169-8-103, 69-8-201, 69-8-210, 69-8-311,69-8-402.69-8-403,69-8-41 1.69-8-419,

15 69-8-420,69-8-421,69-8-602,69-8-603, AND 69-8-1004, MCA; AND REPEALING SECTIONS 69-8-102.

16 69-8-104, 69-8-202,69-8-203, 69-8-204, 69-8-208, 69-8-209, 69-8-21 1 , 69-8-301 , 69-8-302, 69-8-303, 69-8-304,

17 69-8-308, 69-8-309, 69-8-310,6g€"aeffi9€40& 69-8-404, 69-8-408, 69-8-409, AND 69-8-410, ArFiE€9'8-++h

18 MCA: ."

19

20 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MONTANA:

21

22 Section 1. Section 15-72-103, MCA, is amended to read:

23 "15-72-103. Definitions. As used in this part, unless the context requires otherwise, the following

24 definitions apply:

25 (1) "Customer" or "purchaser" means a person who acquires for consideration electricity for use or

26 consumption and not for resale.

27 (2) "Distribution services provider" means a person controlling or operating distribution facilities for

28 distribution of electricity to the public. A distribution services provider includes a purchaser who takes electricity

29 directlyfrom a transmission line oRsussrRrtoNland a purchaserwho generates electricityforthe purchaser's own

30 use but does not include electricity generated by the purchaser for noncommercial use or for agricultural use.

-1
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1 (3) "Person" means an individual, estate, trust, receiver, cooperative association, corporation, limited

2 liability company, firm, partnership, joint venture, syndicate, or other entity, including any gas or electric utility

3 owned or operated by a county, municipality, or other political subdivision of the state.

4 (4) "Transmission services provider" means a person or entitv controlling or operating traffimission

5 facilities ."

6

7 Section 2. Section 15-72-104, MCA, is amended to read:

8 " 15-72-104. Wholesale energy transaction tax -- rate of tax - exemptions -- cost recovery. (1) (a)

9 Except as provided in subsection (3), a wholesale energy transaction tax is imposed upon electricity transmitted

1O within the state as provided in this section. The tax is imposed at a rate of 0.015 cent per kilowatt hour of

11 electricity transmitted by a transmission services provider in the state.

12 (b) Forelectricityproducedinthestatefordeliveryoutsideofthestate,thetaxpayeristhepersonowning

1g or operating the electrical generation facility producing the electricity. The transmission services provider shall

14 collect the tax from the person based upon the kilowatt hours introduced onto transmission lines from the

15 electrical generation facility. The amount of kilowatt hours subject to tax must be reduced by 5% to compensate

16 for transmission line losses.

17 (c) For electricity produced in the state for delivery within the state, the taxpayer is the distribution

18 services provider. The transmission services provider shall collect the tax based upon the amount of kilowatt

1g hours of electricity delivered to the distribution services provider. The taxpayer may apply for a refund for

20 overpayment of taxes pursuant lo 15-72'116.

21 (d) For electricity produced outside the state for delivery inside the state, the taxpayer is the distribution

22 services provider. The transmission services provider shall collect the tax based upon the amount of kilowatt

23 hours of electricity delivered to the distribution services provider.

24 (e) For electricity delivered to a distribution services provider that is a rural electric cooperative for

2b delivery to purchasers that have opted for customer choice under the provisions of Title 69, chapter 8, part 3, the

26 taxpayer is the distribution services provider. The transmission services provider shall collect the tax based on

2l the amount of kilowatt hours of electricity delivered to the distribution services provider that is attributable to

28 customers that have opted for customer choice.

29 (f) For electricity delivered to a distribution services provider that prior to May 2, 1999, was owned by

30 a public utility as defined in 69-3-101, the tax is imposed on the successor distribution services provider. The

fLegislative
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1 transmission services provider shall collect the tax based upon the amount of kilowatt hours of electricity delivered

2 to the distribution services provider.

3 (2) (a)lf morethanonetransmissionservicesprovidertransmitselectricity,thelasttransmissionservices

4 provider transmitting or delivering the electricity shall collect the tax.

5 (b) lf the transmission services provider is an agency of the United States govemment, the distribution

6 services provider receiving the electricity shall self-assess the tax subject to the provisions of this part.

7 (c) lf an electrical generation facility located within the state produces electricity for sale inside and

8 outside the state, sales within the state are considered to have come from electricity produced within the state

9 for purposes of the tax imposed by this section.

10 (3) (a) Electricity transmitted through the state that is not produced or delivered in the state is exempt

11 from the tax imposed by this section.

12 (b) Electricity produced in the state by an agency of the United States government or electricity produced

13 from an electric energy generation facility, as defined in 90-5-101(3), constructed after May 1 , 2001 , that is within

14 the exterior boundaries of a Montana lndian reservation for delivery outside of the state is exempt from the tax

15 imposed by this section.

16 (c) Electricity produced by wind turbines erected on state land for which annual lease payments are

17 made to the permanent school trust fund is exempt from the tax imposed by this section.

18 (d) Electricity delivered to a distribution services provider that is a municipal utility described in

19 ee++eA€Xb)eg-8"403fi3r)ft)69-8-103(4XB) ora ruralelectric cooperative organized underthe provisions of Title

20 35, chapter 18, is exempt from the tax imposed by this section.

21 (e) Electricity delivered to a purchaser that receives its power directly from a transmission or distribution

22 facility owned by an entity of the United States government on or before May 2,1997, or electricity that is

23 transmitted exclusively on transmission or distribution facilities owned by an entity of the United States

24 government on or before May 2,1997, is exempt from the tax imposed by this section.

25 (4) A distribution services provider is allowed to recover the tax imposed by this section and the

26 administrative costs to comply with this part in its rates."

27

28 Section 3. Section 35-19-102, MCA, is amended to read:

29 "35-19-102. Definitions. As used in this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise, the following

30 definitions apply:

fLegislative
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1 (1) "Distribution utility" means \-/

2 a utilitv owninq distribution facilities for distribution of electricitv to the oublic.

3 (2) "Residential customer" means a residential customer of a distribution utility.

4 (3) "Small commercial customer" means, for a distribution utility, individual accounts of a commercial

S customer with an average monthly demand in the previous calendar year of less than 100 kilowatts or a new

6 commercial customer with an estimated average monthly demand of less than 100 kilowatts.

I (4) "Smallcustomer" means a residentialcustomerorsmallcommercialcustomerof a distribution utility."

8

9 Secrtox 4. Secrtoru 69-1-114. MCA. ls nueruogo ro neno:

1O "69-1-f 14. Fees. (1) Each fee charged by the commission must be reasonable.

11 (2) Except for a fee assessed pursuant to 69-3-204(2), ffi-8#fl) 60-8""1++€) 69-8-421(10), or

12 69-12-423(2), a fee set by the commission may not exceed $500.

13 (3) Allfeescollectedbythedepartmentunder6sS'+f2ffi6$,S-4+l€)69-8-421(10)mustbedeposited

14 in an account in the special revenue fund. Funds in this account must be used as provided in 69&*f(#)

15 6€-8''l+"t€) 69-8-421(10)."

16 \_.
17 Section 5. Section 69-8-101, MCA, is amended to read:

18 "69-8-101. Short title. This chapter may be cited as the "Electric Utility lndustry Restrueturing-and

1 9 fuo,nterGhoiee ffi GeneRRrton RetNtecRRtlot't Act"."

20

21

22 "69.8.102: Eegislativc findings arrd policy: The leEislature finds and deelares the following ' ' -

23 thatthe+

24 (1) The generation and sale of eleetrieig is beeoming a eompetitive industry:

25 (2) Montana eustomers should have the freedom to ehoose their eleetrieity supply andrelated serviees

26

27 (3"" The interests of small Montana eonsumers must be proteet'ed through the provision of adequate

28 and reliable defaul

29

30
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16

17 Section 6. Section 69-8-103, MCA, is amended to read:

'18 "69-8-103. Definitions. As used in this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise, the following

19 definitions apply:

20

21

22 f#€IlstoF&ers

23 (2{l-) "Assignee" means any entity, including a corporation, partnership, board, trust, or financing

24 vehicle, to which a utility assigns, sells, or transfers, other than as security, all or a portion of the utility's interest

25 in or right to transition property. The term also includes an entity, corporation, public authority, partnership, trust,

26 or financing vehicle to which an assignee assigns, sells, or transfers, other than as security, the assignee's

27 interest in or right to transition property.

28 (3[) "Board" means the board of investments created by 2-15-1808'

29 (4) "Broker" or "marketer" means an entity; lieensed by the eommission; that aets as an agent or

3o
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1 (3) "CARBONOFFSETPROVIDER''MEANSAQUALIFIEDTHIRD-PARTYENTIryTHATARRANGESFORPROJECTSOR

2 ACTIONS THAT EITHER REDUCE CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS OR THAT INCREASE THE ABSORPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE.

3 (5)@(O "Cooperative utility" means:

4 (a) a utility qualifying as an electric cooperative pursuant to Title 35, chapter 18; or

5 (b) an existing municipal electric utility as of May 2, 1997.

6 (6) "€ustomer" or "esnsumer" means a retail eleetrie eustomer or eonsumer: The university of Montana;

7 pursuant to 20.25,201(1); and Montanastate university; pursuant to 20.25.201€); are eaeh eonsidered a single

8

9 (5)'COST-EFFECTIVECARBONOFFSETS''MEANSANYCOMBINATIONOFCERTIFIEDACTIONSTHATARETAKENTO

1O REDUCE CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS OR THAT INCREASE THE ABSORPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE, WHICH COLLECTIVELY

11 DO NOT INCREASE THE COST OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCED ANNUALLY ON A PER.MEGAWATT-HOUR BASIS BY MORE THAN

12 2.5%, trucluotNc:

13 (A) ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN BYTHE APPLICANTTHAT REDUCE CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS ORTHAT INCREASE THE

14 ABSORPTION OF CARBON DIOXIDE FROM A FACILITY OR EQUIPMENT USED TO GENERATE ELECTRICITY: OR

15 (B) ACTIONS BY A CARBON OFFSET PROVIDER ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT.

16 (7}ffl(Q) "Customer-generator" means a user of a net metering system.

17

18@
1g (9) "Eefault supply serviee" means the provision of eleetrieity supply by a default supPlier:

20 (10) "Eistribution faeilities" meansthose faeilities by and through whieh eleetrieity is reeeived from a

21 hansmission serviees provider and distributed to theeustomer and that are eontrolled sroperated by a distribution

22 senieet=e'rgvitrr

23 ( 1 1) "Eistribution serviees provider" means a utiliV owning distribution faeilities fordistribution of eleetrieity

24 to++te-et*'tie

25 (12)"Eleetriel

26

27 f5)(7) "DISTRIBUTIONFACILITIES''MEANSTHOSEFACILITIESBYANDTHROUGHWHICHELECTRICITYISRECEIVED

28 FROM TRANSMISSION FACILITIES AND DISTRIBUTED TO A RETAIL CUSTOMER AND THAT ARE CONTROLLED OR OPEMTED

29 BYA urlrrY.

30 ftOEXQ(9) "Electricity supply costs" means the actual costs of lrucunReo tru providing ffit electricitv

-6- Authorized Print Version - HB 25 \-'l
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1 supply service THRoUGH powER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS. DEMAND-S|DE MANAGEMENT. ANp ENERGY EFFtctENcy

2 pnoeRRus, including but not limited to:

3 (a) capaci$ costs;

4 (b) energy costs;

5 (c) fuel costs;

6 (d) ancillary service costs;

7

8 (fl(O transmission costs, including congestion and losses;

9 ffis;
10 (h{g) planning and administrative costs;Rtto

11

12

13 OO(q) any other costs directly related to the purchase of electricity; and the management offit
14 ffi and provision offfit@ieee-SeTvieePOWERPURCHASE
15 AGREEMENTS.

16 (7X9) "ELectRtctry suppuv ResouRce" upRrus:

17 (R) coNrRRcrs ron elEcrnrc cnpRowRruo eerueRRrroru:

18 (B) PLANTS oWNED oR LEASED BY A UTILITY oR EQUIPMENT USED To GENEMTE ELECTRICITY:

19 (c) cusrovrR LoRo wRruRGEtuENt Rruo eueRcv coruseRvettox pRoe RRus; oR

20 (D) oTHER MEANS oF PRoVIDING ADEQUATE, RELIABLE SERVICE To CUSToMERS. AS DETERMINED BY THE

21 coMMrssroN.

22 tG)fB)(10) "ElectriciV suoplv service" means the orovision of electricitv suoolv and related services

23 THRoUGH PoWER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS. THE ACQUISITIoN AND oPERATIoN OF ELECTRICAL GENERATION FACILITIES.

24 DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT. AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY PRoGRAMS,

25 (+<tf{$ft)"Financing order" means an orderof the commission adopted in accordancewith 69-8-503

26 that authorizes the imposition and collection of fixed transition amounts and the issuance of transition bonds.

27 (+SXgtflCI(fl (a) "Fixed transition amounts" means those nonbypassable rates or charges, including

28 but not limited to:

29 (i) distribution;

30 (ii) connection;

fLegislative
\Servr'ces
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1 (iii) disconnection; and

2 (iv)termination rates and charges that are authorized by the commission in a financing order to permit

3 recovery of transition costs and the costs of recovering, reimbursing, financing, or refinancing the transition costs

4 and of acquiring transition property through a plan approved by the commission in the financing order, including

5 the costs of issuing, servicing, and retiring transition bonds.

6 (b) lf requested by the utility in the utility's application for a financing order, fixed transition amounts must

7 include nonbypassable rates or charges to recover federal and state taxes in which the transition cost recovery

8 period is modified by the transactions approved in the financing order.

g (16) "l-unetionally separate" means a utility's separation of the utility's eleetrieity suPPlY; transmission;

10 igt"s:

11 f'I4)(13) 'GENERATION ASSETS COST OF SERVICE,, MEANS A RETURN ON INVESTED CAPITAL AND ALL COSTS

12 ASSOCIATED WITH THE ACQUISITION. CONSTRUCTION, ADMINISTRATION, OPERATION. AND MAINTENANCE OF A PLANT OR

13 EQUIPMENT OWNED OR LEASED BY A PUBLIC UTILIry AND USED FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICITY.

14 (+7)€}Ea(l4) "lnterested person" means a retail electricity customer, the consumercounselestablished

15 in 5-15-201, the commission, or a utility.

16 ftgDftQflafi_il "Large customer" means, for universal system benefits programs purposes, a customer

17 with an individual load greater than a monthly average of 1,000 kilowatt demand in the previous calendar year

18 for that individual load.

1g 6+SX4XISOO "Local governing body" means a local board of trustees of a rural electric cooperative.

20 €ft1efiOflfl"Low-income customer" means those energy consumer households and families with

21 incomes at or below industry-recognized levels that qualify those consumers for low-income energy-related

22 assistance.

23 €+XlgXlO(1g"Netmetering" means measuring the difference between the electricitydistributed to and

24 the electricity generated by a customer-generator that is fed back to the distribution system during the applicable

25 billing period.

26 fZaft+f+aoq "Net metering system" means a facility for the production of electrical energy that:

27 (a) uses as its fuel solar, wind, or hydropower;

28 (b) has a generating capacity of not more than 50 kilowatts;

29 (c) is located on the customer-generator's premises;

3o(d)operatesinparallelwiththe@UTlLlTY,Sdistributionfacilities;and

fLeslslative
\SErvices
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1 (e) is intended primarily to offset part or all of the customer-generator's requirements for electricity.

2

3 equi

4 (231fi€il@(20) "Nonbypassable rates or charges" means rates or charges that are approved by the

5 commission and imposed on a customer to pay the customer's share of transition costs or universal system

6 benefits programs costs even if the customer has physically bypassed either the utility's transmission or

7 distributionfacilities.

8

I
10 @*ffi4+%L"Public utility"@has the meaninq of a public utilitv regulated by

11thecommissionpursuanttoTitle69,chapter3

12.
13 e6lfi!il&(22) "Qualifying load" means, for payments and credits associated with universal system

14 benefits programs, all nonresidential demand-metered accounts of a large customer within the utility's service

15 territory in which the customer qualifies as a large customer.

16

17

18

19

20 (*9X?D(23) "Retail customer" means a customer that purchases electricitv for residential, commercial,

21 or industrial end-use purposes and does not resell electricitv to others.

22 eq@+ffiL24)"Transition bondholder" means a holderof transition bonds, including trustees, collateral

23 agents, and other entities acting for the benefit of that bondholder.

24 €qefl@eQ"Transition bonds" means any bond, debenture, note, interim certificate, collateral, trust

25 certificate, or other evidence of indebtedness or ownership issued by the board or other transition bonds issuer

26 that is secured by or payable from fixed transition amounts or transition property. Proceeds from transition bonds

27 must be used to recover, reimburse, finance, or refinance transition costs and to acquire transition property.

28 Pq€*\e$l2!)"Transition charge" means a nonbypassable rate orcharge to be imposed on a customer

29 to pay the customer's share of transition costs.

30 @i%eA@ "Transition cost recovery period" means the period beginning on July 1, 1998, and

(Legislative
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1 ending when a utility customer does not have any liability for payment of transition costs.

2 @)A$Ail28)"Transition costs" means:

3 (a) a public utility's net verifiable generation-related and electricity supply costs, including costs of capital,

4thatbecomeunrecoverableasaresultoftheimplementationoft@federallawrequiringretailopen

5 access or customer choice or of this chaoter;

6 (b) those costs that include but are not limited to:

I (i) regulatory assets and deferred charges that exist because of current regulatory practices and can be

g accounted for up to the effective date of the commission's final order regarding a public utility's transition plan and

9 conservation investments made prior to universal system benefits charge implementation;

10 (ii) nonutility and utility power purchase contracts executed before May 2,1997, including qualifying

11 facility contracts;

12 (iii) existing generation investments and supply commitments or other obligations incurred before May

13 2, 1997 , and costs arising from these investments and commitments;

14 (iv) the costs associated with renegotiation or buyout of the existing nonutility and utility power purchase

.15 contracts, including qualifying facilities and all costs, expenses, and reasonable fees related to issuing transition

16 bonds; and

17 (v) thecostsof refinancingandretiringof debtorequitycapitalofthepublicutilityandassociatedfederal

1g and state tax liabilities or other utility costs for which the use of transition bonds would benefit customers.

19

20 f++)e$eA@) "Transition property" means the property right created by a financing order, including

21 without limitation the right, title, and interest of a utility, assignee, or other issuer of transition bonds to all revenue,

22 collections, claims, payments, money, or proceeds of or arising from or constituting fixed transition amounts that

23 are the subject of a financing order, including those nonbypassable rates and other charges and fixed transition

24 amounts that are authorized by the commission in the financing order to recover transition costs and the costs

25 of recovering, reimbursing, financing, or refinancing the transition costs and acquiring transition property,

26 including the costs of issuing, servicing, and retiring transition bonds. Any right that a utility has in the transition

27 property before the utility's sale or transfer or any other right created under this section or created in the financing

2A order and assignable under this chapter or assignable pursuant to a financing order is only a contract right.

29 issiot=se'ffieeffis

30 issren.

(Legislative
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t ies.

2 {28X30) ''TRANSMISSIoN FACILITIES'. MEANS THoSE FACILITIES THAT ARE USED TO PROVIDE TMNSMISSION

3 SERVICES AS DETERMINED BY THE FEDEML ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE COMMISSION AND THAT ARE

4 CoNTROLLEDOROPERATEDBYAUTILITY.

5 €AeqXzQGl-) "Universal system beneflts charge" means a nonbypassable rate or charge to be

6 imposed on a customer to pay the customer's share of universal system benefits programs costs.

7 €€ieZX@(32) "Universal system benefits programs" means public purpose programs for:

8 (a) cost-effective local energy conservation;

I (b) low-income customer weatherization;

10 (c) renewable resource projects and applications, including those that capture unique social and energy

11 system benefits or that provide transmission and distribution system benefits;

12 (d) research and development programs related to energy conservation and renewables;

13 (e) market transformation designed to encourage competitive markets for public purpose programs; and

14 (f) low-income energy assistance.

15 €qe8+€+)GO "Utility" means any public utility or cooperative utility."

16

17 Section 7. Section 69-8-201, MCA, is amended to read:

18 "69-8-201. Public utility .- ffiica- customer ELEcTRIctTy SUppLy sERVtcE

19 options and requirements - vraiver exemption --+ARIFFS.

20

21 iee

22

23

24

25 ion

26

27

28

29

30

fLegislative
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(3) (a)Subjeettosubseetion(3Xb);aeustomerofapublieutilitythathasrestrueturedinaeeordaneewith

tlris ehapter and ttrat has an individual load with an averaEe monthly demand of less than 5;000 kilowatts but

iet

(b) The total average monthly billinE demand for all eustomers that ehoose an eleetrieity suPPlier

eursuant to subsec

1; 2ee3; may esntinue to reeeive eleetrieity supply from a supplier other than the default suPPlier:

f+Xll (a)Exceptasprovidedinsubsections(4Xb)(1Xb)thro,ugfi{qt and(1Xc),aretailcustomerof

that has an individual load with an average

monthlydemandofgreaterthanorequalto5,000kilowatts

date of this actl mav not purchase electricitv supply service from a oublic utilitv'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

ffi
(e[b) Anewlg!g!!customspwith an estimated average monthlydemand of greaterthanoregualto 5;000

supplv service from another provider of electricifu supplv service.

customers over the lonq term as determined bv the commission'

fLesislative
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1

2i
3

4 s:baeetiron{s)r

5

6

z

8

g

10

11

12

13 in

14

15

16 fi?a1t:

17

18 o+-trcionl
19

20

21

22 r#ltffijr

24 issiorr

25

26

27

28 rnRv coNrtruur ro puRcuRse e lecrRtcrry

29 FRoM AN ELECTRtctw SUppLtER . Tne

30 RETAIL CUSToMER *PTER 19 MAY

5.000 KlLownrrS *xe tHRt ts Not puRcHnstNG ELectRctrv rnoM R pugttc urtLtry oN [tHE rrre ctrve ontr or tHls

ACTI E"T A SMAEI EUSTEMER
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SUBSEQUENTLY PURCHASE ELECTRICITY FROM A PUBLIC UTILIry SUBJECT TO COMMISSION RULE OR ORDER. BUT THE

CUSTOMER MAY NOT. AT A LATER DATE. CHOOSE TO PURCHASE ELECTRICIry FROM ANOTHER SOURCE.

(B) A A RETAIL CUSTOMER THAT HAS AN INDIVIDUAL LOAD WITH AN

1

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

rsrs Rcrl.

, t ,, ^-- ^,,^ 
,, 

^--,- -^, ,- -- .. ^,,..., ^-^ -^ -^,,^^,' ''-- T'-'-^E " ^--^ 46'

A}{E

/n\ a,rnar rtar-rr nln 
"ea--'ra+ara'a 

_^ar''at'^" t'+tt'_'

REGULATORY COMMISSION.

€X+F+*.$g_) (a) Exceptas provided in 69-5-101, 69-5-102, 69-5-104through 69-5-112,and69-8-402'

and subsection (2)fbit4)(B)fs)fB) (4xe) of this section. a public utility currently doing business in Montana as part

of a single integrated multistate operation, no portion of which lies within the basin of the Columbia River, may

is exempt from the reouirements of this chaoter'

(b) To the extent that a public utitity described in subsection (9)@ €)fu) {4(A) €i{$ (4XA) becomes the

successor in interest of another public utility that has restructured in accordance with this chapter before fthe

effective date of this actl, it is subiect to the

requirements of this chaoter with respect to the service area of the acquired public utility'

/ \ r' rrnra nrurrr - ar a-n arn= -r--'rrn' +rrr +rrr 4'ra-rr tr arrarr t'+r"-r trt" trt 'tntr

TRA'{SMISSIEN ANB
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7:
8i
I

10:
11

12

13 +ve

14

15 an*tFtisseetism"

16

17 Section 8. Section 69-8-210, MCA, is amended to read:

18 "69-8-210. Public utilities .. electricity supply -- environmentallv preferred resources. (+hq+,trb+ie

19 iee

20 (2{ll The commission shall establish an electricity cost recovery mechanism that allows a ffit
21 sue,etier oublic utilitv to fully recover prudently incurred electricity supply costs, subject to the provisions of

22 69-8-419 and.69-8-420. Rruo cotvtlrttsstoru Rules. THe con,tn,ttsstoN uRv rNcr-uoe orueR urtrrycosrsRruo experusEs

23 tNTHEcosr RECovERyMECHANTSM rF rr DETERMTNESTHAT TNCLUDTNGADDIIoNALcosTsAND EXpENSES ts REASoNABLE

24 AND lN THE PUBLIC INTEREST. The cost recovery mechanism must provide for prospective rate adjustments for cost

25 differences resulting from cost changes, load changes, and the time value of money on the differences.

26 +ee

27

28 erovisiW
29ftX4Notwithstandinganyserviceoptionsthatthecommissionmayrequire@
30@shallofferitscustomerstheoptionofpurchasingaproductcomposedofor

(Legislalive
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supporting power from certified environmentally preferred resources that include but are not limited to wind, solar,

geothermal, and biomass, subject to review and approval by the commission. The commission shall ensure that

these resources have been certified as meeting industry-accepted standards'

(5) (a) Subjeet to subseetion (SXb); the eommission shall; in reviewing the proeurement of eleetrieitY

+a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

t,

Section 9. Section 69-8-311, MCA, is amended to read:

,,69-g-31 1. Gooperative utility -- electricitv supplv service -- exemption. (1 ) A local qovernino bodv

@ Except as otherwise provided in the universal system benefits program pursuant to 69-8-402' a

cooperativeutility@ionisexemptfromtheprovisionsandrequirementsofthischapter.

SECTION 10. SECTION 69-8-402. MCA. IS AMENDED TO READ:

"69-g-402. Universal system benefits programs. (1) Universal system benefits programs are

established for the state of Montana to ensure continued funding of and new expenditures for energy

conservation, renewable resource projects and applications, and low-income energy assistance.

(2) Beginning January 1, 1999, 2.4o/o of each utility's annual retail sales revenue in Montana for the

calendar year ending December 31 , 1995, is established as the initial funding level for universal system benefits

fLegislalive
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1 programs. To collect this amount of funds on an annualized basis in 1999, the commission shall establish rates

2 for utilities subject to its jurisdiction and the governing boards of cooperatives shall establish rates for the

3 cooperatives. These universal system benefits charge rates must remain in effect through December 31, 2009.

4 (a) The recovery of all universal system benefits programs costs imposed pursuant to this section is

5 authorized through the imposition of a universal system benefits charge assessed at the meter for each local

6 utility system customer as provided in this section.

7 (b) A utility must receive credit toward annual funding requirements for the utility's internal programs or

8 activities that qualify as universal system benefits programs, including those amortized or nonamortized portions

9 of expenditures for the purchase of power that are for the acquisition or support of renewable energy,

10 conservation-related activities, or low-income energy assistance, and for large customers' programs or activities

11 as provided in subsection (7). The department of revenue shall review claimed credits of the utilities and large

12 customers pursuant to 69-8-414.

13(c)Autilitvatwhichthesaleofpowerforfinalenduseoccursisthe
14 utility that receives credit for the universal system benefits programs expenditure.

15(d)Acustomer'S@utilitvshallcollectuniversalsystembenefitsfundsless
16 any allowable credits.

17 (e) For a utility to receive credit for low-income-related expenditures, the activity must have taken place

18 in Montana.

19 (f) lf a utility's or a large customer's credit for internal activities does not satisfy the annual funding

20 provisions of subsection (2), then the utility shall make a payment to the universal system benefits fund

21 established in 69-8-412 for any difference.

22 (3) Cooperative utilities may collectively pool their statewide credits to satisfy their annual funding

23 requirements for universal system benefits programs and low-income energy assistance.

24 (4) A utility's transition plan must describe how the utility proposes to provide for universal system

25 benefits programs, including the methodologies, such as cost-effectiveness and need determination, used to

26 measure the utility's level of contribution to each program.

27 (5) A utility's minimum annual funding requirement for low-income energy and weatherization assistance

28 is established at 17o/o of the utility's annual universal system benefits funding level and is inclusive within the

29 overall universal system benefits funding level.

30 (a) A utility must receive credit toward the utility's low-income energy assistance annual funding

fLegislalive
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1 requirement for the utility's internal low-income energy assistance programs or activities.

2 (b) lf a utility's credit for internal activities does not satisfy its annual funding requirement, then the utility

3 shall make a payment for any difference to the universal low-income energy assistance fund established in

4 69-8-412.

5 (6) An individual customer may not bear a disproportionate share of the local utility's funding

6 requirements, and a sliding scale must be implemented to provide a more equitable distribution of program costs.

7 (7) (a)A large customer:

g (i) shall pay a universal system benefits programs charge with respect to the large customer's qualifying

9 load equal to the lesser of:

1O (A) $500,000, less the large customer credits provided for in this subsection (7); or

11 (B) the product of 0.9 mills per kilowatt hour multiplied by the large customer's total kilowatt hour

12 purchases, less large customer credits with respect to that qualifying load provided for in this subsection (7);

13 (ii) must receive credit toward that large customer's universal system benefits charge for internal

14 expenditures and activities that qualify as a universal system benefits programs expenditure, and these internal

15 expenditures must include but not be limited to:

16 (A) expenditures that result in a reduction in the consumption of electrical energy in the large customer's

17 facility; and

1g (B) those amortized or nonamortized portions of expenditures for the purchase of power at retail or

1g wholesale that are for the acquisition or support of renewable energy or conservation-related activities'

ZO (b) Large customers making these expenditures must receive a credit against the large customer's

21 universal system benefits charge, except that any ofthose amounts expended in a calendar year that exceed that

22 large customer's universal system benefits charge for the calendar year must be used as a credit against those

23 charges in future years until the total amount of those expenditures has been credited against that large

24 customer's universal system benefits charges'

25 (g) A public utility shall prepare and submit an annual summary report of the public utility's activities

26 relating to all universal system benefits programs to the commission, the department of revenue, and the energy

27 and telecommunications interim committee provided forin 5-5-230. Acooperative utility shall prepare and submit

Zg annual summary reports of activities to the cooperative utility's respective local governing body, the statewide

29 cooperative utility office, and the energy and telecommunications interim committee. The statewide cooperative

30 utility office shall prepare and submit an annual summary report of the activities of individual cooperative utilities,

(Lesislative
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1 including a summary of the pooling of statewide credits, as provided in subsection (3), to the department of

2 revenue and the energy and telecommunications interim committee. The annual report of a public utility or of the

3 statewide cooperative utility office must include but is not limited to:

4 (a) the types of internal utility and customer programs being used to satisfy the provisions of this chapter;

5 (b) the level of funding for those programs relative to the annual funding requirements prescribed in

6 subsection (2); and

7 (c) any payments made to the statewide funds in the event that internal funding was below the prescribed

8 annual funding requirements.

I (9) A utility or large customer filing for a credit shall develop and maintain appropriate documentation

10 to support the utility's or the large customer's claim for the credit.

11 (10) (a) A large customer claiming credits for a calendar year shall submit an annual summary report of

12 its universal system benefits programs activities and expenditures to the department of revenue and to the large

13 customer's utility. The annual report of a large customer must identify each qualifying project or expenditure for

14 which it has claimed a credit and the amount of the credit. Prior approval by the department of revenue or the

15 utility is not required, except as provided in subsection (10Xb).

16 (b) lf a large customer claims a credit that the department of revenue disallows in whole or in part, the

17 large customer is financially responsible for the disallowance. A large customer and the large customer's utility

18 may mutually agree that credits claimed by the large customer be first approved by the utility. lf the utility

19 approves the large customer credit, the utility may be financially responsible for any subsequent disallowance.,,

20

21 SEcrron 11. Srcrroru 69-8-403. MCA. rs eurruoro ro Rrno:

22"69.8.403.commissionautlrto'rity-rulemakingauthority.

23

24 transmission distribution; and defaulFsupplf serviees within the state of Montana; as provided ir r this eha: ter:

25

26 6$84&h

27

28

29

30
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1

2

3

4

5

b

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

-(t)- 

ln addition to promulgating rules expressly provided for in this chapter, the commission may

promulgate any other rules necessary to carry out the provision of this chapter'

SECTION 12. SECTION 69-8-41 1. MCA' IS AMENDED TO READ:

'69-8-41 1 . Nondiscrimi natory access qccierociry'

sffisofivlo,ntana ( 1 ) Nonutilitv oenerators

fu,reeftiffiien:

vuitffierrer
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1 of servino those customers identified in 354940**No 69-8-201(1) and (2).

2 (2) Public utilities shall qrant the retail customers identified in 69-8-201(1) and (2) ANE€r,{^+€u€+eMERs

3 M and theirelectricifu suppliers access to transmission and distribution facilities at rates

I Section i3. Section 69-g-419, MCA, is amended to read:

10 "69'8'419. ffit Electricitv supply resource planning and procurement -- duties of de#t
11 suffiirer public utilitv - objectives -- commission rules. (1) The Aefut=,t,pp+er public utilitv shall:

12 (a) pran for future ffit erectricitv suppry resource needs;

13 (b) manage a portforio of defuult erectricitv suppry resources; and

14 (c) procure new defuult electricitv supply resources when needed.

15 (2) The ddat tt=ueetiff public utilitu shall pursue the following objectives in fulfilling its duties pursuant

16 to subsection (1):

17 (a) provide adequate and reliable defuulfsupplyserviees electricitv supplv service at the lowest longterm
18 totalcost;

19 (b) conduct an efficient ffit electricitv supply resource planning and procurement process that
20 evaluates the full range of cost-effective electricity supply and demand-side management options;

21 (c) identify and cost-effectively manage and mitigate risks related to its obligation to provide defautt
22 electricity supply service;

23 (d) use open, fair, and competitive procurement processes whenever possible; and

24 (e) provide @yserviees electricity suoply service ANp RELATEp sERVTcES at just and reasonable
25 rates.

(S) @Ite commissionshauadopt
27 rules that guide the ffiult electricitv supply resource planning and procurement processes used by the defuult
28 $te'elier public utilitv and facilitate the achievement of the objectives in subsection (2) by the ffit#ee,l+er
29 public utilitv. The rules must establish:

30 (a) goals, objectives, and guidelines that are consistent with the objectives in subsection (2) for:

4 and under terms and conditions comparable to the oublic utilitv's own access to those facilities or access bV th"

5 public utilitv's affiliates.

6 (3) Public utilities shallfile tariffs fortransmission and distribution services reoulated bv the federal enerov

7 reaulatoY commission and the commission implementinq subsections (1) and (2).,

8
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1 (i) planning for future ffit electricitv supply resource needs;

2 (ii) managing the portfolio of d€fau|t electricitv supply resources; and

3 (iii) procuring new ffit electricitv supply resources;

4 (b) standards for the evaluation by the commission of the reasonableness of a power supply purchase

5 agreement proposed by the defut|]tst|pp+btr oublic utilitv; and

6(c)minimumfilingrequirementsforanapplicationbytheffiieroublicutilitvforaffi
Z p,reapmro,na+sfanewRppRovmorRru electricitv supplv

9

10 Section 14' Section 69-8-420, MCA' is amended to read:

11 ,69-g-420. E|cfut Electricitv supply resource procurement plans " comment on plans' (1) The

12 ue+aurt€upp+ier public utilitv shall develop defut electricitv supply resource procurement plans' The plans must

13 be submitted to the commission at intervals determined in rules adopted by the commission Frur=uanlt'ao9€'419'

14 (2) ,lrffit An electricitv supply resource procurement plan must demonstrate the de{au{tsupp'ffi

15Lublicutilitv,sachievementoftheobjectivesprovidedin69.8-419andcompliancewith@

16 to-€9+a+9 coMMlssloN RULES'

17. (3) The commission shall:

18 (a) review the ffit electricitv supply resource procurement plan;

19 (b) provide an opportunity to the public to comment on the plan; and

20 (c) issue written comments that identify:

21 (i) any concerns of the commission regarding the ae.fuultsup'priers oublic utilitv's compliance with the

22 COMMISSION RULES:AND

23 (ii) ways to remedy any concerns'"

24

25 Section 15. Section 69-8-421' MCA' is amended to read:

'69'8'421. Pr'gae'e'rotafo'fneiw
26

27

28

29

30

. (f ) nffiier public utilitv that removed its qeneration assets

fi€apfir,va+€fzrew AppRovAL oF AN electricitv supplv resource that is not vet orocured' aarmneeuap'e'rs'atot
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a+eeeA+erso,rts:

@(QWithin45daysofthede@oubIicutilitv'ssubmissionofanapplicationforadtraneed

app,totftr}ffiAPPRoVAL,thecommissionshalldeterminewhetherornottheapplicationisadequateand

in compliance with the commission's minimum filing requirements. lf the commission determines that the

application is inadequate, it shall explain

@THEpEFtCtENCtES.
(d)13) The commission shall issue an order within 180 days of receipt of an adequate application ron

APPROVAL OF A POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT FROM AN EXISTING GENERATING RESOURCE unless it determines that
extraordinary circumstances require additional time.

(4) (n):Frte Excepr ns pnovroEo rr{ suasecrroNs (4)(e\ rHnoucH (4)(ot rHE coMrvtrssror{ sHnLL rssur nNl

CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRE IT.

COMMISSION SHALL EXTEND THE TIME LIMIT IN ORDER To coMPLY WITH SUBSECTIoN (4XB).

roLlowlNo rHe HeRnrNe puRsueNr ro sussrcrroN (4Xe).

fLeetslalive
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fd6) To facilitate timely consideration of an application, the commission may initiate proceedings to

evaluate planning and procurement activities related to a potential resource procurement prior to the ffit

sue'pfb+s oublic utilitv's submission of an application for approval efeaeeroval APPROVAL'

(3X0 (a)The commission may approve or deny, in whole or in part, an application foradtanee@

Drcapp,t€ira+€f€rcw AppRovAL oF AN electricitv suoplv resource.

(b) The commission may consider all relevant information known up to the time that the administrative

recordintheproceedingisclosedintheevaluationofanapplicationfor

ptrd€se-agreonent APPRovAL'

(c) Acommission ordergranting e'rcaoereruat

AppRovAL oF AN AppLrcATroN must include the following findings:

(i) arananee@
APPROVAL.lNWHOLEORlNPART,isinthepublicinterest;AND

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

(d)fil(o

necessary.

oen
f Lesislative
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A commission order that denies advard€eerova+ Efeaeofe'val APPROVAL must describe why
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1 the findings required in subsection (?r,O (6Xc) could not be reached.

2 (1)g) Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter to the contrary, if the commission has issued an

3 order containing the findings required under subsection (3)@ (6Xc), the commission may not subsequently

4 disallow the recovery of costs i@ RELATEp TO THE APPROVEp ELECTRtCtw SUppLy

5 RESoURoE based on contrary findings.

0

z

a

s

10

11 Cions

12 (8) UNttttHE stRte oR reoeRRL covERt{NlENt HRSAooprEo ut{troRfilLyRppucnstr stRtEwtog stAt{onnos

13 FoR THE CAPTURE AND SEQUESTMTIoN oF cARBoN DroxrDE. THE coMMrssroN MAy NorAppRovE AN AppLrcATroN FoR

14 THE ACQUlslrloN oF AN EQUtTY TNTEREST oR LEASE rN A FAcrLrry oR EeurpMENT usED To cENERiATE ELECTRIcrry rHAT

IS PRIMARILYFUELED BYCOALANDTHATISCONSTRUCTEDAFTERJANUARY 1.2007. UNLESSTHE FACILIryOREQUIPMENT

16 CAPTURES AND SEQUESTERS A MINIMUM oF 500/o or tHe cRRaoN otoxtor pRoouCeo sytHe rRctLtry. CnngoNt oroxroe

17 CAPTURED BY A FACILITY OR EQUIPMENT MAY BE SEQUESTERED oFFSITE FRoM THE FACILITY oR EQUIPMENT.

18 (c)@(9) Nothing limits the commission's ability to subsequently, in any future effieeorcry F{ArE

19 proceeding, inquire into the manner in which the#aultsuffiier public utilitv has managed. dispatched, ooerated,

20 ad OR MAiNtAiNEd ANV ftel,#l'ffiY TesouTce OR MANAGED ANY PoWER SUPPLY PURCHASE AGREEMENT

21aspartofitsoverallreSourceportfolio.Thecommissionmaysubsequently

22 disallow default eHrieiffiue'ety RATE REcovERy FoR THE costs that result from the failure of a ffits'p,plircr
23 public utilitv to reasonably manaqe, disoatch, operate, maintain,

24 or administer new electricitv suooly resources in is

25 @ions A MANNER coNSrsrENT wtrH 69-3-201. 69-8-419. nruo corr,lrrarsstoru nuurs.

26 (7)@oo The commission may engage independent ENG|NEERING. FINANC|AL. ANp MANAGEMENT

27 consultants or advisory services to evaluate a public utility's ffit electricitv supply resource procurement plans

28 and proposed new electricitv suoplv resources. The consultants must have

29 demonstrated knowledge and experience with electricity supply procurement and resource portfolio management,

30 modeling, and risk management.AND ENGINEERLNE practices. The commission shall charge a fee to the ffit
(Legislative
\Seruices
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ffep+iff oublic utilitV to pay for the costs of consultants or advisory services.

ffiteffivi€erates.

H80025.05

These costs are recoverable in

aeeHisns:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

MINIMUM FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICATIONS FILED PURSUANT TO THIS PART.II

SEcrtoru 16. Srcrtoru 69-8-602. MCA. ts nveNoro ro nrno:

,,69-g-602. ffi Uti t itv net meterin g req u irements. A distrib'irtiorreeFdiee€

providet utilitv shall:

(1) allow net metering systems to be interconnected using a standard kilowatt-hour meter capable of

registering the flowof electricity in two directions, unless the commission determines, afterappropriate notice and

opportunitY for comment:

(a) that the use of additional metering equipment to monitor the flow of electricity in each direction is

necessary and appropriate for the interconnection of net metering systems, after taking into account the benefits

and costs of purchasing and installing additiona| metering equipment; and

(b) how the costs of net metering are to be allocated between the customer-generator and the

ffiutilitv;and
(2) charge the customer-generator a minimum monthly fee that is the same as other customers of the

electric utility in the same rate class. The commission shall determine, after appropriate notice and opportunity

for comment if:

(a)the@utilitvwillincurdirectcostsassociatedwithinterconnectingor
administering net metering systems that exceed any offsetting benefits associated with these net metering

systems; and

(b) public policy is best served by imposing these costs on the customer-generator, rather than allocating

thesecostsamongthe@utilitv'sentirecustomerbaSe..'

SecrtoN 17. SrcrtoNl6g-8-603. MCA. ts nMeNoeo ro aeno:

,69-g-603. Net energy measurement calculation. Consistent with the other provisions of this part, the

netenergymeasurementmustbecalculatedinthefollowingmanner:

fLegislative
\.Servicest^rlivision
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1(1)The@utilityshallmeaSurethenetelectricityproducedorconsumed
2 during the billing period, in accordance with normal metering practices.

3 (2) lf the electricity supplied by the electricity supplier exceeds the electricity generated by the

4 customer-generator and fed back to the electricity supplier during the billing period, the customer-generator must

5 be billed for the net electricity supplied by the electricity supplier, in accordance with normal metering practices.

6 (3) lf electricity generated by the customer-generator exceeds the electricity supplied by the electricity

7 supplier, the customer-generator must be:

8 (a) billed for the appropriate customer charges for that billing period, in accordance with 69-8-602; and

I (b) credited for the excess kilowatt hours generated during the billing period, with this kilowatt-hour credit

10 appearing on the bill for the following billing period.

11 (a) On January 1, April 1, July 1, or October 1 of each year, as designated by the customer-generator

12 as the beginning date of a 12-month billing period, any remaining unused kilowatt-hour credit accumulated during

13 the previous 12 months must be granted to the electricity supplier, without any compensation to the

14 customer-generator."

15

16 Section 18. Section 69-8-1004, MCA, is amended to read:

17 "69-8'1004. Renewableresourcestandard-administrativepenalty--waiver.(1)Exceptasprovided

18 in 69-8-1007 and subsection (1 1) of this section, a graduated renewable energy standard is established for public

19 utilities as provided in subsections (2) through (4) of this section.

20 (2) ln each compliance year beginning January 1,2}Ol,through December 31, 2009, each public utility

21 shall procure a minimum of 5% of its retail sales of electrical energy in Montana from eligible renewable

22 resources.

23 (3) (a) ln each compliance year beginning January 1,2010, through December Z1,2O14,each public

24 utility shall procure a minimum of 10% of its retail sales of electrical energy in Montana from eligible renewable

25 resources.

26 (b) As part of their compliance with subsection (3)(a), public utilities shall purchase both the renewable

27 energy credits and the electricity output from community renewable energy projects that total at least 50

28 megawatts in nameplate capacig.

29 (c) Public utilities shall proportionately allocate the purchase required under subsection (3)(b) based on

30 each public utility's retail sales of electrical energy in Montana in the calendar year 2009.

fLegislative
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1 (4) (a) ln the compliance year beginning January 1 ,2}15,and in each succeeding compliance year, each \/

2 public utility shall procure a minimum of 15% of its retail sales of electrical energy in Montana from eligible

3 renewable resources.

4 (b) (i)Aspartoftheircompliancewithsubsection(aXa),publicutilitiesshallpurchaseboththerenewable

5 energy credits and the electricity output from community renewable energy projects that total at least 75

6 megawatts in nameplate capacity.

7 (ii) ln meeting the standard in subsection (4XbXi), a public utility may include purchases made under

8 subsection (3)(b).

g (c) public utilities shall proportionately allocate the purchase required under subsection (4Xb) based on

1O each public utility's retail sales of electrical energy in Montana in the calend ar year 2014'

11 (S) (a) tn complying with the standards required under subsections (2) through (4), a public utility shall,

12 for any given compliance year, calculate its procurement requirement based on the public utility's previous year's

13 sales of electrical energy to retail customers in Montana'

14 (b) The standard in subsections (2) through (4) must be calculated on a delivered-energy basis after

15 accounting for anY line losses.

16 (6) A public utility has until 3 months following the end of each compliance year to purchase renewable \v'

17 energy credits for that compliance year'

18 (7) (a) tn order to meet the standard established in subsections (2) through (4), a public utility may only

19 use:

20 (i) electricity from an eligible renewable resource in which the associated renewable energy credits have

21 not been sold seParatelY;

22 (ii) renewable energy credits created by an eligible renewable resource purchased separately from the

23 associated electricitY; or

24 (iii) any combination of subsections (7XaXi) and (7)(a)(ii)'

25 (b) A public utility may not resell renewable energy credits and count those sold credits against the public

26 utility's obligation to meet the standards established in subsections (2) through (4)'

27 (c) Renewable energy credits sold through a voluntary service such as the one provided for in

2g 69€4{€(4) 69-g-210(2) may not be applied against a public utility's obligation to meet the standards established

29 in subsections (2) through (4)'

30 (g) Nothing in this part limits a public utility from exceeding the standards established in subsections (2)

fLegislative
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1 through (4).

2 (9) lf a public utility exceeds a standard established in subsections (2) through (4) in any compliance

3 year, the public utility may carry fonruard the amount by which the standard was exceeded to comply with the

4 standard in either or both of the 2 subsequent compliance years. The carryforward may not be double-counted.

5 (10) Except as provided in subsection (1 1), if a public utility is unable to meet the standards established

6 in subsections (2) through (4) in any compliance year, that public utility shall pay an administrative penalty,

7 assessed by the commission, of $10 for each megawatt hour of renewable energy credits that the public utility

8 failed to procure. A public utility may not recover this penalty in electricity rates. Money generated from these

9 penalties must be deposited in the universal low-income energy assistance fund established in 69-8-412(1)(a).

10 (1 1) A public utility may petition the commission for a short-term waiver from full compliance with the

11 standards in subsections (2) through (4) and the penalties levied under subsection (10). The petition must

12 demonstrate that the:

13 (a) public utility has undertaken all reasonable steps to procure renewable energy credits under

14 long-term contract, but full compliance cannot be achieved either because renewable energy credits cannot be

15 orocured or for other legitimate reasons that are outside the control of the public utility; or

16 (b) integration of additional eligible renewable resources into the electrical grid will clearly and

17 demonstrably jeopardize the reliability of the electrical system and that the public utility has undertaken all

18 reasonable steps to mitigate the reliability concerns."

19

20 NEW SECTIoN. Secnox 19. Use or csuEurrox assErs. GrNennrrox nssrrs ncourneo8yA puBltc

21 UTILITY PURSUANT To THIS CHAPTER:

22 ('l ) tttust ee usEo ev rF{E pugl-lc utrlrry to seRve nNro aexertt custort,tERs wrtHtN tne pueLtc uttLtty's

23 MoNTANA SERVICE TERRIToRY: AND

24 (2) tt/nv f{ot ae REN,lovEo rRolu tHe RAte eRsr uNLrss tFte cotvtvtssroN flNos tHnt cusrot\,,tERs op tHe

25 PUBLIC UILIry WILL NoT BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED.

26

27 NEW SECTIoN. SecrtoN 20. CootrtclrtoN rxsrnucrroN. [SecrroNr *8 19] rs rNreNoeo ro ee coorrrro ns

28 AN INTEGML PART oF TtrLE 69. cHAprER 8, pART 4, ANp rHE pRovtstoNs oF TtrLE 69, cHAprER 8, pART 4. Apply ro

29 lsrcrroN,f819l.

30
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1 NEW SECTION. Section 21. Repealer. Sections 69-8-102. 69-8-104, 69-8-202,69-8-203, 69-8-204,

2 69-8-208,69-8-209,69-8-211,69-8-301,69-8-302,69-8-303,69-8-304,69-8-308,69-8-309,69-8-310,69&Sh

3 69€-a€& 69-8-404, 69-8-408, 69-8-409, ANp 69-8-410, and€g€"a+t MCA, are repealed.

4

S NEW SECTION. Section 22. Saving clause. [This act] does not affect rights and duties that matured,

6 penalties that were incurred, or proceedings that were begun before [the effective date of this act].

7

8 NEW SECTION. Section 23. Severability. lf a part of [this act] is invalid, all valid parts that are

9 severable from the invalid part remain in effect. lf a part of [this act] is invalid in one or more of its applications,

1o the part remains in effect in allvalid applications that are severable from the invalid applications.

11

12

13

-30-
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